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Abstract
Providing contractual performance assurances in distributed systems is an important and challenging prob-
lem. From the users’ perspective, stringent performance requirements are becoming more critical, which in-
creases the need for predictability. Meanwhile, from the system engineers’ perspective, distributed systems
are driven towards an increasingly larger scale, more integration and higher complexity, making predictable
system performance more difficult to achieve.
In this dissertation, we reconcile the above conflicting trends in the context of achieving temporal pre-
dictability in distributed server systems. Predictable timing behavior is becoming increasingly important in
wide-area networks. It is expected that a predominant majority of Internet clients in the next decade will
become embedded devices. As web-based systems are used in progressively more interactive or critical
applications that live under the constraints of the physical world in real-time, renewed interest in timing
properties is warranted. In fact, projects such as GENI, already promise nation-scale testbeds for a clean-
slate Internet re-design. One of the major thrusts fueling the need for such a new design lies in the vision
of Internet use in the context of safety-critical applications with real-time constraints. Since GENI and the
clean-slate Internet is not yet available, we implement our framework for temporal predictability within
the constraints of the current network. To separate out application-independent components, we break the
predictability problem into one of generic real-time content distribution services and application-specific
time-sensitive end-systems.
Our approach to providing timing predictability is two-fold. First, we investigate proactive mechanisms
for ensuring end-to-end timing guarantees in wide-area content distribution systems executing across the
current Internet. Second, we investigate reactive mechanisms that diagnose timing violations. In contrast
to much prior research on QoS which addressed the problem of restoring proper timing behavior on end-
systems assuming correctness of their software implementation, the increased scale of modern distributed
systems generates a need for addressing the possibility of software errors or misconfiguration that cause
iii
timing violations. Hence, when it comes to the (software-intensive) end-system, our work is directed at
self-diagnosis of timing violations rather than on traditional quality of service architectures, which abound
in prior work.
Our solution to the first problem above (that of ensuring end-to-end timing guarantees in content distri-
bution systems) involves a decentralized replication scheme that dynamically selects subsets of the content
distribution servers for different classes of content so that per-class network latency bounds are achieved.
The replication decisions are made autonomously by the servers based on dynamically measured network
latencies and workload conditions. The content replication proceeds in a way that balances workload among
servers, hence fully utilizing system capacity and avoiding latency bound violations. The efficiency and de-
centralized nature of the replication scheme enables our solution to scale up to very large content distribution
networks.
Solutions to the second problem (namely, the self-diagnosing capability of end-systems) come from
scalable learning-based performance problem diagnosis techniques we propose. The increasing complexity
of systems has motivated design of machine learning approaches to automate some system management
tasks. However, with increase in scale, current approaches suffer from serious scalability issues. We present
two scalable learning-based techniques that automatically identify probable causes of timing violations in
large server systems with multiple tiers and replicated sites. By incorporating more diagnostic information
sources using a temporal segmentation mechanism and applying transfer learning techniques, we achieve
both scalability and improved diagnosis accuracy.
The service is implemented and deployed on PlanetLab, a realistic wide-area network platform. Our
evaluation results of proactive delay guarantee mechanisms demonstrate that subsecond delay bounds can
be guaranteed with a very high probability with very limited or even imperfect global knowledge. In ad-
dition, we evaluate our reactive mechanisms for automated performance problem diagnosis against three
months of production traces from a real-world distributed application. Experimental results verify the ef-
ficacy of our approach: both diagnosis accuracy and scalability are significantly enhanced compared to
base-line solutions. The combination of our proactive and reactive time management mechanisms provides
opportunity for building services that manipulate real-time content in wide-area networks.
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Networked systems are constantly evolving with advances in hardware and networking technologies. From
the users’ perspective, stringent timing requirements and high service availability are becoming more crit-
ical. Meanwhile, from the system engineers’ perspective, distributed systems are driven towards an in-
creasingly larger scale, more integration and higher complexity, making predictable system performance
difficult. Today, large-scale systems may consist of thousands, or even tens of thousands of nodes. They
perform a wide spectrum of tasks ranging from simple text message exchanges to online peer-to-peer video
streaming, and from environmental monitoring to distributed transactions. They commonly involve entities
of diverse hardware platforms (from tiny embedded devices to mainframe servers) with different connection
bandwidth (from 512Kbps wireless radio to 54Gbps fibers). These entities typically share resources, have
dependencies on each other, and coordinate to perform collaborative tasks. Observing these changes, we
envision a few major trends for the future evolution of networked systems:
• Increasing information volume. The ever-increasing desire of users for richer content drives design-
ers of networked systems to employ various techniques to deliver a larger volume of data to end-users.
For example, video clips are now commonplace in news websites; peer-to-peer applications provide
users with high definition audio and video content; online television services are picking up pop-
ularity. As broadband service is widely adopted in homes, publishing and sharing large-volumes
of data are also becoming commonplace. Success of recent media hosting/sharing businesses (e.g.
YouTube [146]) testifies to this trend. The trend is further accelerated by the proliferation of sensor
networks, which promise emergence of omnipresent embedded devices that will generate sensory data
from the physical world without human intervention. The volume of the sensory data can potentially
be very large as its generation is not limited by human information processing capabilities.
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• More stringent timing requirements. While advances in the underlying networking technologies
will improve the communication latencies between entities of networked systems, applications will
develop stringent timing requirements. Specifically, more and more applications will require that
data access requests be served within a global latency bound, regardless of where the requests orig-
inated. For example, an online stock trading service provider may want its content to be accessible
within a short amount of time for all its worldwide customers. A service that enables people to
browse sensory data collected by ubiquitous embedded devices all over the world in real-time (such
as SenseWeb [92]) would be very useful. With more latency-sensitive mission critical online services
emerging, bounded-latency on content access is becoming an important property of many networked
systems, just like reliability and security.
• More prevalent integration and inter-dependencies. There is always a cost associated with data
and resource segregation. Segregation can lead to lack of communication or knowledge. For example,
the quality of optimization and decision making can always be improved by interconnecting relevant
information sources. Besides, segregation also leads to inefficient resource utilization. The cost of
segregation leads to a fundamental tendency for integrating and consolidating software components,
resulting more complex inter-dependencies between services and components of systems. The in-
creasing hardware capacity and increasing popularity of virtualization technology make it more likely
for software services to share resource and have dependencies.
There are obviously other important trends for distributed systems such as security, and mobility. These
trends are not addressed in this work.
Motivated by the above three trends, this dissertation is dedicated to the design, implementation, and
evaluation of a scalable self-diagnosing distributed service that provides bounded latencies for content ac-
cess. The content access latency mainly comes from two sources. The first source is wide area network
latency incurred by forwarding content access requests to remote servers and fetching content back. To
bound this latency, we developed a scalable content distribution service with strategic content replication
techniques. These techniques enable the content distribution service to quickly decide on content replication
based on dynamically measured network latencies and server workload conditions. All replication decisions
are achieved in a decentralized fashion, making the solution highly scalable.
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The second source of the latency is on end-systems. The problem of controlling end-system processing
latency has been extensively studied in literature. Many have looked into various mechanisms to control
resource usage to keep the end-system latency within a desirable range.
All the end-system delay control efforts focus on designing techniques that ensure predefined perfor-
mance goals. However, it is an inescapable reality that performance problems hit Internet services from
time to time, because besides high request rates, there are many reasons for performance problems such as
software bugs [111, 90, 118], configuration errors [95, 35, 98], etc. The fact that modern distributed systems
are very complex and software services have intricate dependencies makes the problem of understanding
and troubleshooting performance problems very challenging. Hence, in this dissertation study, for the pro-
cessing delay of end-systems in our bounded-latency content distribution service, we focus on the problem
of understanding the “abnormal behaviors”, i.e., performance problems. More specifically, we investigate
scalable diagnosis solutions that automatically identify probable causes of delay violations, and sometimes
suggest solutions. This dissertation proposes scalable statistical-learning based diagnosis techniques which
yield accurate diagnosis results to facilitate human troubleshooting efforts and scale up to realistic large-
scale complex distributed systems.
1.1 Strategic Content Replication for Bounded Network Latency
The increasingly stringent timing requirements and larger scale of distributed applications demand time-
sensitive content distribution services. Existing content distribution networks (CDNs) [130, 84, 44, 37, 138]
offload work from servers of content providers and alleviate impact of flash crowd events, but fall short of
providing service performance assurances in terms of client perceived content retrieval latency. To achieve
global latency bounds on content access for large-scale content distribution networks with many servers
and content objects, we developed a set of strategic content replication solutions. Specifically, we present
solutions to the following problems:
• Minimal-cost replica placement for bounded-latency content distribution [53, 54]. Given a global
latency bound for certain content objects, the content distribution service needs to designate a subset
of its servers as replicas. Since deploying more replicas incurs a higher cost, our content distribution
service strives to achieve the predefined latency bound requirement at a minimal cost, or more specif-
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ically, a minimal number of replicas. Operationally, the content distribution servers collaboratively
perform a decentralized replica placement algorithm that dynamically decides on the replicas based
on network and system workload conditions at a near-optimal cost.
• Generic replica allocation polices for real-time distributed systems [55]. The bounded-latency
content distribution problem can be generalized to apply to a large class of real-time wide-area dis-
tributed systems where servers are separated by delays that often dominate the end-to-end client per-
ceived latency. A generic problem of enforcing different latency bounds for different content classes
can hence be formulated as allocating subsets of the servers to the content classes such that the frac-
tion of client requests that can be served within their delay bounds is maximized. We proposed a
centralized algorithm to find the theoretic optimal solution, and explored a number of different ap-
proximation heuristics.
• Load-balancing replicationmechanism [57]. Similar to any other distributed system, load-balancing
is vital for fully utilizing the capacity of the content distribution service. As workload of the servers
depends on the popularity of the content objects as well as the replication scheme, we developed
a distributed balanced replication algorithm that enables servers to achieve balanced workload, and
hence avoid latency bound violations in the cases when the system is heavily loaded.
1.2 Scalable End-System Performance Problem Diagnosis
The growing scale and complexity of distributed systems result in increasingly more involved interactions
among components and more intricate failure modes that are very hard to diagnose manually. This increased
vulnerability of larger systems, together with the increased difficulty of failure diagnosis, has motivated
machine learning approaches to automate the diagnosis task. Existing research in this direction focuses on
using various machine-learning techniques to infer the correlations between collected measurement data and
system failure/problem states. However, current approaches have serious scalability issues when applied
to realistic large systems. With increased scale, most current approaches become computationally very
expensive, and more importantly suffer the “curse of dimensionality” [42]; a phenomenon in which they
exhibit a reduction in accuracy for a fixed-size training set, as the measurement metric space grows. These
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issues, exacerbated by the exploding set of system states and measured metrics, make existing learning-
based solutions fail to achieve efficient and accurate diagnosis.
We developed two major architectural improvements that lead to scalability of learning-based automated
diagnosis approaches [56]. First, our approach divides the space of analyzed metrics into bounded partitions.
Model learning is performed on individual partitions each having a bounded number of metrics, making
the whole process highly scalable. The conflicting goals of low overhead and high accuracy were jointly
achieved thanks to a cooperative multi-source temporal segmentation algorithm, run among the learners
of these partitions. We demonstrate that by simply allowing one learner to inform others when a good
model was found, learning accuracy could be significantly improved. This improvement is attributed to
the fact that another learner (with only a poor model) could then know to give up and reset its window,
hence preventing distortion of models when the metrics analyzed by the learner have no correlation with the
problem observed. Further, by combining the best models from the set of learners, a much superior ability
to associate metrics with problems was achieved.
Second, we applied transfer learning techniques whereby different learners exchange models of com-
mon problems. From our experimental results, models learned in one server installation can indeed help
identify similar problems in another. This ability enables service instances to leverage diagnosis history and
knowledge from each other, hence boosting overall scalability of our diagnosis framework.
1.3 Experimental Evaluation
One important goal of this dissertation is to understand the empirical performance of the content distribution
service in realistic environments. We built a prototype of the content distribution service on a Linux platform
and deployed 30-80 instances of the service on servers spanning North America, Europe, and Asia. The
cost and efficacy of enforcing global latency bounds are evaluated based on our deployment effort as well
as extensive simulations driven by realistic wide-area network latency information.
To evaluate the scalable automated performance diagnosis techniques, we implemented our diagnosis
solutions as an application-independent diagnosis system, and tested on detailed traces collected from a real
distributed application used in Hewlett-Packard Company. The application has service instances in Amer-
icas, Asia, and Europe, serving business-critical customers across the globe. The traces contain various
types of measurement data about the application for a period of 3 months, including system-level metrics,
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application-level metrics, and text-based application and error logs. In addition, we collected operators’
troubleshooting documentation of the application, which gives us the “ground-truth” of performance prob-
lem diagnosis.
1.4 Dissertation Contributions
This dissertation presents the first attempt to build a bounded-latency content distribution service on the cur-
rent Internet infrastructure, and demonstrates the feasibility of providing bounded content retrieval latency
for large-scale distributed systems. Specifically, we make the following contributions:
• A generic service model for bounded-latency content distribution. By creating overlay networks
based on the given latency bound requirements, we reduce the replication problem to that of deciding
dominating sets of the overlays. We present decentralized algorithms to solve the dominating set
allocation problem to achieve a minimal replication cost, as well as load-balancing.
Although we present the service in a Web content distribution context, the service model, problem
formulation, as well as solution framework are generic to a broad range of distributed applications. In
fact, many distributed systems with multiple classes of tasks and a per-class end-to-end latency bound
can fit into the service model we describe, and hence can be benefited from our bounded-latency
content distribution service.
• Scalable performance problem diagnosis techniques for large-scale distributed systems. Our
scalable performance diagnosis techniques extend the start-of-the-art of automated diagnosis by pro-
viding significantly improved scalability. Our solution enables the learning process to handle a large
number of data sources as well as many service instances. To the best of our knowledge, our work
is the first systems contribution that allows automated diagnosis to scale well to realistic large-scale
distributed systems.
The techniques we proposed are independent of the actual learning algorithm. They are also largely
independent of the system being diagnosed in that they require very little application-specific knowl-
edge. These features make our scalable performance problem diagnosis techniques a generic auto-
mated diagnosis framework applicable to many large-scalable distributed systems.
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• Validation of proposed methodologies through practical and realistic evaluation. One important
objective of this dissertation study is practicality. Based on principled designs, we actually imple-
mented a service prototype, deployed it on servers in wide-area networks. The performance evalua-
tion results from our deployment experience show that our strategic replication mechanisms achieve
subsecond latency bounds (for network latencies) with a high probability without any change to the
underlying network infrastructure. In addition, the validation of our performance problem diagnosis
techniques is based on a long period of production traces of a real-world distributed application.
1.5 Dissertation Outline
In the rest of the dissertation, we first describe elements of the bounded-latency content distribution service.
We begin in Chapter 2 by describing the service model and the overall architecture of the service. We then
embark on the design and implementation of the content distribution service. In Chapter 3 we present the
formulation of the basic replica placement problem as a graph theoretic problem, and propose a decentral-
ized algorithm to solve it. The design and implementation of the service prototype is described, followed
up by an extensive performance evaluation study drawn from our deployment on PlanetLab [103].
Chapter 4 extends our basic replica placement problem to a generic resource allocation policy problem
for multiple content classes with different latency bounds. We formulate this generic problem as a Mixed
Integer Programming problem, and present a branch-and-bound search algorithm that yields theoretically
optimal results, as well as scalable approximation algorithms. We evaluated the approximation algorithms
in terms of ability for maximizing the portion of content access requests that meet their latency bounds.
In Chapter 5 we study the problem of achieving balanced replication in our content distribution service.
Load-balancing becomes critical for fully utilizing servers’ capacity and avoid latency bound misses when
the service is heavily loaded. The replication process we designed in the earlier chapters is on a per-class
basis. This model, though enjoys scalability, is very coarse-grained. To achieve well balanced workload
among the servers, we relaxed the model to allow replication decisions be made on a per-object basis. We
then present a distributed balanced replication algorithm, followed by an extensive evaluation study.
Chapter 6 presents the framework of our scalable automated performance diagnosis techniques for end-
systems. We describe techniques that significantly enhance scalability of existing learning-based perfor-
mance problem diagnosis solutions. We validate the proposed techniques on several months of traces col-
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lected from a real-world multi-instance 3-tier Internet service. Our evaluation includes both quantitative
results as well as detailed case studies that are validated against human diagnosis results of the service
operators.




We consider a content distribution network (CDN) system with four parties: content providers, the CDN
provider, ISPs and clients, shown in Figure 2.1. Content providers outsource content distribution and au-
thorize the CDN provider to host and replicate their content objects. Along with the establishment of this
content distribution business relationship between a content provider and a CDN provider, a service level
agreement (SLA) is signed. The service level agreement specifies the latency bound on access to the content
provider’s objects. Different content providers can have different latency bound requirements and therefore











Figure 2.1: System model of our self-diagnosing bounded-latency content distribution service. CDN
provider host content provider’s content objects to serve access requests from clients within latency bounds
defined in service level agreement. CDN servers may colocate with ISP IGR’s. CDN servers are instru-
mented with performance sensors to do lightweight monitoring and recording on various performance met-
rics.
Having established a service level agreement, the CDN provider replicates the content objects on its
servers. The number and placement of replicas for content objects depend on the QoS parameters, CDN
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servers’ conditions, network conditions and clients request rates. In our CDN model, servers of the CDN
provider are deployed on the edge of the Internet backbone and may be colocated with ISPs’ Internet Gate-
way Routers (IGRs). This is known as the colocation model. One advantage of this model is that CDN
servers can relatively easily get access to some important information such as client request rates of differ-
ent content objects that can be collected by ISP entry points. We assume client requests can be redirected
to the nearest CDN server [130, 11]. The ISP may already employ web caches which will attempt to serve
such requests. Cache misses are redirected to the nearest (or colocated) CDN server. When a CDN server
receives a request, if the requested content object is available at the server’s local storage, a reply is sent
back to the client directly. Otherwise, the CDN server acts as a proxy and forwards the request to some
replica (or to the origin server). The forwarding module of a CDN server is responsible for picking the
best replica among those replicas of the requesting object that the CDN server knows about. When a reply
is received from the selected replica, the reply is sent back to the ISP proxy from which the request orig-
inated. Observe that the ISP and CDN provider can be the same. AT&T, for example, also offers content
distribution services.
The latency perceived by a client when requesting a content object hosted by our CDN service actually
consists of three parts: (1) the latency between the client and the ISP’s IGR/CDN server, known as the last-
mile problem, (2) the network latency caused by requesting the object from some peer CDN server or the
origin server across the backbone when the requested object is not available locally, and (3) the processing
delay in the CDN servers.
In this dissertation research, we focus on the second and third part of the latency, and assume the last-
mile latency is largely negligible. Strictly speaking, the client-perceived end-to-end delay is different from
the latency our system attempts to bound. In some CDN models, this difference could be large (e.g., if
clients can directly contact an arbitrarily far CDN server); a CDN system may redirect client requests to
some CDN server that is far away from the client by DNS redirection, if the redirection mechanism does
not consider the client-CDN proximity. However, in our CDN model, since CDN servers are co-located
with ISPs’ IGRs, the latencies between clients and the CDN servers their requests are redirected to are
presumably very low. Hence ignoring the first part of the end-to-end latency will not be a crucial issue.
To verify this assumption, we conducted an empirical measurement study on PlanetLab. The metric
we investigated is the last-mile latency: the latency between a PlanetLab node (acting as a client) and the
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border router(s) of the Autonomous System (AS) it is in. This latency should be a reasonable approxima-
tion of the latency between clients and their closest CDN servers if these were colocated with the border
router as recommended in our model. In this experiment, over 300 PlanetLab nodes were used. Twenty
websites including both commercial websites and university web servers were selected as the destinations
of traceroute. With the result of traceroute, we then do the IP-to-AS mapping [113] to find out the
border router(s) of the AS each PlanetLab server is in. We also validated our mappings against results pre-
sented in [89]. We calculated the ratio of the last-mile latency to the end-to-end latency and plotted the
cumulative distribution function of these ratios for different servers in Figure 2.2. For servers that are not on
Internet-2, the ratios are slightly higher than those of servers on Internet-2, which is understandable due to
the relatively abundant bandwidth of Internet-2. Overall, the last-mile latency is mostly negligible compared
to the end-to-end latency. Since the ratio of the last-mile latency to the end-to-end latency is generally very
low, in the CDN system we can compensate the last-mile delay by scaling up the latency measured by the
CDN servers. Another point worth mentioning is the proximity of clients and their closest CDN servers
also depends on the scale of deployment of CDN servers. The more widely a CDN system is deployed, the















Figure 2.2: Empirical cumulative distribution function of average ratio of last-mile latency to end-to-end
latency for a large variety of Internet paths. The paths involve over 300 servers on PlanetLab and 20
commercial and university websites. Generally, the last-mile latencies are only a small fraction of the total
end-to-end latencies.
In our CDN model, requested content is routed through the originally contacted CDN server. Alterna-
tively, requested content could be sent directly back to the client from the replica. Using initially contacted
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CDN servers as proxies of clients has an important benefit: these CDN servers can monitor the client per-
ceived latencies. If replicas directly sent replies back to clients, no one except the clients themselves could
easily monitor the perceived access latencies. This monitoring capability is crucial in our system because
it runs in a highly dynamic environment and has to self-adjust according to network and server workload
dynamics. Besides, when CDN servers are co-located with IGRs, the extra overhead of routing through the
initially contacted CDN server should not be severe.
Our CDN service produces improved response time experienced by clients because of additional de-
ployed replicas. Content providers benefit by improving the experience of their clients and by offloading
web requests from their servers. In a commercial deployment, these providers will cover the service cost.
ISPs also benefit from our service because with a colocated CDN server, the cache miss traffic that needs to
be sent across the backbone is reduced.
To facilitate managing and diagnosing the system, the CDN servers are instrumented to monitor a wide
range of performance metrics and related system events. The performance metrics can be low-level sys-
tem metrics (such as CPU utilization, memory consumption and I/O intensity [51, 61]), middleware-level
metrics (such as RPC latencies [4]), or application-level metrics (such as transaction counts and degree of
concurrency [51]). Similarly, system events can be at OS-kernel level (such as thread creation and configura-
tion file modification [91, 143, 135]), or user level (such as application specific event logs). The monitoring
and recording are very lightweight and incur little perturbation to the system performance.
These collected metrics and events are further fed to our automated diagnosis engine to identify probable
root causes of various system performance problems. Each CDN server should be able to perform the
automated diagnosis autonomously, with the possibility of incorporating a moderate amount of diagnostic
information from other servers. The diagnosis results can then be presented to system administrators to
assist their troubleshooting process.
It is worth noting that the collection of metrics for performance problem diagnosis does not require accu-
rate a priori knowledge of the system. In fact, given the scale and complexity of many distributed systems, it
is virtual impossible to single out a small set of metrics that can explain all performance problems. In prac-
tice, one has to collect a large number of metrics that are potentially related to performance problems. Our
statistical learning based diagnosis solution can automatically point to the most relevant metrics for a given
performance problem period. Moreover, in this dissertation, we propose techniques that enable learning-
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based diagnosis solutions to scale to many diagnostic information sources and performance metrics. Of
course, application-specific knowledge can be easily incorporated in our solution framework: including or
excluding certain performance metrics in the diagnosis can be controlled by system administrators.
Furthermore, our diagnosis solution does not rely on understanding the semantics of the performance
metrics, which can be very sophisticated in reality (e.g., meaning and impact of certain configuration param-
eters). The diagnosis process points out which metrics are probably related to current performance problem.





This chapter presents the basic design of our content distribution network (CDN) that targets for provid-
ing delay bounds on content access. The predominant use of the Internet for content delivery has recently
spurred much research on CDN performance. Existing research on CDNs includes techniques for efficient
client request redirection [130, 11, 137, 25], server placement strategies to improve average response time
or bandwidth consumption [80, 104, 63, 69, 106], logical overlay topologies for large-scale content distri-
bution [124, 109, 114], consistency maintenance mechanisms [145, 96], and empirical CDN performance
measurement studies [67, 77]. Little attention has been given to QoS guarantee issues in CDNs. In this dis-
sertation, we address the specific problem of providing subsecond guarantees on access delay. This chapter
evaluates the feasibility and cost of providing such guarantees on the current Internet. By “guarantee”,
we do not mean deterministic delay bound guarantees, which are virtually impossible without controlling
the Internet backbone. Instead, in this dissertation, we use the word “guarantee” in a loose sense, to mean
trying to achieve latency bounds with a high probability. Our evaluation results are drawn from an actual im-
plementation and deployment of a service prototype in a world-wide WAN testbed. The results explore the
trade-off space between algorithm cost and its efficacy in meeting the desired latency bounds. The trade-offs
demonstrate the practical feasibility of providing latency guarantees in content distribution networks.
Operationally, our content distribution service is composed of a large set of content distribution proxies.
Content is replicated across a minimal subset of these proxies such that the contractual delay bound is met
for all requests. These replicas of the content are updated sporadically throughout the day, as is the case
with sports and news sites, but not necessarily in a continuous fashion (as opposed to streaming media).
Regular web caching, outside the purview of our service, may create further copies of content on demand
depending on client access patterns. Content providers negotiate with our distribution network the intended
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service access latency for their content, defined as the time elapsed from the arrival of a client’s request
to some CDN server until the requested content has been sent to the client. This time includes the delay
resulting from forwarding the request within the CDN if the initially accessed server does not have a local
copy of the content. The content distribution network dynamically determines the number and locations of
content distribution proxies that will need to host the content in order to globally guarantee the negotiated
bound on access delay.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 provides a brief Internet delay mea-
surement study to set the stage for our service. The distributed algorithm for replica selection is described in
Section 3.3. Implementation is described in Section 3.4. An extensive performance evaluation is presented
in Section 3.5. A few open issues are discussed in Section 3.6. The chapter concludes with Section 3.7.
3.2 Observations from Internet Measurements
Before introducing our content distribution framework, we first present a brief measurement study on In-
ternet end-to-end delay and our observations from the measurements in this section. We focus on the dis-
tribution of latencies between hosts and variability of latency between a fixed pair of hosts. This study is
intended to construct a “before” picture of Internet delay (i.e., without our service), in order to assess the
advantages of introducing the service. It also sheds light on the feasibility of building a CDN system to
provide subsecond latency bounds.
To assess delay, we first conducted a simple experiment on the Internet in which a web server was set up
on a PlanetLab node. Thirty other PlanetLab nodes were chosen as HTTP clients. During a 24-hour period,
the clients kept sending HTTP requests directly to the web server, asking for files of sizes ranging from 1KB
to 64KB. For the sake of separation of concerns, we intentionally kept the clients’ request rates low to avoid
web server overload, such that the latencies we measured were predominantly network latencies.
The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of measured latencies of all client requests is plotted in
Figure 3.1 for files of different sizes. From the graph, we can see that the average latencies for these files
are a significant fraction of a second, and that larger files may observe delays in excess of a second with
a non-trivial probability. For example, for files of 40KB, 40% of the requests have latencies longer than
500ms and 10% of requests have latencies longer than 1s. Humans are able to perceive delays as small as



























Figure 3.1: Empirical cumulative distribution functions of latencies perceived by 30 clients on PlanetLab
without any replicating service. Requested objects are of sizes of typical Web objects (1KB - 64KB). The
experiment period was 24 hours.
of 200-500ms with high probability, hence bringing content access latency closer to the threshold of human
perception. We observe that when delays are above the threshold of perception, a lower delay is generally
preferable. Given this premise, we investigate the questions of how such a low delay can be maintained,
what mechanisms are needed, and at what cost.
An important attribute of Internet latency is its variability. Variability of delay on the Internet is tightly
related to the cost of building our delay-sensitive content distribution service. The higher the variability the
more effort is spent on replica placement and rearrangement to meet delay guarantees. This variability is
illustrated in Figure 3.2. In this experiment, we chose four representative clients and plotted the latencies in
requesting files of 16KB. Intervals between measurements were roughly 5 minutes and the entire duration
of the experiment was about 24 hours. The web server was placed in Virginia and client #1, #2, #3 and
#4 were in North Carolina, Missouri, Utah and France respectively. The order of their average latencies
matches the order of their geographic distances to the web server site.
The results suggest that although clients’ perceived latencies are not time-invariant, latencies for the
same client-server pair oscillate within a relatively small range most of the time. There exist some spikes,
which can probably be attributed to network instability, but the percentage is very low. The latency changes
seen on client #3 were probably due to a network route change. Another observation from these data is


























Figure 3.2: Latencies perceived by 4 representative clients (setup in North Carolina, Missouri, Utah, and
France) requesting files of 16KB from a Web server placed in Virginia, during a period of 24 hours. The
latencies are largely stable, despite occasional fluctuations.
that shorter latencies usually map to fewer network hops. Roughly speaking, the more network hops a flow
travels, the higher the chance that its packets get long delays.
We changed the site of our web server and repeated the experiments several times. Similar trends were
observed in each run. The relatively stable delay measurements could be attributed to the relative under-
utilization of the Internet backbone [120], which has also been observed by industry in reported backbone
delay statistics [121]. The aforementioned observations have an important suggested implication. If delays
are generally stable, it is reasonable to expect that a content distribution service can find relatively stable
replica locations that meet bounded-delay requirements. This conjecture is successfully verified later in the
evaluation section (Section 3.5).
In the above discussion, we ignored factors like impact of server overload. Bursty traffic like flash
crowds can significantly impact the latencies perceived by clients. When a flash crowd occurs, the server
processing capacity is more likely to be the bottleneck than network bandwidth. For example, empirical
measurement studies [46] have shown that under high load conditions end-system latency dominates (ac-
counts for over 90% of) the end-to-end latency. When client request rate increases dramatically at the server,
the queueing time of requests can become orders of magnitude longer. In that case, a CDN needs to adjust
the number and locations of replicas of hot content to balance the traffic. We show in the evaluation section
that our system has the self-adjusting capability to react to flash crowds and overload (Section 3.5.4 and
Section 3.5.5) by adapting the number of replicas accordingly.
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3.3 Problem Formulation and Algorithm
In this section, we formulate our latency guarantee problem as a graph domination problem. A distributed
algorithm is then presented to solve this problem. By adopting a system model described in Chapter 2, our
replica placement has to ensure that requests received by the CDN servers are served within the latency
bound specified in the service level agreement. In the extreme case, if the content is replicated to all CDN
servers, network latencies of requests for the content will be minimized. However, the cost of replicating
the content everywhere is large. First, content update traffic is not free. We envision future content that
is volatile and requires frequent updates (e.g., live coverage of sports events with photographic snapshots,
commentary, and video clips). The fewer the number of replicas the lower the update cost. Second, having
too many replicas for each content object can significantly reduce the overall throughput of a CDN system.
The reason lies in the fact that partitioning client requests to too many different replicas reduces temporal
locality of content access requests. As a result, many client requests have to be served from servers’ disks
instead of memory. This phenomenon has been confirmed in previous research [137]. Finally, depending on
content size, storage cost may or may not be an issue. For example, consider a future Starbucks chain that
entertains its customers by offering wireless access to real-time (still) snapshots taken by webcams located
in its 3000 T-mobile enabled branches. To make it entertaining, the service offers VCR-like functionality
that allows users to fastforward and rewind through animations of the stills of any location worldwide,
recorded within the last week. Assuming 10KB pictures taken once every 5 seconds, and 3 webcams per
branch, the total storage requirements for all the weekly pictures combined is roughly 11 terabytes. While
this particular application will have other bottlenecks, the point is that storage requirements of individual
CDN customers might be non-trivial.
Hence, we state the content distribution problem as that of finding a replica placement that uses the
minimum number of replicas and ensures that requests received by any CDN server of the content provider
can be served within the latency bound.
Our CDN servers form an overlay network. Although every CDN server can reach every other server
via the underlying IP routing, only links whose delay is less than the bound are valid in the overlay topol-
ogy. Observe that, under these conditions, different content with different delay requirements could have a
different view of the overlay network. The higher is the delay bound the more connected is the network.
An arbitrarily high delay bound results in a fully connected network as all links in the underlying IP net-
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work satisfy the bound. Due to the asymmetric nature of Internet routing, all the edges are directional,
meaning an edge from server Si to Sj does not imply the existence of an edge from server Sj to Si. With
this in mind, we can formally state our latency guarantee problem as follows. Given a set of CDN servers
S = {Si|i ∈ [1, N ]}, a content object C, and its latency bound L, we construct an overlay network whose
nodes are the CDN servers S. Edges are added following the rule that −−→SiSj exists if and only if Si can
download C from Sj within a time less than L. Trivially,
−−→
SiSi exists for all i ∈ [1, N ]. Our objective is to
find a minimum size subset D ⊂ S to hold replicas of C, such that for every node S in S −D there exists at
least one edge
−→
SD in the overlay network such that D ∈ D. In other words, the objective is to find a subset
with minimum size that every node can reach some node in the subset within given latency bound. Observe
that because of the way edges are defined, the aforementioned condition implies that the delay between any
node S and at least one replica D is less than the bound.
The algorithm to solve the above replica placement problem classifies files into discretized categories
by latency bound. The algorithm needs to run for each content class (with a common latency bound) instead
of for each content object. Chapter 4 is dedicated to exploring issues and solutions of this problem.
In this work, we separate probing network delay from running the placement algorithm. Network prob-
ing is done in a common module. The placement algorithm runs concurrently (separately) for each content
class.
3.3.1 Centralized Algorithm
Consider the graph domination problem formulated above for a single content class. A set of vertices of
a graph is called dominating if every other vertex is adjacent to at least one vertex of the set. The graph
domination problem asks for a dominating set of the minimum possible size in a given graph. Graph
domination is known to be NP-Hard [47]. A common approximation algorithm for this problem is the
greedy algorithm shown in Figure 3.3. Vertex Si is said to be able to “cover” vertex Sj if and only if
−−→
SjSi
is in the graph. In accordance with previous papers on dominating set algorithms (e.g., [65]), we call the
number of uncovered vertices that a vertex can cover (including itself) the span of the vertex. In our overlay
network, the span of some CDN server, S, is the number of CDN servers that can download the content
object from S within the specified latency bound. The intuition behind the greedy algorithm is that vertices
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with high span values are more likely to be selected in a dominating set. Hence, the heuristic orders vertices
in decreasing order by span and selects from the top recursively until a dominating set is reached.
Algorithm: Centralized Greedy Algorithm for Minimal Dominating Set Problem
Parameters: graph G . all vertices start as “uncovered”
while There exists “uncovered” nodes do
Select the vertex v with the highest span in G
Add v to the dominating set
Mark v and vertices v can cover as “covered”
Update span values of all vertices in G
end while
Figure 3.3: Centralized approximation algorithm for solving the Minimal Dominating Set problem. This
algorithm has the best approximation known so far (H∆-approximate,H∆ being the Harmonic number, and
∆ being the maximum degree of the graph).
It is known that the above greedy algorithm achieves an H∆-approximation where ∆ is the maximum




k ) [32, 66]. This is actually the best
approximation known so far. The greedy algorithm is very simple but has its drawbacks in practice. Most
importantly, it requires a centralized coordinator to perform the replica assignment. It assumes that network
topology is known to the centralized coordinator, which in this case means that the coordinator knows
the latency from any node to any other node in the network. Such centralized algorithms generally have
scalability and robustness limitations and lack the flexibility of doing online adjustments to accommodate
changes in network conditions. We use the aforementioned centralized greedy algorithm only as a baseline
to compare against. Our goal is to find a distributed algorithm that would perform close to the centralized
one in terms of minimizing the number of replicas. This distributed algorithm is described next.
3.3.2 Distributed Algorithm
A few distributed algorithms for constructing dominating sets have been proposed in literature. Liang and
Haas used a distributed algorithm called DDCH [81] to generate virtual backbones for Ad Hoc networks.
When synchronously executed, DDCH achieves the same approximation ratio as the aforementioned cen-
tralized greedy algorithm (Figure 3.3) but there exist networks for which DDCH takes a very long time
(Ω(n) rounds, n is the number of nodes) to complete. LRG introduced by Jia et al. [65] is a refinement of
DDCH, in which randomization is used to break symmetries when multiple nodes attempt to add to the dom-
inating set. It is proved that LRG terminates inO(log n log∆) rounds with a high probability, where∆ is the
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maximum span of the graph, and yields an approximation ratio with an expectation of O(log∆). Kuhn and
Wattenhofer designed a more sophisticated distributed algorithm [78] based on LP relaxation techniques.
Given an arbitrary constant k, the algorithm computes a dominating set of expected size O(k∆2/k log∆)
times optimal in O(k2) rounds. Though theoretically appealing, the performance of these algorithms, when
used in asynchronous systems, was not studied. Moreover, these algorithms share a common disadvantage:
they need multiple rounds to finish. Kuhn’s algorithm [78] can be made to finish in one round by setting
k = 1 but then the performance will be far from optimal. In practice, more rounds translates into more
overhead and a longer termination time, which may be problematic if network conditions change before the
algorithm terminates.
Algorithm: Distributed Algorithm for Minimal Dominating Set Problem
. For node Si
Send SPAN messages (span of Si to all nodes known)
if I am the only node covers me then
Join the dominating set
Send DOMINATOR messages to nodes that I can cover
end if
while true do
if Receive a DOMINATOR message from Sj and Sj covers me then
return . Si is covered by Sj
end if
if Receive a SPAN message from Sj then
Update span of Sj
end if
if Receive a NOMINATION message from Sj then
Join the dominating set
Send DOMINATOR messages to nodes that I can cover
return
end if
if Have received SPAN messages from all nodes that can cover me then
Select the node Sk with the highest span (with random tie-breaking) from the nodes that can cover
me
Send a NOMINATION message to Sk . Si is covered by Sk
end if
end while
Figure 3.4: A distributed heuristic for solving the Minimal Dominating Set problem.
We seek an algorithm that is both very fast (ideally, constant-time) and yields a small dominating set in
a highly asynchronous execution environment. We designed a simple distributed algorithm to meet these
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requirements. Figure 3.4 shows the pseudocode that is executed at each node independently. We require
that every node know only its own span value and the number of nodes it can reach within the delay bound
including itself. Each node sends its span (SPAN messages), which is the number of nodes that can download
the object from it within the latency bound, to all the nodes it can cover and collects other nodes’ spans.
The message specifies the span for each content class. If a node can only be covered by itself, the node
has to be in the dominating set and sends a DOMINATOR message to nodes it can cover claiming that it
is in the dominating set. Otherwise, after it gets SPAN messages from all the nodes that can cover it, it
chooses the node with highest span among them (which could be itself) and makes that node a member of
the dominating set by sending it a NOMINATION message. When a node receives a NOMINATION message,
it joins the dominating set. It then sends a DOMINATOR message to nodes it can cover and will not nominate
another node thereafter. Assuming no message loss, since every node selects a node that covers itself, when
all nodes exit the algorithm, the graph is dominated.
The mechanism that each node independently chooses a nominee makes the algorithm terminate in one
round. This mechanism uses information about direct neighbors only but is very effective in choosing the
right nodes to be added to the dominating set. When a node Si is nominated by Sj , it will be added to
the dominating set despite the possibility that Si may not be the highest span node among the nodes that
can cover it, or it has already been covered by some other node, and hence would not nominate itself.
However, since Si is the highest span node among nodes that cover Sj chances are in order to cover Sj , Si
is still the right node to join the dominating set. The rule that receiving a DOMINATOR message from some
adjacent node makes a node refrain from nominating another is very helpful for reducing the size of the final
dominating set. Note that the NOMINATION and DOMINATOR messages are class-specific. However, if the
same server is nominated for multiple classes, the corresponding messages are coalesced.
This distributed algorithm does not guarantee the same performance as its centralized counterpart. It
is not difficult to find scenarios in which the centralized greedy algorithm gives a smaller dominating set
than the distributed algorithm. However, there also are scenarios where the distributed algorithm performs
better than the centralized one. In Section 3.5.1, we give a detailed performance evaluation and comparison




We implemented our content distribution service by instrumenting a Squid Proxy Cache [122] and deployed
it on PlanetLab [103]. Although the distributed replica selection algorithm is simple in appearance, there are
many technical issues that need great care when implemented on a real system and deployed in a realistic
WAN environment. These issues are described below.
3.4.1 Probing
In Section 3.3.2, we assumed that nodes know their span values. This knowledge does not come for free in
the real world. When our system is to host a content class, we may need to construct the overlay network for
the class before invoking the distributed replica selection algorithm. This is done based on probing results.
In our implementation, we adopted a simple probing technique to measure network delay. Probing is an
independent operation that is performed for different file sizes and the results are interpolated to provide
delay information for an arbitrary file size.
A CDN server probes each peer a few times by sending requests for content of different sizes. The
measured delays are fitted to a linear equation describing delay as a function of content size. Curve fitting is
done using a least squares estimator. The parameters (slope and intersect) of the delay equation for a given
peer are then sent to that peer in a REACHABILITY message.
Each server aggregates REACHABILITY messages and computes its span for each class. The span value
states the number of peers that can reach this server within the delay bound of the class under consideration.
The per-class span values are sent out in a SPAN message. In addition, we use a safety margin parameter to
help cope with fluctuations in network latencies, as well as accommodate last-mile delays. A safety margin
of s, (0 < s ≤ 1) means that only if the probing delay (obtained from the delay equation) is less than sL,
where L is the latency bound, will the server consider the peer reachable. The typical safety margin we used
in our experiments was 0.75.
Since our probing actually downloads files from the remote servers, it has a higher overhead compared
to other approaches such as sending ping packets. However, the overall probing cost remains acceptable
because (1) probing happens between servers of the CDN provider at a very low frequency, and (2) probing
does not have to be active all the time. When the system is running, client requests forwarded by one CDN
server to another can serve as measurements. Thus, the traffic volume of probing messages is typically
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orders of magnitude smaller than the traffic generated by clients’ requests. Exploring more sophisticated
probing techniques could help construct more accurate overlay topologies but is beyond the scope of this
dissertation.
3.4.2 Asynchronous Execution
Imposing a synchronous execution mode on a large-scale CDN system is not acceptable. The performance
of a distributed algorithm in an asynchronous mode is the meaningful metric for our system. The distributed
algorithm implemented in our system is able to run asynchronously. In the asynchronous mode nodes
constantly collect control packets (SPAN, DOMINATOR, and NOMINATION) from other nodes. After a certain
predefined period, each node makes nomination decisions, if it has not sent any NOMINATION messages yet,
based on the information it has at the instant. This guarantees that a dominating set will be generated but
the cardinality of the dominating set could be larger than that generated in a synchronous execution. In [81]
the authors discussed the asynchronous operation of DDCH, which uses a periodic mode too, except that
their algorithm usually takes multiple rounds to finish. The mode can also be applied to LRG [65] since it
is a refinement of DDCH. We followed that mode in our implementations of DDCH and LRG.
3.4.3 Replica Selection
A server can receive multiple DOMINATOR messages from different reachable servers for the same content
class. Since all these servers are replicas and can be reached within the latency bound, any of them can be
the server’s replica. Recall that we mentioned in Section 3.2 that when latencies between two servers are
low on average, the variances of the latencies tend to be low too. Based on this rationale, we make the server
choose the replica that has the lowest latency as its primary replica. Other reachable replicas are marked as
backup replicas. Note that, the origin server always has valid copies of content. It is automatically a backup
replica for all the CDN servers that can reach it within the latency bound.
3.4.4 Self-adjustment
The assignment of replicas does not have to be fixed for the lifetime of the system. Adjustments to replica
selection are done periodically, when the algorithm is re-executed as well as on-demand in between periodic
invocations, if needed. In the latter case, when a server detects that a high percentage of client requests
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forwarded to its primary replica have recently exceeded the latency bound, it infers that there may be some
problem with its primary replica. In this situation, if the server has backup replicas, it will pick one of them
and start forwarding client requests to this backup. If the server does not have a backup replica, then it
will nominate the highest span neighbor among those that are not replicas. However, this switching is just
temporary. The server will try to fall back to its primary replica after some time by sending some probings
in the hope that the latency to its primary replica is back to normal. The mechanism above can also be used
to handle server failures.
3.5 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our system and the effects of various design considerations
on the efficiency of our distributed replica selection algorithm. We begin our evaluation by investigating
the two key performance metrics of our algorithm; namely, the number of replicas it generates, and the
accuracy with which it satisfies a desired latency bound. To evaluate the number of replicas, we compare
the number generated by our distributed algorithm to those generated by the centralized greedy algorithm
and the two previous distributed algorithms mentioned in Section 3.3. To evaluate delay bound satisfaction,
we compare our algorithm to several baseline algorithms that include a trivial baseline, a random placement
algorithm, and an algorithm drawn from prior literature. We also explore techniques to handle different file
sizes. A discussion follows to analyze our system’s ability to achieve load-balancing and scalability. Finally,
we explore the performance of the algorithm in the absence of accurate system knowledge. In particular, it
is shown that the algorithm performs well even if individual CDN nodes are aware of only a small subset
of other CDN nodes in the system. The evaluation demonstrates that our algorithm is able to achieve the
desired delay guarantees in the absence of global knowledge and at a very moderate cost.
3.5.1 Evaluation of the Number of Replicas
As discussed in Section 3.3, the number of replicas (NOR) needed for a certain content object directly relates
to the cost of hosting the object and is one of the primary performance metrics in our system. Our goal is to
minimize the NOR. To understand algorithm’s performance in terms of minimizing NOR, we compare our
distributed algorithm with the centralized greedy heuristic listed in Figure 3.3 and two distributed algorithms
mentioned in Section 3.3, namely DDCH [81] and LRG [65]. We did not include Kuhn’s algorithm [78] in
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Centralized DDCH LRG DG
Latency Bound (ms) 200 300 400 200 300 400 200 300 400 200 300 400
set 1 8 7 6 8.8 7.7 6.3 9 7.8 6.5 8.6 7.5 6.4
30 Nodes set 2 6 5 5 6.5 5.5 5.5 6.4 5.5 5.8 6.9 5.6 5.2
set 3 4 4 4 4.4 4.3 4 5 4.8 4.1 5 4.7 4.6
Latency Bound (ms) 200 300 400 200 300 400 200 300 400 200 300 400
set 4 19 18 17 21.6 18.8 16.3 21.2 18.9 16.7 20.6 18.3 16.5
80 Nodes set 5 17 16 14 17.5 16.7 14.2 17.3 16.6 14.5 17.6 16.4 14.8
set 6 13 12 12 13.6 12.2 11.1 13.3 12 11.3 14 12.9 11.4
Table 3.1: Number of replicas generated by running different approximation algorithms on two deploy-
ments of different scales on PlanetLab. The centralized greedy algorithm performs slightly better than the
decentralized algorithms. Among the three decentralized algorithms (our algorithm is labeled as “DG”), no
appreciable difference is observed.
our comparison study because it uses a purely synchronous model for communication and its performance
for a small number of rounds, k, is much worse than the other three distributed algorithms we studied.
We ran all the three distributed algorithms as well as the centralized greedy algorithm on two CDNs with
different scales. One consists of 30 servers on PlanetLab. The other consists of 80 servers. For each scale,
the algorithms were run at three different times and for three different latency bound values. We averaged
the NOR of 10 invocations of our distributed algorithm. The results are summarized in Table 3.1, where our
distributed algorithm is labeled “DG”. In this experiment, the centralized algorithm was implemented by a
coordinator that we set up to collect probing results from the individual servers. Based on these probing
results and the specified latency bound value, the coordinator would construct the network topology and run
the centralized greedy algorithm.
Observe that although we used the same set of servers in all experiments of the same scale, network
conditions were slightly different, which resulted in a different NOR at different experiments for the same
latency bound. We can see that compared with the centralized algorithm, the average NOR of our distributed
replica selection algorithm is only slightly higher than that of the greedy algorithm when network scale
is relatively small (30 nodes). When network scale is large (80 nodes), in some settings our distributed
algorithm even yielded smaller NORs than the centralized algorithm. Also, the number of replicas as a
fraction of the total network size did not increase with the increase in network scale. This makes us believe
that our distributed algorithm is simple yet has very good scalability. Moreover, it justifies using only 30
nodes in the remaining experiments instead of 80, as the results remain representative. Comparing the three
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distributed algorithms, DDCH, LRG and DG, we can see that no one clearly outperforms the other in terms
of minimizing NOR. However, our algorithm is the simplest of the three and hence has an advantage in
terms of implementation convenience.
Another metric we looked at is the termination time of the distributed algorithms which is the time
elapsed until all nodes are covered. As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, when running in asynchronous mode,
the algorithms will be executed periodically. For the fairness of comparison, we set the same period for all
the three distributed algorithms. Note that our distributed algorithm can finish in constant time regardless of
the network scale and topology. We define normalized termination time as the ratio of an algorithm’s termi-
nation time over our distributed algorithm’s termination time. Figure 3.5 plots the normalized termination

























Figure 3.5: Normalized termination time of different distributed approximation algorithms for Minimal
Dominating Set problem. The experiment setup is the same as that of Table 3.1. Our distributed algorithm
has a much shorter termination time compared to the two algorithms from literature.
From the figure, we can see that both DDCH and LRG take much longer to terminate. Another phe-
nomenon observed about the two algorithms that makes them less attractive is that the normalized termina-
tion times for the 80-node network (sets 4, 5, 6) are generally higher than those for the 30-node network.
We conclude that our algorithm fits the goal of our system, which is finding a small dominating set very
fast, and that it scales better than the rest. This algorithm will therefore be used in the rest of the evaluation
section.
Figure 3.6 shows the actual replica locations in a representative instance of the above experiment. In








Figure 3.6: One instance of our experiments on PlanetLab. Four servers (marked as solid circles) out of the
30 servers deployed in North America and Europe were selected as replicas.
servers and the replicas they are connected to by our algorithm. Observe the natural clustering of CDN
servers around their nearest replica, which provides an intuitive sanity check on the quality of our overlay
structure formation.
3.5.2 Evaluation of the Latency Bound Guarantee
In this section, we evaluate our system’s ability to meet latency bounds with high confidence. To solve this
problem, we need a distributed graph domination algorithm. In the previous section, we have chosen the best
algorithm to use. The next question to ask is how well the algorithm performs in terms of achieving desired
delay bounds. Note that meeting delay bounds is a different problem from the one typically addressed in
previous efforts; namely, one of minimizing average latency. We confirm below that algorithms for solving
the latter do not work well for the former.
To put ourselves at the maximum disadvantage, we compare our algorithm only against latency mini-
mization algorithms that are centralized. A centralized algorithm has the advantage of global knowledge and
hence the potential to produce better quality solutions (in this section, we ignore its overhead). Neverthe-
less, we show that when it comes to meeting delay bounds, our algorithm outperforms its centralized rivals.
Notice that, unlike our distributed replica selection algorithm which determines the NOR in a decentralized
fashion on its own, all the centralized algorithms compared here take the NOR as an input parameter. For
the fairness of our comparison, in each experiment, we first ran our distributed algorithm. After it settled
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down, we collected information from all the CDN servers and determined the actual NOR yielded by the
distributed algorithm. We then fed this value to all the centralized algorithms.
For the centralized algorithms, we set up a centralized coordinator to synthesize information collected
from each individual server. When enough information was obtained for the coordinator to construct the
network topology, the centralized algorithms were invoked. The servers picked by the coordinator were
then assigned as replicas. The other servers probed all the assigned replicas and, same as in our distributed
algorithm, chose the one with the lowest latency. We use the following three centralized replica selection
algorithms as baselines:
• Single Server: In this baseline, every client request goes to the origin server. No replicas are created.
This algorithm is expected to have poor performance. We include it for completeness to offer a
“worst-case” point of reference.
• Random: This algorithm randomly chooses a specified number of replicas among the entire set of
CDN nodes. This number is the same as that used in our distributed algorithm. This algorithm is
included here to separate the performance enhancement attributed to the use of multiple replicas from
the enhancement that results from their non-random proper placement by our algorithm.
• Average Latency Greedy: A greedy network performance optimization algorithm has been studied
in [104, 63]. It is applicable to optimizing only overall or average performance metrics, which is not
the same as guaranteeing delay bounds. In our study, we use this algorithm to minimize the overall
(average) latency. We call the resulting latency minimization algorithm Average Latency Greedy
(ALG). Please note that this algorithm is different from the centralized greedy heuristic we presented
in Figure 3.3 to solve the graph domination problem. The ALG algorithm attempts to minimize the
average client-perceived latency of the network, as opposed to finding a dominating set. To minimize
latency, ALG first computes the total cost (i.e., latency) associated with each server assuming that all
the client requests received by all the N servers are forwarded to that server. It then picks the server
that yields the lowest cost as a replica. This computation is repeated by looking for the next replica
that, in conjunction with the previously selected ones, yields the lowest cost. The algorithm keeps
selecting additional replicas until the NOR reaches a specified number. When computing cost, ALG
assumes that the client requests received by a CDN non-replica server can always be directed to the
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nearest replica and takes the corresponding latency value as the cost. According to simulation results
of [104], ALG performs very close to optimal in minimizing the average client-perceived latency in a
CDN.
In addition to the centralized algorithms mentioned above, we also introduce a variant of our original
distributed algorithm. In this variant, each server nominates the nearest (as opposed to the highest-span)
neighbor among all those that are within the latency bound. If no neighbor is reachable within the latency
bound, the server itself becomes a replica. We call the original algorithm and this variant “span-first”
and “latency-first”, respectively. The latency-first algorithm explicitly attempts to minimize latency and
guarantee the latency bound at the same time. We show that latency-first can reduce the average latency but
may increase NOR.
We installed the above baseline algorithms as well as our distributed algorithm on all servers. All
algorithms were then run at the same time in different processes. The purpose is to make our system
and baselines witness the same network conditions. For each CDN system process, clients were created
that request files at a specified rate. Client processes run on servers in the same LAN as the servers running
CDN system processes. We first evaluate the performance of the algorithms above for each of three different
latency bound values. We collect client-perceived latencies of a total of 150,000 requests over the whole
network and plot the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of latency values.
It is worth mentioning that although in our algorithm the latencies used to construct the overlay net-
work do not include the latencies from clients to their nearest CDN servers, the client-perceived latencies
presented here are the actual end-to-end client perceived latencies. We collected the latency information on
clients instead of CDN servers.
Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 show the cumulative latency distribution of downloading 16KB and 32KB
files respectively. Table 3.2 gives the average client perceived latencies. Similar trends were observed for
other file sizes. From the figures and table, we can tell that our distributed algorithms, span-first and latency-
first, consistently perform better than the baselines. In Figure 3.7, the latency bound conformity ratios (i.e.,
percentage of requests that met their delay bounds) are 98%, 99% and 99% for latency bounds of 200ms,
300ms and 400ms respectively while those of ALG are 94%, 94% and 95%. Similarly, in Figure 3.8, the
conformity ratios are 98%, 99%, 99% for latency bounds of 250ms, 350ms and 450ms while those of ALG
are 94%, 95% and 93%. The random algorithm has much poorer performance in terms of both latency
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File Size 16KB 32KB
Latency Bound 200ms 300ms 400ms 250ms 350ms 450ms
Span First 80 91 120 92 113 155
Latency First 62 75 88 86 109 145
Average Latency Greedy 73 84 111 86 107 138
Random 116 127 138 182 211 228
Single Server 215 215 215 327 327 327
Table 3.2: Average client perceived latencies of the replica placement algorithms with different latency
bounds and object sizes. The Average Latency Greedy expectedly yields a better performance than the other
algorithms in this metric.
bound conformity ratio and average latency. Having complete global information makes the ALG algorithm
able to achieve comparable or even lower average latency but it is inferior to our distributed algorithms in
providing the latency bound guarantee because it does not take the latency bound into consideration when
selecting replicas. Figure 3.7 also shows that both random and ALG algorithm’s performance degrade as
the latency bound value increases, because NOR decreases with the latency bound.
Compared to the span-first algorithm, latency-first can achieve the same or even higher conformity ratio
and a lower average latency. However, it creates more replicas. The conformity ratio is better because
latency-first nominates the lowest latency node among those that satisfy the delay bound. Hence, the system
has a larger cushion against delay perturbations. The NOR is higher with latency-first because the metric
used to nominate neighbors to become replicas (latency between two nodes) is a function of both the source
and destination nodes. Hence, it may vary depending on the nominating node. In contrast, the span of
a nominated node is a function of only that node. Hence, different nominating nodes are more likely to
nominate the same neighbor. Consequently, the total number of nominated nodes decreases.
3.5.3 Effect of Object Size
In our CDN system, each CDN node determines its set of neighbors using latency information. However,
different file sizes have different latencies and web objects can essentially be of any size. Hence, we need
techniques to estimate the latency of downloading an object as a function of file size using only a limited
number of probes. Fortunately, our measurements show that the average network latency of downloading a
file is roughly proportional to its size when the file size is between 1KB and 100KB. This range encompasses







































































































(c) Latency Bound = 400ms
Figure 3.7: Empirical cumulative distribution functions of client perceived latencies for content objects of
16K bytes with different latency bounds. Number of replicas are dynamically decided based on the actual
latency bound requirement. Our distributed replica placement algorithm achieves lower latency bound miss








































































































(c) Latency Bound = 450ms
Figure 3.8: Empirical cumulative distribution functions of client perceived latencies for content objects of
32K bytes with different latency bounds. Similar to Figure 3.7, our distributed replica placement algorithm
achieves the highest latency bound conformity ratio.
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leverage this property to quickly estimate the latency function. The estimation module first probes objects
of several different sizes, then uses a recursive least square (RLS) estimator to estimate the parameters A
andB of the linear equation above for the given client-server pair. We remove some outliers when doing the
online estimation by setting a noise factor f , rejecting measurements out of the range [E/f, f × E] where
E is the estimator’s prediction. Dynamic adjustment of estimator’s parameters helps our system adapt to
network and system condition changes.
We validate our estimation technique by testing it on realistic Internet servers. We set up one node of
PlanetLab as the server and chose four representative nodes as clients. The clients kept requesting files of
sizes that range from 4KB to 100KB and ran the estimation algorithm. The experiment lasted for over 24
hours. Figure 3.9 plots the average latencies of files with different sizes and the estimation values of our
algorithm. We can see that when the client is relatively close to the server (server #1, #2), our estimation is
very accurate. When the client is far away (server #3, #4) but the file size is under 64KB, our estimation is
still accurate. When client is far away and the file size is relatively big, the estimation error of our algorithm


























Figure 3.9: Latency estimation for different object sizes using a recursive least square estimator.
While we believe that the above simple delay estimation is sufficient for our purposes, other more sophis-
ticated network measurement/estimation techniques in existing research such as bprobe [26], Pathload [62],




A realistic CDN system must accommodate network and system dynamics. Network conditions and client
request rates can change over time and impact client-perceived end-to-end delay. We need mechanisms to
accommodate these network and system dynamics. In this section, we describe the mechanism of periodi-
cally invoking the replica selection algorithm. An overload protection mechanism will be further discussed
in next section.
In our system, dynamics of network and servers can be monitored by measuring the latencies of both
CDN servers’ active probings and client requests forwarded by CDN servers. When network congestion or
server overload happens, those latencies will increase and may cause a high percentage of latency bound
violations. Mapped to the algorithm, these changes will remove some links from the overlay network
constructed based on latencies between servers. Hence, the CDN system periodically invokes the distributed
replica selection algorithm to (possibly) adjust the set of replicas so that the latency bounds can be achieved
despite of network and server workload changes. As shown in Section 3.5.1, our distributed algorithm is
very light-weight and hence periodic invocation does not incur much overhead.
Experimental data presented in Figure 3.10 show that the selected set of replicas is relatively stable over
time. In this experiment, we used 33 CDN servers on PlanetLab running our distributed replica selection
algorithm for a 4-day period in March 2005. The distributed algorithm is invoked every 15 minutes. Fig-
ure 3.10 plots the percentage of time servers are selected as replicas. A few servers that were selected as
replicas most of the time while the other servers rarely got nominated. In other words, the replica sets of dif-
ferent invocations of the algorithm only differ from each other slightly. This experiment gives us confidence
that replicas selected by our distributed algorithm will not change frequently.
It is worth noting that our system is running in a “naturally” highly dynamic environment: unreliable
networks and unstable system utilization are very common in PlanetLab due to the nature of large-scale dis-
tributed system and a large number of users constantly competing for system resource [94]. In commercial
CDN systems, these adversary factors may occur only under exceptions because the CDN providers have
exclusive control of the servers. Nevertheless, based on the experience of testing our system prototype, the
































Figure 3.10: Percentage of time of being selected as replicas. Twenty-two servers out of a total 33 servers
were selected as replicas by the invocations (every 15 minutes) of our replica placement algorithm during a
4-day period.
3.5.5 Overload Control
Periodical invocation of the algorithm can cover part of the problem of handling system dynamics. How-
ever, abrupt changes of network and server workload conditions between two invocations of the distributed
algorithm can still cause many latency bound violations. In this section, we present an overload control
mechanism to deal with abrupt overload.
CDN servers can get overloaded if client requests approach or exceed server capacity, thus causing an
abrupt rise in service time. A CDN server can suffer from sudden overload during flash crowds if it hosts
the popular content. To handle this situation, we need to make sure that when a server is overloaded, the
content objects it hosts will be reduced and therefore its workload can be reduced.
Redirecting client requests [25, 137] is one important technique to protect servers from flash crowds.
While this technique alleviates overload, it does not solve the delay bound problem, as the delay elapsed to
reach the overloaded server is not removed by redirection. Instead, our system includes explicit provisions
for avoiding server overload. Firstly, when a server broadcasts its span to its neighbors, it also attaches
its workload information. CDN servers will avoid nominating servers with very high workload. Secondly,
when a CDN server detects that it is overloaded, it can avoid being selected as replica by refraining from
sending out its span to its neighbors. Lastly, when a CDN server is overloaded, its peers will notice an
increase in the latencies seen when probing the server. Hence, the peers will exclude this server from being
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nominated as replica. When an overloaded CDN server is deselected as replica, some other replica(s) will
be created. So when the overloaded server’s workload gets reduced and it is selected as a replica again later,

















Figure 3.11: Latencies perceived by a client during an overloading test of the service. When latencies contin-
uously exceed the 300ms latency bound because of the overloaded replica server, the adaptation mechanism
of the service switches to a different replica before the next invocation of the replica placement algorithm.
In the following, we present an experiment that illustrates overload avoidance in our system. Since
PlanetLab is a shared platform, we were explicitly discouraged from running extensive overload experiments
on its servers. Instead, we used a server S on our LAN as the overload victim. A few PlanetLab servers
then chose this server as their replica. Figure 3.11 plots the latencies of client requests and probings of one
of the servers C that chose S as its replica. At time 115, we started multiple httperf [93] clients in our LAN,
sending requests at very high rates to S to overload it. C detected that latency to S became very high. Client
requests directed to S continuously exceeded the 300ms latency bound. As described in Section 3.4.4, C
then chose another replica as a temporary replica. Although the temporary replica was not as close to C as
S, it was still within the latency bound. While using the temporary replica, C still periodically tried to fall
back to its original replica S by probing the original replica, which is seen as the spikes from time 120 to
135 in the figure. After a few tries, C gave up and stayed with its temporary replica until the next invocation
of distributed replica selection which occurred from time 160 to 180. After that C acquired a new replica.
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3.5.6 Visibility
An important consideration in the design of our algorithm was that it should perform well in the absence of
global knowledge shared among the CDN servers. This includes the knowledge of the identity of servers
that are members of the CDN network. In practice, we believe that for moderately sized CDN networks that
belong to the same administrative entity, it is not unreasonable to assume global knowledge of membership.
Such knowledge can be preconfigured into the system and will not change frequently. However, larger
systems with a decentralized administration can benefit from protocols that work well in the absence of
global information.
To evaluate the performance of our algorithm in the absence of global knowledge, we let each node know
of only a certain percentage of other nodes of the whole system when it starts up. We call this parameter
visibility. Imperfect visibility causes more replicas to be selected because some nodes with high spans are
not visible to all other nodes. We evaluate two simple heuristics to reduce the NOR when visibility is low:
• Reciprocal Mode: If servers know only an arbitrary subset of the network, cases may arise when
server A knows server B but B does not know A. In this case, average visibility can be increased
if each server simply introduced itself to all other servers it is aware of. This is called the reciprocal
mode. Assuming there are N servers in the CDN system and every server’s initial visibility is x
(0 < x ≤ 1), then normally, the number of nodes each node knows is Nx. In the reciprocal mode,
after each node introduces itself to the servers it initially knows, the average number of nodes each
node knows increases byNx(1−x), reaching a total ofN(2x−x2) > Nx. Thus, this mode increases
the average visibility.
• Highest Span Node Exchange: The reason why reducing visibility incurs a higher NOR lies in
that some high-span nodes are not visible to all servers. To overcome this problem, we use another
heuristic, namely, nodes exchange information on the node with the highest span among their known
neighbors. When a node sends out its own span values, it attaches the highest span node it knows.
When a node receives a span report and finds that the attached high-span node is not known to itself,
the node is added to its known server list. This technique does not increase the number of nodes each















Reciprocal Mode and Highest Span Node Exchange
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Reciprocal Mode and Highest Span Node Exchange
(c) Latency Bound = 400ms
Figure 3.12: Number of replicas selected with varying visibility and different latency bounds. Reciprocal
mode and highest span node exchange mechanisms effectively deal with imperfect visibility: NOR increase

































































































(c) Latency Bound = 400ms
Figure 3.13: Empirical cumulative distribution function of client perceived latencies with different visibili-
ties. Imperfect visibility does not impair latency bound conformity ratios.
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Figure 3.12 investigates the impact of reducing visibility on the NOR and the effectiveness of our heuris-
tics in keeping the NOR small despite low visibility. For each latency bound and visibility value, we run
our algorithms 10 times and take the average NOR. As shown in Figure 3.12, for all visibility values, the
NOR of the system decreases with the increase in the latency bound. For all latency bound values, NOR in-
creases as visibility decreases. Using the reciprocal mode greatly reduces NOR when visibility is above 0.5.
An interesting observation from Figure 3.12 is that the system in the reciprocal mode with x as the initial
visibility performs much better, in terms of minimizing NOR, than a system that simply drops packets from
unknown servers, but has 2x − x2 as its initial visibility. This is true even although the average numbers
of nodes each node ends up knowing about are the same in both cases. For example, the NOR at an initial
visibility of 0.5 in the reciprocal mode is less than that at a visibility of 0.8 in a system that drops unknown
server packets. The reason lies in the fact that in the reciprocal mode the peer knowledge relationships are
bi-directional after the initial introduction, while that is not true in the second case.
When visibility is below 0.4, the reciprocal mode alone is not sufficient. However, using both this mode
and the highest span node exchange heuristics can further reduce NOR. From Figure 3.12, we can tell that
when both heuristics are used, the increase in NOR (compared to the case of perfect visibility) is negligible
even when visibility is as low as 0.2, when latency bounds of 300ms and 400ms are requested. When
the latency bound is very tight (200ms), the NOR increases somewhat more appreciably with decreased
visibility. This is because when the latency bound is loose, more nodes have a high span and there is a better
chance of finding a small number of replicas that dominate the network. When the latency bound is rigid,
there are fewer choices for the dominating set.
In principle, imperfect visibility may also affect the latency bound conformity ratio because having low
visibility makes it harder to find replicas that have low latencies. To show the effect of imperfect visibility on
meeting latency bound guarantees, we ran three concurrent experiments configured with visibility values of
0.2, 0.5 and 1.0 respectively. Three processes were created on each server, one on behalf of each experiment.
These processes ran our distributed replica selection algorithm with both the reciprocal mode and the highest
span node exchange heuristics enabled. The CDF of client perceived latencies of the whole network is
plotted in Figure 3.13 in each case. Observe that in all cases the success ratio in meeting the bound remains
very high, differing in less than 1% across visibility values. This result is very encouraging.
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When the latency bound is more relaxed (Figures 3.13b) the system yields the same NOR’s for all three
visibility values. Average latencies increase slightly with reduced visibility. In the case where the bound is
tight (200 ms), shown in Figure 3.13a, the NOR increases slightly with decreased visibility. An interesting
consequence of the increased number of replicas is that the average latency actually improves over that at a
higher visibility as evident by comparing the latency curves at visibility values 0.2 and 0.5.
Based on the analysis and experiments above, we conclude that perfect visibility is not needed in our
system. Our system’s performance in terms of minimizing NOR and achieving a high confidence in meeting
the latency bound is largely insensitive to the visibility parameter.
3.6 Discussion
Finally, a few words are in order to clarify some points and discuss several issues not directly addressed in
this work.
First, we formulated the latency bound problem as a graph domination problem. There can be other
formulations as well. For example, we can quantify the revenue and running cost of the CDN system. The
revenue is proportional to the number of client requests served within the latency bound. The running cost
could simply be proportional to the number of replicas. It could also be related to how much network traffic
the CDN system sends to the backbone. The total benefit of the CDN system will be deducting the cost from
the revenue. Then the latency bound problem can be formulated as an optimization problem of deciding on
the number and placement of replicas such that the benefit is maximized. Our algorithm provides a solution
to the above optimization problem in the special case when the client request rates are high enough such
that for all the CDN servers, the revenue that can be generated by a CDN server exceeds the cost of having
a replica.
We did not explicitly consider the update traffic cost in this work. Update traffic occurs when hosted
content objects are not completely static but may change on the origin servers. The updated objects need
to be propagated so that consistency is maintained. In our system, when an object is updated on the server,
an update is assumed to be propagated to all its replicas via application layer multicast. Without going into
the details of this mechanism, observe that the total number of update messages sent in the application layer
multicast tree remains the same independently of tree topology. This is because an update message must
be sent exactly once to each replica. The only difference between the topologies lies in the source of each
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message. If the backbone provider charges the CDN provider per bit regardless of path length, the cost of
updates is proportional to the number of replicas regardless of the topology. Since imposing more stringent
delay bounds leads to more replicas, a provider can easily quantify the incremental cost of tightening the
delay bound from the resulting increase in the number of replicas together with assumptions on the average
update rate and size. This analysis together with the storage cost can be used to determine the cost of delay
bound service level agreements.
In this work, we consider content objects that have sizes of typical Web objects (1∼100KB). We be-
lieve this is representative of time-sensitive data that most business-critical applications (e.g., stock trading
systems) would need. For this type of objects, network bandwidth is not a major concern. This is not true,
however, for other types of content, such as very large files [76, 6, 102] and streaming data [40, 101, 27, 39],
which require very different solutions if a similar latency bound requirement is to be achieved.
We leave further investigation of the aforementioned problems to future work. The main contribution of
this work lies in demonstrating the feasibility of bounded-time (subsecond) content access on the Internet
using an implemented prototype of a real-time content distribution network, as well as demonstrating the
feasibility of using distributed algorithms with no centralized components or global knowledge to create
multiple real-time dominating sets in the network.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, we presented the basic framework of our content distribution service designed to provide
latency bounds on content access and gave an extensive performance evaluation. We approached the delay
guarantee problem by dynamically selecting replicas using a distributed algorithm that attempts to meet
global latency bounds. The algorithm formulates the replica selection problem as a graph domination prob-
lem. Performance of our distributed replica selection algorithm in minimizing the overhead, the number of
replicas, and meeting the delay bounds is evaluated and compared with other distributed graph domination
algorithms as well as algorithms for latency minimization on an actual implementation on PlanetLab. Our
results show that our system can achieve the needed latency with a very high confidence and at a limited
content replication cost. Being completely decentralized, our system enjoys the ability to adapt to various
network and server condition changes and has very good scalability.
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Chapter 4
Dominating Set Allocation Policies
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we study the problem of allocating servers to multiple content classes with different latency
bounds. We present the problem in a more generalized context. In real-time scheduling theory, it is generally
desired that resources be assigned to tasks in a manner that meets deadlines. There are primarily two types
of policies that assign resources to tasks, depending on whether resources are assigned in time (which we
call scheduling) or in space (which we call allocation). It may be argued that as systems grow larger (i.e.,
as load and resource multiplicity increase), the role of allocation dominates that of scheduling. Scheduling
is inherently a consequence of multitasking, where more than one task or class of tasks share the same
resource such as a CPU (for the sake of this discussion, a class of tasks refers to those tasks with the
same deadline). In contrast, in systems where the load imposed by a class of tasks is much larger than the
capacity of a single processor, it is possible to treat each processor as an indivisible unit that is not shared
among different classes of tasks. The relevant problem therefore becomes one of resource (e.g., processor)
allocation. This formulation is especially true of environments such as Internet server farms where a finite
small number of client classes are served by hundreds of servers. Different subsets of servers in the farm can
thus be allocated to different classes. In large-scale distributed systems that run critical applications (e.g.,
content distribution services delivering latency sensitive content), physical performance isolation between
different classes of content is commonly desired for privacy and security reasons. Hence, when allocating,
any server is dedicated to serving only one class. A server allocation policy that meets real-time performance
requirement is therefore needed.
In this chapter, we consider the problem of resource allocation in wide-area distributed systems such that
timing constraints are met. Servers in a wide-area network are separated by delays that often dominate the
end-to-end client-perceived latency. Content should be allocated to servers such that there exists a path from
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each client’s network entry point to each server that satisfies the delay bound of the client’s class. Consider a
graph where servers and other network entry points are the vertices. Given a delay bound, an edge is drawn
between a pair of vertices if there exists a path between them that meets the delay bound. As discussed in
Section 3.3, to ensure on-time delivery to any network entry point, servers must form a dominating set in that
graph. The question of resource allocation reduces to that of dominating set allocation, where different non-
overlapping dominating sets are allocated to different content classes such that schedulability is maximized.
In this problem formulation, schedulability is defined as the fraction of client requests (for all classes) that
can be served within their delay bounds.
To address the above problem, we compose a centralized optimal algorithm (subject to certain design
assumptions) and explore different decentralized dominating allocation policies using Internet delay mea-
surements from PlanetLab [103] and synthetic HTTP traffic workload to evaluate their performance. Our
evaluation results demonstrate that the simple heuristic allocation policies we propose perform very close to
the optimal allocation.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the problem formulation and back-
ground on wide-area content distribution. Section 4.3 presents different dominating set allocation policies.
Section 4.4 evaluates their performance. Section 4.5 presents a brief discussion on the allocation policies.
The chapter concludes with Section 4.6.
4.2 Problem Formulation
Consider a wide-area network with N edge nodes, Ni, i = 1, ..., N , that represent access routers or servers
connected to this network. The network path from some node Ni to another node Nj and back incurs an
end-to-end network round-trip delay that is bounded (with a specified high probability) by dij . Note that,
for small data transfers (large data objects and streaming data are out of the scope of this dissertation) this
delay is fairly independent of the requested data size as latency becomes dominated by queueing delays in
the network as opposed to the transfer time of any one request/reply. This assumption is consistent with
the fluid data model, which is representative of high-performance resources (servers, backbone links, etc.).
Delays on such resources are the cumulative result of waiting for a very large number of service items each
of which is served by the resource very quickly. In Section 3.2, we have shown using a large set of empirical
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measurements that Internet round-trip delays tend to be relatively stable over long periods of time (barring
rare short-term events such as flash crowds).
Tasks are executed by sending requests to remote servers. For example, in Web browsing, a request
is sent to a server which performs the task of generating a reply. The reply is then sent back. A similar
interaction occurs in multiplayer interactive Internet games (hosted by centralized servers) or in data-center
transactions (such as Google search requests). We assume a task execution model whereK classes of tasks
exist in the system. A request for a task of class k, k = 1, ...,K has an end-to-end latency constraint, Lk.
Such a request, introduced into the network at time t, must generate a response that exits the network by
time t+ Lk.
As servers are loaded with requests (of the same class), the server’s queueing delay grows with the
request rate. Often a sharp knee exists in the delay curve at the threshold of server overload, after which
delays grow much more steeply [140]. We call that threshold server capacity, and denote the corresponding
delay byDi, that depends on the server, i. Our resource allocation scheme ensures that server capacity is not
exceeded and hence bounds the server delay at Di (with high probability). Whenever site i sends a request
of class k to server j, it is desired to ensure that dij +Dj ≤ Lk. The allocation problem addressed in this
work is to assign non-overlapping sets of servers to classes such that the fraction of total requests that are
served within the end-to-end latency bounds is maximized.
As a specific application of the above model, in the following we focus on the case of our bounded-
latency content distribution service. Following he service model depicted in Figure 2.1, edge nodes are the
“entry points” of client requests: requests are sent to the closest edge node, which forwards the requests to
one of the CDN servers that have the requested content objects. In this application, to enforce the latency
bounds on retrieving content objects, the content distribution service needs to deploy replicas of the content
objects to the servers. The replicas should be placed in a strategic way such that when an edge node issues
a request, one can always retrieve a replica of the requested object from a server that is within the latency
bound. To achieve that, we first construct a graph for each class, k, where vertices represent edge nodes,
and arcs connect vertex i to vertex j if dij + Dj < Lk. To ensure that content retrieval latency is always
bounded, it is enough to replicate the content at a subset of vertices (associated with CDN servers) that
constitute a dominating set for this graph. By definition of the dominating set, any edge node is connected
to one of the content replica servers and thus can retrieve the content within the bound.
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Since servers can not be shared by classes, it is important to keep the dominating set for each class
small so that other classes may find available servers to serve their workload. Moreover, to provide latency
bounds on content retrieval, one must make sure that server workload does not exceed capacity thresholds.
Hence, the algorithm must find a small dominating set of the graph associated with each latency bound,
subject to the limits on server capacity. The aforementioned dominating set allocation problem becomes
the fundamental problem in ensuring latency constraints in wide-area distributed systems. Any distributed
system with multiple partitioned classes of tasks and a per-class end-to-end latency bound must solve this
problem in a way that maximizes deadlines met.
With the basic system model, we now present the formal optimization model of the multi-class server
allocation problem as a mixed integer programming (MIP) problem. Consider a multi-class content dis-
tribution network with S CDN servers (or server for short) and C edge nodes that are not associated with
servers (see Figure 2.1). Each edge node may issue requests for content objects of all K content classes.
The content distribution service need to replicate content to serve these requests within delay bounds as-
sociated with the content classes. We achieve this by constructing an overlay network for each of these K
content classes based on its delay bound. In one such overlay network for content class k, an edge node i is
connected to a server node j if content class k requests from i to j can be serviced within the delay bound
Lk.
We want to find an optimal allocation which assigns the servers to the content classes such that content
objects are replicated on the servers nodes, such that edge nodes get their requests serviced by these selected
content servers. As discussed in Section 4.1, each server is dedicated to one content class. The optimality
is defined as maximizing the total amount of requests (of all classes) that can be served within their delay
bounds.
We denote individual content class as class k, k ∈ {1, · · · ,K}, individual edge nodes in the network as
i, i ∈ {1, · · · , C}, and individual server node in the network as j, j ∈ {1, · · · , S}. Let ykj (j ∈ {1, · · · , S},
k ∈ {1, · · · ,K}) be a 1 or 0 to denote in an allocation scheme, whether or not server j is dedicated for
serving content class k, respectively.
For each edge node i, let rki denote the request rate from node i for content class k, and x
k
i,j denote for
content class k, the fraction of rki that is requested from server j.
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For each server node j, let Hj be the capacity threshold of server j. For each edge node i, let Nk(i)
denote the neighborhood node set of node i in the overlay network constructed for content class k. Here, a
node can be either an edge node or a server.
The decision variables are:
• ykj : which server is dedicated for servicing which content class;
• xki,j : for each edge node i, each content class k, what is the fraction of its requests for the class (rki )
should be served by server j.
Using these notations, for each edge node i, each content class k, its requests that meet their deadlines
and are served by server node j can be expressed as xki,j · ykj · rki . Since only those servers within the
neighborhood set Nk(i) can service those requests, our goal of maximizing the total serviced requests that














We now formulate the constraints for the optimization problem. First, for each edge node i, for each content





j ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , S}, ∀k ∈ {1, ...,K}. (4.2)








j ≤ Hj , ∀j ∈ 1, · · · , S. (4.3)
Third, each server is dedicated for only one class; ykj is an integer which can be only 0 or 1:
ykj y
m
j = 0, ∀j ∈ 1, · · · , S, ∀k 6= m, 1 ≤ k,m ≤ K. (4.4)
ykj ∈ {0, 1}, ∀j ∈ 1, · · · , S, ∀k ∈ 1, · · · ,K. (4.5)
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Fourth, for any edge node i and content class k, only nodes in the neighborhood of the class k overlay
network can be selected as a content server to serve requests:
xki,j = 0, if j /∈ Nk(i), ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , C}, ∀k ∈ {1, ...,K}. (4.6)
Finally, we know xki,j is a real number between 0 and 1:
0 ≤ xki,j ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ 1, · · · , C, ∀j ∈ 1, · · · , S, ∀k ∈ 1, · · · ,K. (4.7)

























j ≤ Cj , ∀j ∈ 1, · · · , S.
ykj y
m
j = 0, ∀j ∈ 1, · · · , S, ∀k 6= m, 1 ≤ k,m ≤ K.
xki,j = 0, if j /∈ Nk(i), ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , C}, ∀k ∈ {1, ...,K}.
0 ≤ xki,j ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ 1, · · · , C, ∀j ∈ 1, · · · , S, ∀k ∈ 1, · · · ,K.
ykj ∈ {0, 1}, ∀j ∈ 1, · · · , S, ∀k ∈ 1, · · · ,K.
Since the decision variables ykj are required to be integers in {0, 1}, the above problem is an MIP
problem. For general network topology, it is NP-hard.
This chapter presents an optimal algorithm to solve this problem and a comparative study of several
dominating set allocation policies, building insights into their performance.
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4.3 Dominating Set Allocation
In this section, we investigate the problem of dominating set allocation among multiple content classes.
We begin (in Section 4.3.1) by describing a branch-and-bound algorithm to search for an optimal server
allocation in the sense of maximizing the number of deadlines met. This algorithm is centralized and
quickly becomes computationally intractable when the problem scale grows. We therefore further propose a
set of heuristic dominating set allocation policies. Their performance is compared to the optimal algorithm.
The basic algorithm that serves as the building block for the heuristic allocation policies is described
in Section 4.3.2. It allocates one server to one class. The different heuristics differ only in the order in
which they apply the basic algorithm to different classes. Observe that since different classes have different
deadlines, and since servers allocated to one class cannot be reused by another, the allocation order makes a
difference in that classes considered later in the order must choose from a progressively smaller number of
remaining servers. This is not unlike the effect of scheduling policies where tasks of lower priority can only
be allocated resources not already used by higher-priority tasks.
4.3.1 Optimal Allocation Search
As mentioned above, the problem of allocating S servers to K classes to maximize the requests served
within their delay bounds can be formulated as a mixed integer programming (MIP) problem. We use a
branch-and-bound algorithm to search for the optimal allocation. Each node T at depth k in the search-tree
is a partial solution ps(T ) to the allocation problem, representing the allocation of the first k servers to
classes. The solution is quantified by an optimistic upper bound ub(T ) on the percentage of deadlines met
in all solutions descending from the node. The leaves of the search-tree are complete allocations of the
servers to classes. The actual percentage of deadlines met can be computed for each leaf node. When such
a node is reached, all nodes with a lower ub(T ) are pruned. The branching and bounding algorithms are
briefly described below.
Branching strategy
The root of the search-tree R is the node with ps(R) = ∅ and ub(R) = 0. At each iteration of the search,
the node with the highest bound ub(Tm) (after pruning) is expanded. Namely,K new search-tree nodes are
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created, each representing the allocation of the next server on the list to one of the K classes. This process
stops when Tm is actually a leave; the corresponding solution is the optimal allocation.
Deciding upper bound
To decide the upper bound of a search-tree node T , we release the constraint that servers are dedicated to
only one class (for the servers that have not been allocated in the partial solution ps(T )). The MIP problem
mentioned above then reduces to a linear programming problem, whose solution is tractable and gives an
upper bound on met deadlines for the subtree rooted at T .
Note that the efficiency of algorithm depends on the topology of the network, workload distribution, and
capacity of the servers. In the worst case, forK classes and S servers, we need to examine all theKS leaves
in the search-tree. Hence, searching for the optimal allocation is feasible only for relatively small network.
This algorithm is used to assess the performance of heuristics below.
4.3.2 The Basic Dominating Set Algorithm
Our heuristics rely on one basic building block which is the algorithm described in this section. Our basic
replica selection algorithm runs in a decentralized fashion, incrementally adding servers to form a domi-
nating set for a class of tasks. Edge nodes periodically access each other to estimate round-trip delays. If
delays fall below the bound for a particular class, a link is established in a virtual overlay graph for that
class. Each edge node maintains a local view of that graph, where it knows only its neighbors on the overlay
and its degree. Besides, each edge node maintains a “forbidden server list” of its own, which is initialized to
be empty (those are the previously allocated servers). For a given content class, the incremental algorithm
runs as follows:
1. All servers broadcast their degree information to their neighbors on the overlay. The degree of a server
is defined as the number of neighbors (including itself).
2. After the edge nodes collect the degree information of their neighboring servers, each individual edge
node independently nominates a server to be a replica.
(a) If the edge node has already received a COVER message (described later) from some server, then
stop.
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(b) Otherwise, it nominates the server that has the highest degree among all the neighboring servers
(including itself) that are not on the forbidden list.
3. Among all the servers that have been nominated, the server with the highest degree becomes the new
replica.
(a) The new replica orders all the edge nodes it received nominations from by L
c
i
|N(i,c)| in a de-
scending order, where Lci is the workload of class c from edge node i, and N(i, c) is the set of
neighboring servers of edge node i for class c.
(b) Then the replica traverses this sorted list, sending COVER messages to the edge nodes. When
sending a COVER message, it updates its workload by adding the workload of the edge node.
This process continues until the workload of the replica reaches its capacity threshold. For the
rest of the edge nodes in the list, it sends DUMMY COVER messages.
4. When an edge node receives a COVER or DUMMY COVER message, it adds the sender of the message
to its forbidden server list.
Note that this algorithm is very similar to the distributed algorithm we presented in Section 3.3.2. The
major different resides in the fact that this algorithm explicitly considers server workload when deciding on
which server to nominate, and which servers to accept forwarding requests from.
Every invocation of this basic algorithm selects at most one replica for a given content class. The
selected replica is the server that has highest degree among all the servers that have not been selected
before. Note that it is possible that an invocation of the algorithm does not generate a new replica because if
all edge nodes have no valid candidate to nominate, or they have all received COVER messages in previous
invocations, then no new replica will be selected.
Note that in Step 2b, the algorithm selects the server that has the highest degree among all the available
servers to be a new replica. The rationale is that using nodes with high degrees to dominate the graph helps
minimize the size of the dominating set. In Step 3a, the selected replica attempts to cover those edge nodes
that have higher workload and fewer neighboring servers, for the reason that those edge nodes are more
likely to fail to meet the latency bound requirement. Observe that this is only one way of incrementally
building dominating sets in a distributed system. In general, other algorithms can be borrowed from graph
theory for that purpose. The contribution of this chapter lies in investigating the order in which dominating
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set construction should be interleaved to maximize schedulability for multiple classes, as opposed to con-
tributing to basic graph theory another algorithm for building dominating sets. It should be noted, though,
that good heuristics for building minimal dominating sets typically share in common the fact that servers
with a higher degree are chosen for the dominating set first. This property is shared by the above algorithm
as well (see Step 2b) and will have important implications on the order in which classes should be consid-
ered for allocation. The property means that servers allocated earlier tend to have better (more centralized)
locations with a higher degree of connectivity.
4.3.3 Multi-Class Algorithms
Using the basic replica selection algorithm described above, we now investigate the problem of multi-class
dominating set allocation. As mentioned earlier, the allocation process is sensitive to the order of running
the algorithm on the classes because no server can be shared by multiple content classes. Obviously, there
are servers that have favorable network locations and could cover more edge nodes than others. On the other
hand, different content classes have different latency bound requirements. A server that can cover only a
small number of edge nodes for a class with a short latency bound may be able to cover many more nodes
for another class with a longer bound. This makes the assignment algorithm challenging. The main knob
we manipulate is the order of applying the basic replica selection algorithm (Section 4.3.2) to the content
classes. We have a few natural options stated as follows:
• Tightest First This algorithm finds replicas for the class with the most stringent latency bound first.
Only when all the edge nodes have their workload of that class covered (or no more replicas can be
generated), will the algorithm run on the class with the next less stringent latency bound. This is the
spatial equivalent of deadline monotonic scheduling where tasks of one class are assigned processor
time before assigning any processor time to tasks of the next less urgent class. The algorithm utilizes
the fact that the basic replica selection algorithm described above picks the most centrally located
servers first. Hence, it makes sense to assign them to the highest priority class.
• Loosest First Conversely, this algorithm starts with the class that has the loosest latency bound, and
runs until all the edge nodes are covered for this class. Then, the algorithm proceeds to the class with
a tighter latency bound, and so forth. This is the reverse deadline monotonic.
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• Round robin Both tightest first and loosest first algorithms greedily select replicas to satisfy one
class at the cost of sacrificing the other classes. When one class consumes too many ”good” servers,
the other classes can suffer. Hence, balancing the resource allocation among classes may be helpful.
A round robin algorithm is a natural candidate. The round robin algorithm avoids the above two
extremes by selecting one replica for each class in a round robin fashion, essentially spreading servers
with good connectivity more evenly among different classes.
• Weighted Round Robin This basic round robin algorithm provides roughly equal chances of acquir-
ing “good” replicas to all the classes. This might not always be ideal due to the fact that classes with
shorter latency bounds may be harder to satisfy (e.g., they probably need more replicas). Hence, we
propose a variant of the basic round robin algorithm, called weighted round robin, which is the basic
round robin algorithm enhanced with a vector parameter W = {w0, w1, ..., wK−1}, where wi is the
“weight” of class i. At each round, weighted round robin selects w0 replicas for class 0 before it
moves to class 1, for which it selects w1 replicas, and so forth.
• Bidding The server selection order in the algorithms above is based on latency only. However, there
is another dimension of concern in deciding this order; namely, workload. Since the ultimate goal
is to maximize the deadline hit ratio, we want to give preference to those servers that can serve
more workload in time. Based on this principle, we propose a bidding algorithm that takes both the
latency bound constraints and workload of the edge nodes into consideration. At each round, the
bidding algorithm generates a replica candidate for each content class using the algorithm described
in Section 4.3.2. The candidates then “bid” for becoming a replica by announcing their contributions.
The contribution of a server s for a given class c is the amount of traffic it is expected to serve in time
if allocated to that class. It is defined as ∑
i∈N∗(s,c)
Lci
where N∗(s, c) is the set of neighboring edge nodes of server s for class c that do not have replicas
for class c yet, and Lci is the workload of class c from edge node i. The candidate that has the
largest contribution will be selected as a new replica. The goal is to maximize schedulable traffic. If
multiple candidates have the same contribution, the candidate for the shortest latency bound class will
be chosen. Note that as more replicas are selected for a class, the contribution of an additional server
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for that class gradually decreases as more of the traffic for that class gets covered. This observation
actually reveals a problem with the tightest first algorithm. As more and more replicas are selected
for the most stringent bound class, the contributions of the newly selected replicas become smaller
resulting in diminishing returns. Newly allocated servers will not be loaded to capacity resulting in
wasted computing power and reduced schedulability. Leaving those servers to other classes that can
better utilize their capacities may be more beneficial for reducing the overall latency bound miss ratio.
This is exactly what the bidding algorithm does.
• Scaled Bidding There is a potential problem with the contribution-based bidding algorithm above. In
this algorithm, at every step, the class that claims the largest contribution gets the next best server re-
gardless of its latency bound. This, in effect, is a greedy decision. It does not take into account the ef-
fects of the current selection on the ability of remaining servers to satisfy latency bound requirements
of other classes. Classes with shorter latency bounds generally need higher-degree servers. Hence,
since high-degree servers have different utility to different classes, the comparison of contributions
should be “biased”. Similar to the weighted round robin algorithm, we can enhance the bidding al-
gorithm with a preference vector P = {p0, p1, ..., pK−1}, pi being the preference of class i. In the
bidding process, the algorithm compares the contributions of the candidates scaled up by their prefer-
ence values pi. To bias allocation to higher priority classes, we want to make p0 ≥ p1 ≥ ... ≥ pK−1.
We call this enhanced algorithm, scaled bidding. In fact, the basic bidding algorithm introduced above
is a special case of the scaled bidding algorithm where p0 = p1 = ...pK−1; the tightest algorithm is
p0  p1  ... pK−1; the loosest algorithm is p0  p1  ... pK−1.
• Random In addition to the algorithms above, we also include a random algorithm as a trivial baseline.
This algorithm randomly selects a certain number of replicas for each class, based on the workload
breakdown of the classes. If the total workload of the system is distributed among the classes by a
ratio of r0 : r1 : ... : rK−1,
∑K−1
i=0 ri = 1, then every server simply claims to be a replica of class
c with a probability of rc. Note that every server will be a replica of some class, but never multiple
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Figure 4.1: Deciding server capacity threshold using 99-percentile server processing delay. Multiple
SURGE clients are used to generate realistic synthetic Web traffic workload.
4.4 Evaluation
In this section, we present an extensive performance evaluation on the dominating set allocation policies
presented in Section 4.3. We study their performance, as well as compare with the optimal allocation, using
a wide spectrum of system configurations.
We built a prototype of our bounded-latency content distribution service, and implemented the algo-
rithms. We tested and deployed the algorithms on PlanetLab [103]. As mentioned before, PlanetLab is a
shared platform with a non-real-time operating system. Hence, we do not have control on resource alloca-
tion and timing, which makes it hard to run repeatable real-time experiments. Besides, for obvious reasons,
we were explicitly discouraged from running overload experiments on PlanetLab. Therefore, we conducted
our experiments using a hybrid approach. We first deployed network latency measurement daemons on
PlanetLab servers. The measured fluctuating network delay time sequences were then fed to our simula-
tor. Besides the topologies generated by PlanetLab, we also used randomly generated transit-stub networks
using GT-ITM [147]. All the experimental data reported in this section are average values of running the
algorithms on all the topologies.
As discussed in Section 4.2, the response-load curve of a server has a well-defined knee. We define the
server load at that knee as the capacity threshold, or capacity for short, of the server. To find out the knee, we
used an array of client machines running SURGE [12], a synthetic Web traffic generator, to generate Web
requests to an Apache Web Server running in the same LAN. In Figure 4.1, we plotted the 99th-percentile
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of request processing time of a server versus offered workload. As depicted in the figure, there exists a point
beyond which the server response time increases nonlinearly and significantly more steeply with workload.
We chose that point as the server capacity threshold. It is worth pointing out that our definition of server
capacity is rather conservative. We chose this definition to ensure that random workload fluctuations do not
cause significant deadline misses. Observe that in the region below the capacity threshold, the response time
of the server is quite insensitive to load and hence is not affected significantly by load fluctuations. This
makes the timing properties of the system stable even in the face of less predictable server load.
To control the offered workload offered, we used a parameter called workload factor, defined as the
total workload of all the content classes experienced by all the edge nodes over the total capacity of all
servers. The other parameter we introduced is the server ratio, defined as the total number of servers over
the total number of edge nodes (remember that network edge nodes include both servers and access nodes,
shown in Figure 2.1). In our experiments, for each topology, we randomly selected a fraction of server
edge nodes (determined by the server ratio parameter) as servers. Different edge nodes would originate a
different amount of input traffic, chosen uniformly from a range that spans one order of magnitude. For all
experiments, we had three content classes, with latency bounds 300ms, 600ms, and 1000ms respectively.
These numbers were intentionally chosen to be well separated to cover a wide range of latencies.
4.4.1 Comparison with Optimal Allocation
We start with comparing the performance of the heuristics presented in Section 4.3.3 with the optimal
results obtained by the branch-and-bound searching algorithm described in Section 4.3.1 in terms of meeting
deadlines. As the search for optimal allocation is very computationally expensive, it is feasible only for
small-scale networks. We used a configuration of 40 nodes with a server factor of 0.3 (i.e., 12 CDN servers),
and the 3 content classes described above. For the scaled bidding algorithm, we used a preference parameter
of {4, 2, 1}.
We study the overall latency bound miss ratio, which is the most important performance metric of the
allocation policies, of all the allocation policies. Overall latency bound miss ratio is defined as the total
number of misses divided by the total number of requests across all classes. The results of this study are
summarized in Figure 4.2. As shown in the figure, an obvious general trend is that the miss ratios increase



























Figure 4.2: Overall latency bound miss ratio of the heuristics compared to optimal allocation. Scaled
bidding, the best performed heuristics, achieves a performance close to the theoretic optimal.
miss ratios are not zero. This is because there is a possibility that some edge nodes do not have sufficient
neighboring servers regardless of the overall system workload, especially when the server ratio is very small.
The main observation we make here is that the scaled bidding algorithm performs best. Also, the
performance difference between it and the optimal is largely insensitive to the workload factor. When the
system is heavily loaded (a workload factor of 0.96), the scaled bidding policy has a miss ratio that only 7%
higher than that of the optimal (which then has a miss ratio of 11%).
In the rest of the evaluation study, we focus on the relative performance of the heuristic allocation
policies at larger network sizes to determine if the same trends persist.
4.4.2 Overall Latency Bound Miss Ratio
We study the overall miss ratio of all the algorithms when the total workload of the three classes is the same.
Figure 4.3 gives the overall miss ratio (with 95% confidence interval) for different workload factors, with
server ratio ranges from 0.2 to 0.8. For the weighted round robin algorithm, we set the weight vector of the
three classes to be {2, 1, 1}.
A general trend can be observed is that increasing server ratio cuts down the miss ratios of all the









































































































(d) Server ratio = 0.8
Figure 4.3: Overall latency bound miss ratio of different heuristics with different server ratios and workload
factors. Total workload of the system is distributed uniformly among the three content classes. The latency
bounds are 300ms, 600ms, and 1000ms, respectively.
When the server ratio is 0.2 (Figure 4.3(a)), both the tightest first and loosest first algorithms perform
well when the system is underloaded. As the workload increases, their miss ratios, however, go up quickly.
In fact, when the system is heavily loaded, the tightest first algorithm is the worst among the collection of
algorithms; the loosest first comes next. The reason for the poor performance of the tightest first algorithm
under heavy load lies in that when the workload is high and servers are not abundant in the system, the
strictly-prioritized attempt to cover the tightest latency class first drains the server supply causing a high miss
ratio for other (lower-priority) classes. Comparatively, the weighted round robin and bidding algorithms are
better in this case.
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When the server ratio is more generous (0.4-0.8), as depicted in Figure 4.3(b) 4.3(c) 4.3(d), the tightest
first algorithm manages to keep the miss ratio very low (around 1%-2%) until the workload gets very high
(80%-90%, depending on server ratio). Increasing the workload further causes a steep jump in the miss
ratio (e.g., see case when server ratio is 0.4). This is similar to what can be observed in the case where
server ratio is 0.2, except that the “turning point” is pushed further by having more servers. The loosest
first algorithm performs well when the workload factor is small (< 0.4). However, the miss ratio grows
with the workload quickly. The random algorithm is relatively insensitive to workload. This is because the
allocation of replicas for each class is oblivious to workload information. Even under very light workload,
due to improper allocation of replicas, many edge nodes can not find replicas that are within the required
latency bounds. Those edge nodes are hence unable to serve their requests in a timely manner.
The round robin algorithm exhibits a similar trend as the tightest first algorithm. With a server ratio
of 0.4, there is a performance gap between the two algorithms when the workload is mild (0.3-0.8). The
difference diminishes when the workload becomes very high. When the workload factor is 0.96, round robin
even narrowly beats the tightest first. For the cases of higher server ratios (0.6 and 0.8), the tightest first
algorithm wins for all workload conditions.
The performance of the weighted round robin falls short our expectation. When the workload is not
very high, it performs slightly better than the basic round robin algorithm. When the workload becomes
very heavy, it can not even outperform the basic round robin. Compared to the tightest first algorithm, its
performance is consistently inferior. Its problem is indeed similar to that of the tightest first algorithm.
Although giving class 0 a larger weight can reduce the miss ratio of that class, the other classes may suffer.
Figure 4.4 investigates the scaled bidding algorithm with different preference parameters. For compari-
son purpose, we also included the tightest first algorithm and the basic bidding algorithm in the figure. For
the case of server ratio equals 0.2, we also included the weighted round robin algorithm. The point is to
compare the best algorithms in Figure 4.3 with the scaled bidding algorithm. As can be observed in figure,
when the preference parameter is {4, 2, 1}, the performance of the scaled bidding algorithm is very close
to that of the tightest first algorithm when the workload is below 0.8. For the case that the server ratio is
relatively low (Figure 4.4(b)), which is the more interesting case in our schedulability maximizing problem,
when the workload increases beyond that point, the scaled bidding algorithm noticeably outperforms the
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(d) Server ratio = 0.8
Figure 4.4: Overall latency bound miss ratio of the scaled bidding algorithm using different preference
parameters with varying server ratio and workload factor. In general a preference parameter of {4, 2, 1}
works the best.
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performance gain of the scaled bidding algorithm (with a preference parameter of {4, 2, 1}) shrinks some-
what, as depicted in Figure 4.4(c) and 4.4(d). However, in those cases, the absolute values of miss ratios of
both algorithms are very small. A preference parameter of {4, 2, 1} works the best in our experiments. In
the rest of the chapter, we used these values when we refer to the scaled bidding algorithm.
4.4.3 Miss Ratio for Non-Uniform Workload
In this section, we make the workload of the three classes not uniform. Intuitively, the impact of varying
the workload of the most stringent bound class and the most generous bound class are the most interesting
cases to investigate. Figure 4.5 summarizes the experimental data. In Figure 4.5(a) plots the overall miss
ratios when the workload factor of class 0 varies from 0.1 to 0.5, while those of class 1 and 2 are fixed
at 0.2. The weight vector of the weighted round robin algorithm was set to be {2, 1, 1}. Note that the
x-axis shows the total workload factor of the system. In this experiment, the miss ratios of the tightest first,
loosest first, random, weighted round robin, and scaled bidding algorithms are all fairly close to those of
the experiment reported in Figure 4.3(b) with the same overall system workload. However, the round robin
algorithm exhibits a noticeable performance degradation when the workload is high. Note that the random
algorithm does not suffer much from unevenly distributed workload among classes because the number of
servers reserved for the classes are proportional to their contribution to the total system workload.
Figure 4.5(b) reports the data of a related experiment in which the workload of class 0 and 1 are fixed
at 0.2 and that of class 2 varies from 0.1 to 0.5. Since in this experiment, the workload of class 2 can be
significantly higher than those of class 0 and 1, it makes sense to give class 2 a higher weight in the weighted
round robin algorithm. However, the concern that high-degree servers are essential to cover workload of
class 0 remains. It is unclear which factor would dominate. Hence, we included two weighted round robin
algorithms, with weight vectors of {2, 1, 1} and {1, 1, 2}, respectively.
When the workload is low, giving priority to class 0 by using {2, 1, 1} is clearly better than the other
way around. However, as the portion of class 2 workload increases, the benefit of allocating more servers
for class 2 (by using {1, 1, 2}) starts to out-weigh the disadvantage of sacrificing class 0 workload. In fact,
the overall miss ratio when using {1, 1, 2} even decreases as the total workload increases. The reason is that
the increment of total workload is solely contributed by class 2. Hence, the impact of a high miss ratio for
























(a) Varying workload of class 0 from 0.1 to 0.5. Class 1 and 2 have a
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(b) Varying workload of class 2 from 0.1 to 0.5. Class 0 and 1 have a
fixed workload factor of 0.2.
Figure 4.5: Overall latency bound miss ratio using non-uniform workload among classes with a server ratio
is 0.4.
global workload information may help, performance of a weighted round robin algorithm will presumably
only approximate the better of the two we presented here.
Overall, for all scenarios, the scaled bidding algorithm, with a fixed preference parameter, achieves very
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Figure 4.6: Latency bound miss ratios of individual content classes using different allocation heuristics.
The server ratio is 0.4. The scaled bidding algorithm achieves a good balance among the classes in terms of
latency bound miss ratio.
4.4.4 Miss Ratios of the Content Classes
To better understand the internals of the algorithms, we further investigated the miss ratio of each of the
content classes. In Figure 4.6, we plotted the miss ratios of the three content classes for different algorithms.
For conciseness, we only presented the data when server ratio is 0.4, and the three classes have the same
workload. For other cases, we observed similar results.
From the figure, we can see that the tightest first, weighted round robin and scaled bidding algorithm
all manage to keep the miss ratio of class 0 relatively low, as they are supposed to. For the other three
algorithms, the miss ratios of class 0 are mostly very high. This is because the stringent latency bound of
class 0 makes it very hard to find servers for it that are reachable within the bound. Hence, even if the three
classes have roughly the same number of servers, class 0 still suffers a higher miss ratio than the other two
classes.
The tightest first algorithm strives to satisfy class 0 at the cost of sacrificing classes with longer latency
bounds. Hence, when the workload is high, the miss ratios of class 2 are very high. The weighted round
robin alleviates the problem to some extent, but also brings a higher miss ratio for class 0. The scaled
bidding algorithm achieves a good balance among the classes. Miss ratios of all three classes climb slowly
as the workload increases.
4.4.5 Latency Bound Conformity
Besides average miss ratio, we are also interested in some statistical properties of the miss ratio over different
topologies and workload settings. Specifically, we want to know the likelihood that all the latency bound
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requirements of all the classes are met (i.e., how often can a resource scheduling algorithm achieve a zero
or near-zero miss ratio).
Figure 4.7 plots the empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) of overall miss ratio for the al-
gorithms under different workload factors. In this experiment, all classes had the same workload. This
workload is input to multiple allocation algorithms. An interesting metric is the percentage of input work-
load sets for which each algorithm managed to find a zero miss ratio allocation. This metric is given by
the first point on the CDF curve. More generally, the CDF shows the percentage of workloads for which
each algorithm was able to secure a given miss ratio bound. As can be observed from the figure, when the
workload factor is benign (Figure 4.7(a)), over 50% of the workloads under the tightest first algorithm are
scheduled with a zero miss ratio. Moreover, in over 90% of the workloads the miss ratio is bounded by
1%. For the scaled bidding algorithm, 45% of the workloads have zero miss ratio, and over 70% of the
workloads have less than 1% miss ratio. In contrast, the percentage of workloads with zero miss ratio for
the random algorithm is virtually none. In the case of heavy workload (Figure 4.7(b)), the scaled bidding
and tightest first algorithms still achieve zero miss ratio in 10% of the cases. Over 50% of the cases under
the scaled bidding algorithm are below a 2% miss ratio. The other algorithms essentially never manage to
perfectly meet the latency bound requirements of all the classes. Note that since the allocation problem is
NP hard, we do not compare the above numbers to the optimal algorithm presented in Section 4.3.1 as it is
too computationally expensive with a reasonably large network scale. In other words, we do not know what
percentage of workloads in each case is feasible (in the sense that a zero miss ratio is achievable under some
allocation).
4.4.6 Number of Replicas
Given a fixed number of servers, a scheduling algorithm would ideally generate only a small number of
replicas for each class when the system is underloaded. However, when the system is heavily loaded, it is
more desirable to utilize all the servers as replicas such that the miss ratio can be minimized. Figure 4.8
investigates this property of the scheduling algorithms. We excluded the random algorithm because it always
allocates all the servers based on the workload breakdown of the classes. In this experiment, we made the


































































(b) Workload factor = 0.9
Figure 4.7: Empirical cumulative distribution function of overall latency bound miss ratios with mild and
heavy workload (workload factor of 0.3 and 0.9). Server ratio is 0.4.
vector of the weighted round robin algorithm is {2, 1, 1}. Figure 4.8 presents the breakdown of servers used
as replicas in each content class with different workload factors.
To better appreciate the performance of the algorithms in terms generating small dominating sets, we
implemented a centralized minimal dominating set (MDS) algorithm [66, 32]. The algorithm is actually the
best approximation algorithm known so far for MDS problem, which is NP-Hard. Note that this centralized
algorithm has no knowledge of workload and server capacity threshold. Essentially, this is the case in
which the servers have infinite capacity, or the system workload is infinitely small. This algorithm yielded
an average replica ratio (total number of replicas over total number of servers) of 41%. Compared to the
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numbers depicted in Figure 4.8 when the workload factor is 0.1, the number of replicas of the centralized
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Figure 4.8: Breakdown of number of replicas among the classes
Clearly, for all the algorithms, the total number of servers used as replicas increases with the system
workload, which is intuitively correct. For the tightest first algorithm, the number of replicas used for class
0, the class with the most stringent latency bound, consistently increases with the workload. This, however,
is accomplished at the cost of class 2 suffering a shortage of servers under heavy load. When the workload is
very high, all servers are used as replicas. Similar behavior can be observed in the scaled bidding algorithm.
The only difference is that under heavy load, the servers are distributed more evenly among the classes,
which is the reason why the scaled bidding algorithm achieves a lower overall miss ratio.
The round robin algorithm keeps a fair share of servers among the classes when the system workload
is high. However, it can not utilize all the servers. The reason lies in the fact that each edge node has only
a small number of servers that can serve as replicas of class 0 due to its tight latency bound requirement.
Hence, if those servers were allocated to serve other classes, some edge nodes may not be able to find a
server to forward their class 0 requests. Even if there are servers that are not allocated to other classes, they
can not be used to serve class 0. The weighted round robin behaves similarly, and the share of the servers
among the classes is approximately its weight parameter: {2, 1, 1}.
The issue of round robin is exacerbated when the loosest first algorithm is applied, because those servers
that have good connectivities to the edge nodes are consumed by class 2. When the workload is high, class
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2 needs to use more servers, leaving class 0 with even fewer choices. In fact, the number of servers serving
class 0 even decreases when the workload grows. The total number of servers used by class 2 is also smaller
than those of the other algorithms.
4.5 Discussion
There has been a considerable amount of research in real-time literature on multiprocessor task allocation,
on both homogeneous [97, 86, 8, 18, 16] and heterogeneous platforms [15, 3, 74, 60, 107]. Our model is
different in that network latencies between the processing nodes (servers) are a significant fraction of the
end-to-end delay of task execution. The network latencies can not be controlled by the system. In that
model, the resource allocation algorithm reduces to a problem of allocating dominating sets for different
classes.
In uniprocessor scheduling, deadline-based scheduling is optimal in terms of maximizing schedulability.
In our system model, through detailed simulations, we identified that the scaled bidding algorithm is the
best from a schedulability perspective. The tightest first algorithm, which is the “counterpart” of deadline
monotonic scheduling on uniprocessor systems, performs very well only when resources are plentiful (i.e.,
when the system is underloaded). As resource constraints tighten, its performance degrades substantially
compared to the scaled bidding algorithm.
One take-away lesson is that optimality of dominating set allocation policies (from a schedulability
perspective), depends on two conflicting factors. The first is the timing constraints (or deadlines) associated
with classes of clients. Well-connected servers should be preferably given to classes with tighter constraints.
This calls for policies of the tightest first flavor, which allocate better servers to more urgent classes. The
second factor is the contribution of servers measured in terms of the demand they can cover. As servers get
allocated to a class, the remaining unmet demand of that class drops. Hence, subsequent servers allocated
to that class are more likely to be underutilized. It is thus a waste to allocate well-connected servers to this
class at that point. This calls for contribution-based policies that allocate the next server to the class that
can utilize it the most. The two factors are at odds because the class that can utilize the next server the
most is not always the next in priority. A combination of the two policies, therefore, yields the best results.
Observe further that the conflict between urgency and contribution arises only when load is high. If load is
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low, server capacity constraints do not come into play, leaving timing constraints as the prime consideration,
hence making tightest first optimal.
Note that, the above trade-off between urgency and contribution has no equivalent on uniprocessors.
This is because processor time can be utilized equally well by tasks of any class. This explains why opti-
mality results from uniprocessor scheduling do not carry over to our problem. An interesting open question
remains to formally find the best way to combine urgency and contribution considerations in server alloca-
tion. The contribution of this work has been to verify the basic intuitions on factors that affect schedulability
in wide-area distributed systems, and quantify the advantages (in terms of schedulability) of making the right
tradeoff between these factors in the allocation policy.
We note in this work, we make a simplifying assumption thatDi, the delay corresponding to the capacity
threshold of server i, is a fixed value for for all the servers. In principle, given an end-to-end latency bound
Lk = dij + Dj , one can try to find an optimal breakdown between the network delay dij and the server
end latency bound Dj . Increasing Dj enables the server to serve more requests meeting the latency bound,
hence boosts capacity of the server. On the other hand, increasing Dj cuts slack on the network latency
dij , therefore fewer edge nodes can forward requests to this server, hence may reduce requests served by
the server. Changing the breakdown of these two latency bounds on one server can also affect other servers
as some edge nodes need to change which server to forward requests to. We intend to explore solutions of
dynamically deciding the optimal breakdown of network and server end latency bound for the servers in our
future work.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we explored the dimension of dominating set allocation policies in distributed systems. This
can be thought of as an extension of partitioned multiprocessor scheduling policies to distributed systems.
Three major differences exist. One is that task invocation on remote resources in the distributed system
is dominated by the network delays of sending the request and receiving a response. This is consistent,
for example, with Web content retrieval delays. Second, since physical resource isolation between differ-
ent content classes is commonly desired and the number of machines in the network typically exceeds by
far the number of classes, it makes sense to segregate the classes to improve the efficiency of scheduling.
Hence, only one class of tasks executes on each server. Finally, allocation refers to server (dominating)
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sets, as opposed to individual processors. We explored multiple dominating set allocation policies and out-
lined promising candidates. We also compare these allocation policies with the optimal allocation which
requires expensive computation to obtain. These are important to provide insights into the problem for sub-
sequent analysis. Our evaluation results are drawn from simulations using realistic Internet measurements
and HTTP workload, which testify the practical applicability of the proposed heuristic in real-world large-
scale distributed systems. In future work, the authors intend to take a more analytic approach to the problem






Many large-scale distributed systems, such as peer-to-peer file sharing systems, content distribution net-
works (CDNs), and wireless sensor networks, utilize data replication to enhance the overall system perfor-
mance. For example, peer-to-peer applications and many distributed file systems [115] greedily replicate
large files so that the average download time of clients is reduced. In CDNs, popular content is replicated
on-demand or pre-populated to CDN edge servers to support a higher volume of client requests [130]. In
wireless sensor networks, when some event of interest is detected in a certain area and triggers queries from
different locations in the network, the data associated with the event may be replicated to prevent network
congestion [19]. In these systems, the locations of content replicas have a significant impact on perfor-
mance. The problem of how and where to replicate content in large-scale network systems has been studied
in many different scenarios [80, 30, 19, 104, 54, 129].
While data replication, in general, can improve overall system throughput and service availability, many
applications in large-scale distributed systems have stringent timing requirements as well. Namely, many
applications require that requests to retrieve content be served within a global latency bound, regardless of
where the requests originated. This kind of soft real-time requirements is vital for many import network
applications. For example, an online stock trading service provider would want its content to be accessible
within a short amount of time for all its worldwide customers. Online gaming, for another example, also
requires the state information of the game to be accessible to the gamers very quickly. Whether a (short)
global latency bound on content access can be provided has a substantial impact on the quality of many
online services.
The problem we investigate in this work is how to achieve load-balancing in our bounded-latency con-
tent distribution service when there are many content objects. When a large number of content objects are
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to be replicated on the CDN servers, each individual server will host only a subset of the content objects.
The fact that different content objects can have very different popularities and servers have different net-
work connectivities can cause servers to have an imbalanced workload. Load-balancing among the network
nodes is of primary importance to improve the utilization of the system’s resources and the system’s ability
to provide latency bounds. Different from many existing load-balancing techniques in other distributed sys-
tems [11, 71, 48], our load-balancing mechanism is coupled with the process of creating replicas for content
objects. This is because our load-balancing mechanisms are subject to the constraint of content objects’
latency bound requirements. Ideally, we want to place replicas of the content objects strategically, so that
(1) latency bound requirements of the content objects are met; (2) workload of all the network nodes is
balanced; and (3) the replication cost is low. Moreover, for a large-scale system, the algorithm has to be de-
centralized. In this work, we assume that the content objects do not have stringent consistency requirement
and hence their replicas do not need to be strictly synchronized with each other. In the rest of the chapter,
we describe such a balanced data replication scheme that satisfies these requirements.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 sketches the balanced data replication
problem and its technical challenges. Section 5.3 gives the detailed design of the load-balancing replication
algorithm. An extensive performance evaluation of our system is presented in Section 5.4. The chapter
concludes with Section 5.5.
5.2 Problem Statement
Recall in the service model described in Chapter 2, workload of a CDN server is simply the total request
rate it experiences. This consists of two parts: part comes from serving clients’ requests asking for content
objects that are locally available. The other part is serving requests forwarded to it by other CDN servers. As
in many other distributed systems, load-balancing is very important for a CDN system to effectively utilize
available resources. An imbalanced workload will create hotspots which can cause many latency bound vi-
olations. Load-balancing has been studied in many different scenarios such as distributed file systems [115],
peer-to-peer systems [48, 108], and CDNs. Existing load-balancing techniques on CDNs are mainly request
redirection schemes [11, 137, 25]. In our CDN system, content objects are replicated to meet the latency
bound requirements and are available on a small subset of the CDN servers only. An effective replication
strategy is of ultimate importance to the system’s ability to achieve load-balancing. Request redirection
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mechanisms deal with how to efficiently redirect requests to given replicas so that servers’ workload are
balanced. How to strategically create replicas for content objects to facilitate load-balancing, however, is
out of the scope of request redirection. Our load-balancing mechanism achieves balanced workload along
with the replication process. It can also benefit from combining with certain request redirection schemes.
Therefore, we believe that request redirection is both orthogonal and complimentary to the load-balancing
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Figure 5.1: Examples of imbalanced and balanced replication. Four content objects (F1-F4) are to be
replicated on four servers (A, B, C, D). The balanced replication scheme is at a cost of creating more
replicas.
The workload of a server is determined by the number of content objects that it hosts, and their popular-
ity. Another factor is the network degree (on the overlay network) of the server. To understand this, consider
the example illustrated in Figure 5.2. Node A has the highest degree among the 4 nodes. Both replication
schemes in Figure 5.1(a) and 5.1(b) satisfy the latency bound requirement because all 4 nodes can find all
the content objects in their neighborhood. However, the load-balance properties of the two schemes differ
a lot. Assuming all the content objects share the same popularity r at all the nodes, in Figure 5.1(a), node
A serves all the requests, as all the four content objects (F1-F4) are replicated on it, while other nodes have
no workload at all. In contrast, replication in Figure 5.1(b) enjoys a much better load-balancing: workload
of all the nodes are 4r. Note, however, the replication i Figure 5.1(a) enjoys the advantage of having fewer
replicas. Actually, there is a trade-off between the number of replicas and the load-balancing property. In
Section 5.4, we investigate this trade-off under different system parameters.
It is worth noting that the total workload in the system is independent of the replication scheme. It is
solely determined by request rates of all the content objects. Different replica placements merely make the
total workload be distributed among the servers differently. We need to find a decentralized data replication
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scheme that satisfies the bounded-latency requirements on content retrieval with a low replication cost. At
the same time, the workload of all nodes should be balanced.
In this work, we mainly focus on controlling workload of the CDN servers, as opposed to network band-
width. We argue that server workload is the major concern because the CDN servers are a dedicated resource
of the CDN provider. The scheme of distributing the overall workload to different CDN servers largely de-
termines the response time of the CDN servers. Network bandwidth, however, is a shared resource. Our
content service is just one of the many services that are running on the Internet and sharing the underlying
network infrastructure. Hence, the bandwidth consumption of our service is unlikely to noticeably affect
the actual network latencies. In addition, our previous measurement study (Section 3.2) showed that Inter-
net latencies are fairly stable for our service. Given the fact that the overlay network is created based on
the latency bound and the satisfactory network latency stability, if we can find a balanced data replication
scheme on the overlay network to ensure the response time of the servers are bounded, then we can achieve
the latency bound guarantee. In the next section, we present the detailed design of such a scheme.
5.3 System Design
In this section, we present our balanced data replication algorithm. Servers make independent decisions on
which content objects to host based on local information about their workload and popularity of the con-
tent objects. Servers only need very limited knowledge about their neighbors, making the scheme highly
scalable. The algorithm consists of three major phases. In the token calculation phase, servers first ex-
change their IDs with their neighbors (i.e., the servers that are reachable within the latency bound). Without
communication, each server can locally generate a conflict-free token winning sequence using the token
calculation algorithm to be described. After that, servers consolidate the token winning sequences of their
neighbors and come up with a sequence that contains all the tokens within its closed neighborhood. This
sequence will be used to decide on the order in which servers make content allocation decisions. In the
content allocation phase, following the consolidated token winning sequence, servers use the content ob-
ject allocation algorithm to choose appropriate objects to host. We also present a post-adjustment phase to
deal with dynamics of network topology and changes in popularity of content objects. In what follows, we
describe the three phases in detail, and discuss issues related to multiple content classes.
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5.3.1 Token Calculation
In this phase, each server first collects ID information of all of its neighbors. Note that the neighborhood
of a server is the collection of CDN servers that are reachable by the server within a given latency bound.
Note that the definition of neighborhood (as discussed in Section 3.3) depends on the construction of the
overlay network, and hence the latency bound. After servers obtain the IDs of their neighbors, each server
will create a set of pseudo random number generators (RNGs). For each of its neighbors, a server associates
a RNG seeded with the neighbor’s ID. Servers also create RNGs associated with themselves, and seed them
with their own IDs. Note that all the RNGs of all servers should use the same pseudo random number
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Figure 5.2: An example of token allocation phase. Token sequences are calculated independently the servers
without coordination. No two one-hop neighbors win the same token. Servers exchange their token se-
quence within one-hop neighborhood to generate the consolidated token sequences.
For the ease of explanation, we take server A in Figure 5.2 as an example. As Figure 5.2 depicts, servers
B, C and D are neighbors of server A, while server E is B’s neighbor but not A’s. Node A first generates
a random number sequence using the RNG seeded with its own ID: {20, 11, 8, 2, 23, 8, 2, ...}. Similarly, it
generates random number sequences for servers B, C and D by RNGs associated with IDs of B, C, and D,
respectively.
Having the random number sequences of all four servers in its neighborhood constructed, server A scans
the four sequences in parallel in ascending order of the index. For an index i, we say a server wins the token
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if its ith random number is greater than all the ith random numbers of its neighbors, using ID numbers
for tie-breaking. Clearly, tokens are associated with index numbers. Token winners will make content
allocation decisions as will be discussed in Section 5.3.2. From Figure 5.2, we can tell that server A wins
tokens at index 1, 8 and 11. When server A calculates the tokens locally, servers B, C and D do the same
token calculation in parallel independently. All token winners are marked as shaded blocks in Figure 5.2.
The important feature of this process is that no two servers would win the same token if they are neighbors.
This is true because all the RNGs use the same pseudo random number algorithm. When a server sees its
ith random number is greater than those of its neighbors, the neighbors should have the same view.
Having received the token winning sequences of servers B, C, and D, server A can combine all the
sequences and get a consolidated sequence, illustrated by the arrows in Figure 5.2. This sequence is used in
the content object allocation phase to be discussed in the next section.
It is worth pointing out that in index 7, no server in A’s neighborhood wins the token. This is because
B’s 7th random number is greater than those of A, C, and D, but smaller than that of E. This does cause
some problem in TDMA design [10] because it introduces “holes” in the sequence of token winners. Our
scheme is not impacted much by these holes, because we only care about the relative decision sequence for
content object allocation. It is true, though, that we need to generate more random numbers to get the same
number of tokens because of the holes.
5.3.2 Content Object Allocation
The consolidated token sequence (illustrated as the arrows in Figure 5.2) of a server is basically a sequence
of tokens of its neighbors. If a server finds that the token with the smallest index belongs to itself, it
volunteers to host a content object, using the algorithm to be presented later in this section. This decision
or a dummy decision (to be discussed later in this section) is broadcast to its neighbors. The token is then
removed from the server’s consolidated token sequence. If a server finds that some neighbors hold tokens
with smaller indices, it simply waits for the content object allocation decisions from those neighbors, with
a time out to handle token loss in rare cases. Every time it hears a content object allocation decision from a
neighbor, the corresponding token is removed from its consolidated token sequence and the content object
selected by the neighbor is marked as “unavailable”. After all those tokens with smaller indices than its own
token are removed, it can make its own content object allocation decision again and broadcast it.
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For example, in Figure 5.2 after server A makes the first content object allocation decision, it will need
to wait for decisions from C, B, D, C, B before it makes the next content objection allocation decision. Note
that in the token calculation phase, the possibility of winning tokens for a server is inversely proportional to
the number of neighbors of the server. Statistically, the more neighbors a server has, the fewer chances it will
get to host content objects. This is ideal in our situation because when a server hosts an object, its neighbors
will forward their requests for the object to the server. The workload that will be brought to the server by
hosting an object is therefore proportional to the number of neighbors of the server. Hence, making servers
that have more neighbors host fewer objects is helpful in making servers’ workload balanced.
To implement the mechanism described above, each server maintains an available objects list (AVL).
This list maintains all content objects that have not been hosted by any server in its closed neighborhood, as
well as their popularity. Servers only choose objects from their AVL to host. When new content objects are
introduced to the CDN system, they are inserted into the servers’ AVLs. The algorithm for content object
allocation will then be triggered to create replicas for the new objects. Note that the popularity of objects
maintained by a server are those popularity witnessed by the server locally, not global popularity. The list
is sorted in the descending order of popularity of the objects. When a server hears that some neighbor has
volunteered to host a content object, the content object will be removed from its AVL. Similarly, when the
server decides to host a content object, the object will be removed from the AVL as well. This way, if two
servers are neighbors, they would not both be replicas of the same content object, assuming no packet loss.
Ideally, for each content object, there will be one and only one replica in each local neighborhood.
Note that although the tokens are associated with indices, the content allocation phase is not a syn-
chronous process. All the decision making and broadcasting can happen in parallel in different neighbor-
hoods throughput the whole network. The decisions a server is waiting for do not have to arrive in order. For
example, in Figure 5.2, D’s content allocation decision can arrive at A before those of B and C. In addition,
when one server broadcasts its decision to its neighbors, it may trigger multiple servers to make decisions
in parallel, which speeds up the whole process. In this scheme, there is no network wide information prop-
agation, making it highly scalable.
We assume the popularity of content objects can be predicted based on history information. Measure-
ment studies show that relative popularity of content objects is pretty stable over time [104, 100]. It is true,
however, that popularity of content objects can be subject to abrupt changes in some situations (e.g., flash
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events). We do have a mechanism (to be discussed in Section 5.3.4) to accommodate popularity changes.
Having relatively accurate history information about popularity of content objects can only be beneficial.
The response time of a server obviously depends on its workload. It is well known that server response
time does not linearly scale with the offered load. In fact, in many cases there exists a knee in the load-
response curve. Imposing a workload that exceeds the knee will cause a substantial increase on the response
time, and hence cause a lot of latency bound violations. Hence, for a given bound on server processing
time t and a target latency miss ratio p, we define the capacity threshold of a server as the workload at
which 1−p of the requests can be served within t. Imposing a workload that exceeds the capacity threshold
can cause a substantial increase of latency bound violations. This is consistent with the methodology we
adopted previously (Section 4.4).
From the definition of the capacity threshold, we need to keep the workload of all the servers below
their capacity thresholds if possible. Specifically, when a server picks a content object to host, it needs to
make sure this action will not bring its workload beyond its capacity threshold. Hence, a content object
allocation decision actually is twofold: the server needs to decide (1) which content object to host; and (2)
which neighbors should be allowed to forward requests for this object to the server. The goal is to minimize
the servers’ chance of transcending their capacity thresholds.
We use a greedy heuristic in making the content allocation decisions. When it is the turn for a server, say
A, to pick a content object to host, it greedily chooses the object O that has the highest popularity among
the objects in its AVL that does not make workload of A exceed its capacity threshold. If there exists such
an object, the server then collects the popularity of this object on its neighbors. Note that, if all its neighbors
forward the requests for O to A, it is possible that the server will be overloaded. Hence, the server needs to
be selective in notifying the neighbors of its object allocation decision. This notification process proceeds
from the neighbor with the lowest network degree (number of neighbors on the overlay) to the highest. If
the available capacity of the server is sufficient to serve the requests for the picked object from a neighbor,
a notification reporting that the object is hosted is sent to the neighbor. Otherwise, a dummy decision is sent
to the neighbor. A dummy decision is a placeholder just to let the neighbor know the server has already
made a content allocation decision so that the neighbor can proceed if it is waiting for the server’s decision.
After every notification is sent, the server updates its available capacity. When choosing neighbors to notify
the object allocation decision, we favor the neighbors with smaller network degrees. The rationale is those
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servers have fewer neighbors to share their workload, and hence have a greater need to be offloaded if
possible. In the case that the available capacity of A is not sufficient for any available object, the server will
choose the to host the least popular object with a probability that is proportional to its degree.
Note that for the sake of simplicity, we assume that all servers have homogeneous capacities. Our
algorithm can be trivially extended to handle heterogeneity of server capacities without affecting the validity
of the discussions in this chapter. For example, when servers have different capacities, instead of using the
absolute workload as the metric of deciding load-balancing, we can use the ratio of a server’s workload over
its total capacity.
5.3.3 Multiple Content Classes
In the CDN system, content objects are categorized into different content classes by their latency bound
requirements. Content objects of the same content class share the same latency bound. Since construction
of the overlay network depends on the latency bounds, different content classes actually have different
overlay networks. The token calculation and content object allocation algorithms presented above assume
that all content objects have the same latency bound. These algorithms can be easily extended to handle
multiple content classes. When there are content objects that belong to multiple content classes, the system
can sequentially run the algorithms for each content class. Since the number of content classes is usually
small, this is not an issue. The sequence of running the algorithms on the content classes, however, may have
an impact on the performance of load-balancing. Conceivably, the latency bounds of the content classes can
affect the load-balancing property. The popularity of content objects in each content class may also be a
factor that needs to be considered. This bears some similarity to the dominating set allocation problem we
studied in Chapter 4. In Section 5.4, we study the implications of different strategies of handling multiple
content classes.
5.3.4 Post-Adjustment
After the process described above terminates, every server will be able to find at least one replica for any of
the content objects within its one-hop closed neighborhood. This means all client requests for any content
object can be served within the required latency bound, if no server is overloaded. Besides, no two servers
would host the same content object. This property keeps the number of replicas small, and hence the
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replication cost low. Moreover, the workload of all the servers should be below their capacity thresholds















Figure 5.3: An example of using post-adjustment mechanism to deal with abrupt change of workload. By
creating an extra replica of the hot content object x, server C shoulders part of server D’s workload.
However, dynamics of workload can disrupt the load-balancing. Consider the example depicted in
Figure 5.3(a). Server D is a replica of object x. Servers A, B, and C, can forward requests asking for x to
D because they are neighbors of D. For the same reason, they would not host x. Now, if x for some reason
(e.g., a flash event) suddenly becomes extraordinarily popular, it can cause server D to suffer a much higher
workload than the other servers, and potentially makes D overloaded.
To deal with this situation, we introduce a post-adjustment phase to readjust the content object allo-
cations to achieve better load-balancing after the regular replica assignment process. The post-adjustment
process still proceeds in a distributed fashion, meaning servers make decisions independently based on their
local knowledge about their neighbors. The basic idea of the post-adjustment algorithm is that when a server
has a workload significantly higher than its capacity threshold, it can “push” some of the hot content objects
it hosts to some of its relatively underloaded neighbors, as illustrated in Figure 5.3(b). Server D can push x
to server C and hence create another replica of x. After that, B can forward requests asking for x to C. This
way, the total workload brought by object x is shared by C and D. The cost is that an extra replica of x is
created.
Formally, when a node, say node A, finds that its workload Load(A) satisfies
∃s ∈ Neighbors(A), Load(A) > Load(s) and Load(A) > F × CapacityThreshold(A)
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it picks the object with the highest popularity among all the objects it hosts, say O, and asks its least loaded
neighbor to be a replica of O too. The neighbor then broadcasts an announcement to notify its neighbors
that a new replica of O has been created.
In order to choose the least loaded neighbor, servers periodically exchange workload information with
their neighbors. This information can also be piggybacked in the content object allocation decisions. The
condition specified by Eq. 5.1 indicates that the server is not the least loaded in its neighborhood, and its
workload is currently F times higher than its capacity threshold, where F is a constant called tolerance
factor. Obviously, F should be greater than 1. The tolerance factor is an indicator of how much overload
is tolerated by the post-adjustment algorithm. Generally, the smaller the tolerance factor, the better load
balancing can be achieved, but at a higher cost. Servers periodically check their workload against the
condition specified in Eq. 5.1, and make adjustment to content object allocations independently. Workload
of those heavily loaded servers gradually gets shed off and shared by other underloaded servers.
Note that, it is possible that after a heavily loaded server pushes out a hot content object to some of
its neighbors, the content object may be pushed back to the server by some neighbor. In that case, there
is a possibility that this content object will be pushed back and forth indefinitely. To avoid this situation,
every server needs to maintain a list of “hot-potatoes”. If a server pushes out a content object in the post-
adjustment phase, and later on the content object gets pushed back to the server, the content object is added
to the hot-potatoes list. Content objects in the hot-potatoes list will not be picked to be pushed out by the
server again within a relatively long period.
5.4 Evaluation
5.4.1 Experiment Setup
We implemented our balanced data replication service by instrumenting a Squid Proxy Cache [122] and
tested it on PlanetLab [103]. Because PlanetLab is a shared platform and its servers are constantly in
heavy loaded state, it is very hard to run repeatable and controllable experiments on it. In our performance
evaluation study, we used a “hybrid” experiment methodology. We first selected certain servers on PlanetLab
and deployed our measurement daemons to these servers. Distance maps of the servers can be constructed
from the measurement results. We implemented the data replication algorithm described in Section 5.3 in a
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discrete event simulator. The distance maps constructed from PlanetLab measurement data were then fed to
the simulator. We configured different latency bounds so that different overlay network topologies can be
generated. We used two different experiment scenarios. One has 30 servers, all from sites in North America.
The other has 75 servers from both North America and Europe. Figure 5.4 shows the experiment scenario
with 30 servers. Unless otherwise specified, the experimental data presented in this section are the average
of the results running on both scenarios.
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Figure 5.4: Experiment setup with 30 PlanetLab servers in North America. Pair-wise network latencies of
the servers are measured and fed to our simulations.
We evaluate our replication algorithm using the following two primary metrics:
• Latency bound miss ratio: The latency bound miss ratio is the fraction of requests that are served
with latencies longer than the latency bounds associated with the requested objects. When there are
multiple content classes, the latency bound miss ratios are the aggregated ratios of all the classes.
• Average number of replicas: As content objects are replicated in the network, the number of replicas is
of interest because it is directly related to the replication cost. Fewer replicas imply lower replication
cost. The average number of replicas is defined as the total number of replicas of all the content
objects over the number of content objects.
As stated in Chapter 2, the end-to-end latency of serving a request consists of three parts. The first part,
the last-mile latency, is negligible in most cases as discussed before. The second part is the network latency
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between the server where the request is originated and the replica the request is forwarded to. This value is
immediately available from our measurement data. The third part is the server end processing delay. This
time is related to the workload of the CDN servers. Since we are discouraged from running overloading
experiments on PlanetLab, we measured the server end latencies from using our local boxes. Basically, we
setup a server in our LAN that serves client requests generated by an array of clients running SURGE [12].
The request intensities of the clients were configured according to our simulation results, which contain
the information of workload experienced by each CDN server. The server processing delay can then be
measured on the clients. The end-to-end latency of serving a request is the sum of the two parts. When the
end-to-end latency of a request exceeds its latency bound, we count it as a miss.
Our replication algorithm requires every server to know its capacity threshold. As discussed in Sec-
tion 5.3.2, the capacity threshold of a server depends on a latency bound t and a target miss ratio p. In our
experiments, we choose t = 100ms and p = 0.01. In other words, we make the capacity threshold of a
server the workload that the server can serve 99% of the requests within 100ms.
Different content objects can have very different popularity. Measurement studies on traffic of Web
caches [23], Web servers [5, 100], and peer-to-peer file sharing systems [49] discover that popularity of
content objects in these applications follow Zipf-like distributions or a variation of Zipf distribution. To un-
derstand the system performance under realistic conditions, we use a Zipf-like distribution as the popularity
model. As to the α parameter of Zipf, it is shown in [5] that the distribution of content popularity follows a
Zipf distribution with α = 1.0. A more recent large-scale Web server trace analysis [100], however, showed
that the α value can be in the range of [1.4, 1.6]. We tried different α values in our experiments and ob-
served similar trends for the performance metrics of interest. In the results presented in this section, the α
value is 1.2. Note that using Zipf distribution as the model of content objects’ popularity brings tremendous
difference of popularity among content objects.
In our experiments, we used a parameter called load factor, defined as the sum of request rates of all the




We first demonstrate the efficacy of our load-balancing algorithm in achieving the latency bounds with high
confidence. As discussed in Section 5.2, there is a trade-off between load balancing and the replication cost
(i.e., the number of replicas). Greedily minimizing the number of replicas can cause imbalanced workload
and hence jeopardize the system’s overall performance in meeting the latency bounds. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no existing load-balancing algorithm in literature on content distribution services with
latency bounds. We compared our replication algorithm with a simple baseline heuristic that attempts to
minimize the number of replicas and avoids overloading servers when creating replicas for content objects.
The purpose of this comparison is to demonstrate the necessity of considering popularity of objects, servers’
capacities, as well as network topology, which is what our load-balancing algorithm does. In this baseline
algorithm, every server repeatedly picks a content object that has not been hosted by itself or any of its
neighbor randomly, and nominates the server with the highest network degree among its neighbors (includ-
ing itself) that have not exceeded their capacities to host the object. If all of its neighbors have exceeded their
capacities, the neighbor with the highest degree is nominated. When a server receives a nomination from its
neighbor, it will become a replica of the object and sends out an announcement to all of its neighbors. This
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Figure 5.5: Comparison with a simple baseline replication algorithm. Our balanced replication algorithm
generates more replicas as offered workload increases, yielding a much lower latency bound miss ratio.
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Figure 5.5 gives the comparison study between our load-balancing replication algorithm and the base-
line heuristic. In this experiment, there are three classes of content objects with their latency bounds being
250ms, 350ms, and 450ms, respectively. We plotted both the latency bound miss ratio and the average num-
ber of replicas (NOR) in Figure 5.5. The two algorithms exhibit different behaviors on both of performance
metrics. When the load factor is low, the miss ratio is nearly 0 using our replication algorithm. The miss
ratio slowly climbs as the load factor increases. Even when the load factor is close to 1.0 in which case
the system’s overall workload approaches its total capacity, the miss ratio is still blow 8%. In contrast, the
miss ratio of the baseline algorithm is significantly higher across all load factors. As to the average number
of replicas, the baseline algorithm expectedly produces fewer replicas. Note that, the number of replicas
created by our replication algorithm increases with the load factor. This is reasonable because when the
system’s workload gets higher, more replicas are needed to keep the servers below their capacity thresholds.
Next, we investigate the impact of the latency bounds on the performance of our load balancing algo-
rithm. For the purpose of better understanding this impact, we made all the content objects belong to the
same content class in this experiment, and varied the latency bound of the class. The latency bound can
have an impact on load balancing because the overlay network is constructed based on it. A more gener-
ous latency bound makes servers generally have more neighbors on the overlay, which should be helpful
in achieving load-balancing especially when the load factor is high. This is because the more neighbors
a server has, the better chance it has to have some neighbors to share its workload when its workload ap-
proaches its capacity threshold. Experimental results summarized in Figure 5.6(a) confirm our analysis.
Regarding the number of replicas, a longer latency bound conceivably creates fewer replicas because the
network is more connected, as shown in Figure 5.6(b).
As mentioned above, in order to maintain servers’ workload below their capacities, our load-balancing
algorithm may create more replicas than the minimum possible number of replicas. To understand how
many more replicas are created by our algorithm, we plotted the minimum number of replicas for each
latency bound in Figure 5.6(b). The minimum number of replicas is calculated using existing minimum
dominating set (MDS) algorithms [65, 54]. Note, however, the minimum number of replicas shown here
is just the theoretical lower bound. It could be achievable only when those servers forming the minimum
dominating set have enough capacity to host all the content objects. This generally is not true in practice.


























































(b) Average number of replicas
Figure 5.6: Impact of latency bound on miss ratio and average number of replicas. Tightening the latency
bound causes higher miss ratios and more replicas generated.
objects will have to be hosted by more servers, resulting in an average number of replicas that is larger than
the minimum.
Our replication algorithm is expected to achieve good load-balancing. However, this is not to say that
the workload of all servers should be strictly balanced all the time. The primary goal of our load-balancing
is to keep latency bound miss ratio as low as possible. In fact, when the overall workload of the system
is very low, the servers are free to have imbalanced workload as long as the miss ratio is low. When the
system is heavily loaded, however, it is important that the workload of all the servers be balanced because
when the overall system workload is high, imbalanced workload will inevitably cause some of the servers to
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exceed their capacity thresholds. Figure 5.7 depicts the workload imbalance of our system under different
load factors. We used coefficient of variation, defined as stdevmean , as the metric to describe the workload
imbalance. Large coefficient of variation values imply significant imbalance. As we expected, when the
system is relatively underloaded, imbalanced workload is observed. The imbalance gradually diminishes























Figure 5.7: Coefficient of variation of workload of all servers with varying load factor. Workload of the





































Load Factor (Latency Bound = 450ms)
30 servers
75 servers
Figure 5.8: Latency bound miss ratios for two different network scales. The larger scale network does not
see appreciable higher miss ratios compared to the smaller network.
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Finally, Figure 5.8 compares the miss ratios at different network scales (30 and 75 servers). Encour-
agingly, the miss ratios of the two scenarios do not have appreciable difference across all the load factors,
which serves as evidence of good scalability of our algorithm.
5.4.3 Multiple Content Classes
When there exist multiple content classes, the replication algorithm needs to run on each content class
sequentially. With content classes having different latency bounds, there are basically two options regarding
the sequence of running the algorithm on the content classes. We can start running the algorithm on the
content class that has the most stringent latency bound, then on the less stringent bound class, and on
forth. Alternatively, we can start from the class that has the most generous latency bound and proceed to
the classes with more stringent bounds. We call these options “tight-first” and “loose-first”, respectively.
Besides latency bounds of the classes, the popularity of the objects in each content class may also have an
impact on the overall load-balancing performance.
In this section, we are going to find out the performance of the tight-first and loose-first policies. More-
over, we want to reveal the impact of the objects’ popularity when there are multiple content classes. Again,
there are three content classes (class0, class1, class2) with latency bounds of 250ms, 350ms, and 450ms,
respectively. Each content class has the same number of content objects. Regarding the popularity, we call
the content class that has the most “hot objects” the “hottest class”. An object is a “hot object” if it has a
popularity that is 10 fold greater than the average popularity of all the content objects.
Intuitively, a more generous latency bound gives servers better chances of finding some neighbors to
share their workload when overloaded. When content objects are to be replicated on servers that are largely
under heavy load, it would be beneficial if the latency bound of the objects was generous. Hence, we expect
the tight-first policy to outperform the loose-first policy. For similar reasons, the hottest class should be
processed first. However, when these two conditions are at odds (i.e., when the hottest class is not the class
with the most stringent latency bound), it is not obvious which factor has the dominant impact. Figure 5.9(a)
shows the miss ratios of the 4 combinations of policies under different load factors. As shown in the figure,
tight-first policy always outperforms the loose-first policy for both cases where the hottest class has the
most stringent latency bound, and the hottest class has the most generous bound. Furthermore, among


















Hottest class: 450ms, Loose-First
Hottest class: 450ms, Tight-First
Hottest class: 250ms, Loose-First
Hottest class: 250ms, Tight-First


























Hottest class: 450ms, Loose-First
Hottest class: 450ms, Tight-First
Hottest class: 250ms, Loose-First
Hottest class: 250ms, Tight-First
(b) Average number of replicas
Figure 5.9: Policies of running the algorithm on multiple content classes. Tight-first policy consistently
outperforms loose-first policy in terms of latency bound miss ratio, and has no clear difference in terms of
number of replicas.
using loose-first when the hottest class has the tightest bound is the worst. This can be observed from
Figure 5.9(a). As to the cost of running the load-balancing algorithm on multiple classes, there is barely
discernable difference among different policies, as shown in Figure 5.9(b).
Finally, Figure 5.10 gives the miss ratios of the three classes when tight-first policy is used. As can be
observed in the figure, for both cases that the hottest class has the tightest bound and the hottest class has
the loosest bound, fairness among the classes is achieved, which is ideal. From these experiment results, we
conclude that tight-first policy is the best policy for running our algorithm on multiple content classes. In






































Figure 5.10: Miss ratios of the individual content classes with tight-first policy. Fairness among the classes
is achieved.
5.4.4 Imperfect Knowledge
The evaluation results above are based on the assumption that the servers have perfect knowledge of the
popularity of the content objects. In practice, popularity of objects can be predicted from history. However,
the predictions can only be rough estimates. In this section, we examine the performance of our algorithm
when servers have imperfect knowledge about the objects’ popularity. We hope our replication algorithm
can tolerate imperfect knowledge to a certain extent. In particular, we hope the performance in terms of
miss ratio will have only a graceful degradation.
Our approach is to salt the popularity of the content objects with random noise, and vary the amount
of noise. We used a parameter called error in adding random noise to the popularity information. With an
error of , the popularity of the content objects fed to the servers will be a random number in the range of
[(1− )p, (1 + )p], where p denotes the actual popularity of the content objects. Note the way we salt the
popularity knowledge keeps the total workload of the system unchanged from a statistical perspective. This
excludes the impact of changes to the system overall workload, and hence enables us to examine the impact
of imperfect knowledge of popularity only.
Figure 5.11 shows the latency bound miss ratios under different load factors and error levels. For
comparison, we also gave the miss ratios when perfect knowledge about popularity was available. As can
be observed in the figure, the miss ratio increases when the error is enlarged, which is understandable.



























Figure 5.11: Impact of imperfect knowledge of content objects’ popularity on latency bound miss ratio.
Miss ratio increases as the more noise on the popularity information is introduced. In general, our balanced
algorithm has a good tolerance of imperfect popularity knowledge.
is that the imperfect knowledge of popularity basically brings imbalance to servers workload. When the
system’s overall workload gets close to its capacity limit, imbalanced workload will make some of the
servers overloaded and hence cause more latency bound misses. With an error of 8.0, and a load factor
of 0.9, the miss ratio can reach 20%. Despite this, our load-balancing replication algorithm exhibits a
fairly good tolerance to imperfect knowledge of objects’ popularity. This is partly because that some of
the disturbance brought by imperfect knowledge can actually cancel out itself to some extent: the increase
of some objects’ popularity is averaged out by the decrease of some other objects. Moreover, the post-
adjustment mechanism to be evaluated in the next section mitigates the performance degradation observed
here.
5.4.5 Post-Adjustment
In this section, we study the performance of our load-balancing replication algorithm in the presence of
workload dynamics. As discussed in Section 5.3.4, our load-balancing mechanism proceeds with the process
of replicating content objects to provide bounded latencies. If the popularity of the content objects are
stable over time, the overall workload of the system would be stable as well. However, in practice there
exist various system dynamics. The most relevant dynamics are the changes in content objects’ popularity.
Operationally, the CDN system should run the replication algorithm periodically but at a low frequency, say
once a day. Hence, slight or slow changes on content popularity and system’s workload can be naturally
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covered. It is possible, however, that the objects’ popularity can experience abrupt changes between two
invocations of the algorithm. For example, a flash event can dramatically increase the popularity of a small
set of content objects. This unquestionably has negative impact on the system’s performance in terms of
latency bound miss ratio. Such kind of changes not only bring higher workload to the servers, but also
affects the relative popularity of the content objects. We expect that abrupt changes to content popularity
can substantially increase latency bound misses, especially when the system is already heavy loaded and
























































(b) Overhead (extra number of replicas per object)
Figure 5.12: Efficacy and cost of post-adjustment mechanism. Post-adjustment significantly reduces latency
bound miss ratio at a modest increase of number of replicas.
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The post-adjustment mechanism (Section 5.3.4) is designed to deal with this situation. Servers trigger
the post-adjustment mechanism when they find out that their workload transcend their capacity thresholds
by more than a tolerance factor. An overloaded server will greedily attempt to “push” some of its most
popular content objects to some of its relatively underloaded neighbors. Post-adjustment allows servers to
offload themselves at the cost of creating more replicas for some of the content objects.
Figure 5.12 summarizes the results of our experiments to evaluate the efficacy and overhead of the post-
adjustment mechanism. We simulated the dynamics of popularity by adding random disturbance to the
popularity of the content objects so that the system’s overall workload reaches a target level. In these exper-
iments, we first chose a target load factor. Pairs of object-server were randomly picked to be disturbed in the
way that the popularity of the object on the server was scaled up by a factor randomly chosen in the range
of [5, 20]. Note this always increases the system’s workload. The disturbance process was repeated until the
overall system workload reached the target load factor. The post-adjustment mechanism was then triggered
to adjust the replicas of the content objects. The load factor of the system before the disturbance was 0.5 for
all the experiments. In Figure 5.12(a) we plotted the latency bound miss ratio with the disturbance and the
miss ratio after post-adjustment settled down, varying the target workload after disturbance. Clearly, for all
the load factors post-adjustment significantly reduces the latency bound misses brought by the disturbance.
Besides, post-adjustment with smaller tolerance factors generally can bring down the miss ratios further.
Figure 5.12(b) studies the major overhead of running post-adjustment, namely the extra replicas created.
It gives the average extra number of replicas per content object created by post-adjustment process with
different tolerance factors, varying the target workload. From the figure, it is clear that while using smaller
tolerance factors can create more replicas, the cost is generally fairly moderate. Another observation worth
mentioning is that when the load factor increases, the difference in performance among different tolerance
factors diminishes (as shown in Figure 5.12(a)), while the difference in overhead increases (as shown in
Figure 5.12(b)). This is because when the system’s workload comes close to its capacity limit, many servers
are saturated with their own workload and hence can not share much of the workload of those overloaded
servers even though many more replicas are created.
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5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a load-balancing data replication scheme for a content distribution network
providing latency bounds on content access. The approach involves a distributed algorithm to decide which
servers should host which content objects. The algorithm guarantees that every server can find all the content
objects within its one-hop closed neighborhood. Most importantly, the replica assignment plus a distributed
post-adjustment mechanism enable the system to achieve very good load-balancing among servers. Eval-
uation results drawn from simulations and experiments on PlanetLab [103] using realistic content access
request models show that our scheme achieves good performance in terms of meeting the latency bounds
and achieving load-balancing at a moderate replication cost. For future work, we are interested in extending
the performance evaluation with real traces of client traffic as opposed to synthetic workload. We also plan
to investigate the performance implications when the network latencies between servers are more dynamic.
Another interesting avenue for future exploration is how to extend our work to treat content classes with
different tolerance to misses.
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Chapter 6
Scalable Automated Performance Problem
Diagnosis
6.1 Introduction
The complexity of current computing systems and applications is quickly outgrowing the human ability to
manage it at an economic cost. It is common to find data centers with thousands of hosts serving hundreds
to thousands of applications and components that provide web, computations and other services. Adding to
this complexity are elaborate interactions between components and applications as well as rapid changes in
applications and systems [22, 21]. In such environments, diagnosis of failures and performance problems
is an extremely difficult task for human operators. To facilitate diagnosis, commercial and open source
management tools measure and collect data from systems, networks and applications in the form of metrics
and logs. However, with the large amounts of data collected, the operator is faced with the daunting task of
manually going through the data, which is becoming unmanageable.
These challenges have led researchers to propose the use of machine learning and statistical learning the-
ory methods to aid with the detection, diagnosis and repair efforts of distributed systems and applications[21,
22, 34, 35, 73]. In particular, our previous work [34, 35, 149] developed probabilistic models that associate
low-level system metrics with application performance problems for a single instance of a 3-tier Internet
service.
In this work, we present scalable machine-learning-based techniques for diagnosis of performance prob-
lems in Internet services that are composed of multiple instances (e.g., a distributed application replicated
in multiple data centers). Each service instance may contain multiple servers and components such as 3-tier
web services. Performance problems are defined through violations of service level objectives (SLOs). The
SLOs define acceptable thresholds on performance attributes such as average transaction response times,
the maximum number of allowable transaction failures in a given window of time, or combinations of such
metrics. Following our prior work in [34, 149], the diagnosis task is to automatically point to the set of most
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indicative internal symptoms related to a given externally observed performance problem, detected as an
SLO violation. These internal symptoms are a subset of continuously monitored data (comprising system
metrics, application metrics and logs collected) that can point to the explanation of the performance prob-
lem. This automated diagnosis is achieved through learning probabilistic models capturing the correlation
between the collected data and the SLO state.
Current automated diagnosis approaches work well on small applications but do not scale to very large
distributed systems. The difficulties of scaling up the learning approaches stem from two reasons. First, with
more components in a large distributed system, there is a large increase in possible causes of failure and
hence an increase in the data measurements (i.e., metrics) that must be collected to pin-point them. These
measurements together constitute a state space in which each individual metric is a dimension. Informally,
regions in that state space must be identified that correlate with performance problems. Since the space
grows exponentially in the number of metrics, more samples must be collected for the learning methods
to populate the space sufficiently to identify “bad regions” with accuracy. Current methods suffer what is
known as the “curse of dimensionality” [42]; a phenomenon in which they exhibit a reduction in accuracy
for a fixed-size training set, as the number of metrics increases. With more data required and with the
increase in the number of metrics, most learning methods can also become too computationally expensive.
For example, based on our evaluation, using existing learning-based diagnosis techniques it takes over 30
hours of execution on a dedicated server to process a 30-day trace of an application with only 3 service
instances (Section 6.5.3).
A second difficulty for learning algorithms lies in combining different types of data, such as low level
system metrics, application metrics, and semi-structured data (e.g., text based log files). The property that
various types of data having different statistical characteristics (e.g., following different statistical distribu-
tions) making it challenging to combine them with existing learning methods.
In this work, we present automated diagnosis techniques that scale well to large-scale distributed sys-
tems containing many diagnostic information sources and replicated service instances. More specifically, we
divide the wide range of metrics of different types (including both structured and semi-structured metrics)
into bounded partitions to reduce learning overhead based on their semantics. A corresponding reduction
ensues in the size of the training-set data needed to identify the problem regions. A key challenge in parti-
tioning the metrics is to identify when a set of metrics from one source contain no diagnostic information for
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a given segment of the trace. We call this the temporal segmentation problem. For solving this challenge,
we propose a method called multi-source temporal segmentation in which the inapplicability of metrics
from a source on parts of the trace is detected by the existence of accurate models from other sources. This
method significantly improves learning accuracy and has low-overhead. In addition, for service instances
that belong to the same application, we take advantage of their similarities by applying transfer learning
techniques, in which we allow models trained on one instance to be used on others. This enables further
improvement in accuracy as well as leveraging existing diagnosis knowledge efficiently.
We validate our methods on several months of traces collected from a real geographically distributed
and multi-instance 3-tier Internet service. Our traces contain system metrics, application level metrics and
application event logs, all collected from the various instances of the application. Our results show that our
metric partitioning along with temporal segmentation and transfer learning approaches provide significant
improvements in classification accuracy and retrieval of annotated performance problems over the naive
method that ignores dependencies and similarities between the data sources or service instances. We also
compare our methods to the brute force approach of no data partitioning, showing that our methods have
much lower overhead but the same or higher accuracy.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We first introduce some background on automated
performance problem diagnosis in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3 we present the problem statement and our
approaches. In Section 6.4 we describe the traces we use to validate our methods. Section 6.5 provides use
cases and empirical results demonstrating the validity of our approach. We discuss some open issues of our
approaches in Section 6.6. The chapter concludes with Section 6.7.
6.2 Background
Many interesting large-scale distributed systems are highly complex. Such systems can be very hard to
manage, especially when they exhibit poor performance. To facilitate troubleshooting of performance prob-
lems, pervasive instrumentation solutions [51, 61, 91, 143] have been widely used to collect a variety of
information sources (such as CPU utilization and application-specific performance metrics) which can be
aggregated and presented to human operators. However, with the complexity of large-scale distributed sys-
tems, it is still a very challenging task to manually go through traces of a large number of performance
metrics to find clues and identify probably causes of performance problems. The diagnosis problem we
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study in this chapter is to automate the analysis of instrumentation data from the systems in order to provide
helpful clues/hints to effectively assist and facilitate operators’ troubleshooting.
The basic approach of automated diagnosis for performance problems of complex systems is using sta-
tistical learning techniques to induce statistical models that capture correlations between the instrumentation
data and performance SLO state. Recall that in this work, performance problems are defined through SLO
violations. These statistical models, if accurate, can be further used to identify the metrics that are the most
relevant to capture the SLO state. Since specific metrics are usually associated with specific components,
resources, processes, and events in the systems, identifying relevant metrics gives useful clues for human
operators.
We emphasize that it is not our goal to pinpoint the root causes of performance problems. Root cause
of a performance problem can be extremely hard to find, even for highly-skilled system administrators. For
example, the root cause of a certain type of performance problem could be a bug in the application or the
operating system. In such a case, it is virtually impossible to identify the root cause without understanding
the source code.
We summarize the background on basic automated diagnosis techniques with a simple example that
actually appeared in our experiments with a real-world distributed application (see Section 6.4). In this
example, the application experienced performance problems (long transaction processing time) for a certain
period of time. Our diagnosis engine identified (through learning statistical models) the following metrics
as relevant to the problem: CPU utilization of the application servers, number of transactions of type X,
and number of failed transaction of type X. From this information, one can quickly arrive at a diagnosis
result that the performance problem is likely to be caused by some components transaction type X depends
on. Indeed, the actual root cause (according to the troubleshooting documentation of the operators of the
application) was that an external database used by transaction type X was unavailable. As a result, the
application frequently retried issuing the transactions, yielding a high CPU utilization and a large number
of failed transactions of type X.
6.3 Problem Statement and Approach
This chapter presents scalable learning-based problem diagnosis techniques for large-scale complex dis-
tributed systems. As systems grow in scale and complexity, we naturally need more diagnostic information
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sources to arrive at accurate diagnosis. In the view of learning algorithms, there will be more metrics.
Learning from a large number of metrics simultaneously requires a significant amount of data and therefore
a high computational cost. We call it the brute force approach. As scale increases, this approach may suffer
a lower accuracy or longer “learning curve”, in part, because it takes longer to observe all combinations of
measured metrics (i.e., all system states) and correlate these combinations with good or bad behavior.
Dividing the metrics into smaller partitions and applying learning within each partition independently
improves scalability. We call this the naive partitioning approach. This approach results in a different
form of inaccuracy. Namely, it ignores dependencies between partitions. Additionally, it faces the issue
of partitions that might not contain the right metrics to explain a given problem. Without the ability to
detect this issue for a partition of metrics, the learning algorithm, which implicitly assumes that problems
are correlated with (some) metrics, can produce inaccurate and unpredictable results.
The challenge addressed in this work is to maintain the efficiency of the naive partitioning approach,
while taking into account dependencies, as with the brute force approach. The resulting approach both
achieves scalability and improves diagnosis accuracy. We begin by describing the brute force approach. It
works well for smaller systems and is the starting point of our extensions. Subsequent sections describe our
extensions then conclude with an architectural summary that presents the overall picture of our new scalable
diagnosis method.
6.3.1 The Brute Force Approach
Our prior work on learning-based performance problem diagnosis [34, 149, 35] was shown to be successful
for diagnosing problems on individuals instances of an Internet service, using system metrics. The brute
force approach is basically applying these approaches directly on all the metrics together. In this subsection,
we briefly describe the prior learning methods.
In [34, 149], we automatically build probabilistic models that identify the set of metrics that corre-
late with each particular instance of the SLO state (compliance or violation). We use this information for
constructing signatures that correctly characterize and distinguish different causes of SLO violations.
The methods work as follows. The input is a data log containing vectors ~M of measurements of system
metrics and the state S ∈ {s+, s−} (compliance or violation) of the system. For each regular epoch (e.g.,
5-minute intervals) we have one such vector. Each element mi of vector ~M for an epoch contains the
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value of the specific metric, and S contains a discrete value depending on whether the SLO was violated
or not. Using pattern classification techniques, given a training window containing multiple epochs with
both instances of violations and compliance, we learn probabilistic models [45] characterizing the behavior
of a subset of the metrics that are most representative of the SLO state. A model is essentially a classifier
function F mapping the universe of possible values for ~M to the range of system state: F : ~M → {s+, s−}.
Specifically, a model N represents the conditional distribution PN (S| ~M)—the distribution of probabilities
for the system state given the observed values of metrics. The classifier F uses this distribution to evaluate
whether PN (s+| ~M) > PN (s−| ~M) to arrive at a prediction of the SLO state. The accuracy of a model at
predicting the SLO state is measured to establish the ability of the model to capture the service state.
With continuously collected traces, the algorithm in [149] produces an ensemble of probabilistic models.
In a nutshell, the algorithm learns new models as new samples are collected to a training window. If a model
is found to be accurate on the training window, and there is no previous model in the ensemble that is more
accurate, the model is added to the ensemble. In other words, the ensemble is augmented dynamically with
new models that are better at explaining the current problem. A model is good at explaining a problem if it
can predict good and bad behavior with high accuracy given the measured metrics. Informally, a good model
defines a cube with the state space of metrics that is highly correlated with bad behavior. The hope from
constructing the ensemble is to arrive at a portfolio of models that can explain a large number of problems
over time. Models that have not been good at explaining problems for a while are weeded out.
The current ensemble is used for describing the most related metrics to each SLO violation. Given a
period of an SLO violation, s−, the ensemble of models is used to identify which metrics (because of their
values) are more likely to have been generated from their distribution during violation periods. This process
is calledmetric attribution. Formally, for a given instance of SLO violation and each model in the ensemble,
PNj ( ~M,S), a metricmi is flagged as “attributable” if:
PNj (mi|s−) > PNj (mi|s+),
i.e., for model Nj , mi’s value is more likely to come from the “violation” distribution (PNj (mi|s−)) than
from the “compliance” distribution (PNj (mi|s+)). This process hence identifies a subset of metrics that are
the most relevant to the SLO violation according to the ensemble.
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In [35], we have shown that we can use metric attribution for constructing signatures. These signatures
describe the symptoms of SLO violations in terms of the metrics that are attributed (and those that are not);
a signature is essentially a vector of attributions of the metrics. Since different instances of the same prob-
lem can generate models with slightly different parameters, the signatures are then subjected to automated
clustering to group together those that likely describe the same problem. Different clusters can then be
labeled by the problems they describe. When a new instance of a problem is observed and a new model
is generated similarity-based retrieval can be performed to identify the nearest cluster and hence determine
the (previously learned) problem. This allows operators to identify and quantify the frequency of recurrent
problems and to leverage previous diagnostic efforts.
6.3.2 Scaling for Multiple Data Sources: Multi-source Temporal Segmentation
In our previous work, we have observed that there are periods of SLO violations for which no systemmetrics
are attributed. This observation is not surprising—not every performance problem can be explained with
system metrics. In general, the solution is to analyze different sources of data, such as application metrics,
event logs (e.g., application errors, security, network), etc. Similarly, when more software components
(such as additional database servers) are added, we also need to incorporate more data sources to maintain
accurate diagnosis. As the number of sources of data increases, so does the number of metrics.
As the number of metrics increases, the brute force approach is to learn models with all metrics. Up
to a certain number of metrics and system states, there are efficient algorithms that can produce results in
reasonable time. To offset the “curse of dimensionality” and maintain accuracy, one would simply collect
more training samples. However, we argue that such an approach, even if computationally feasible, will
not produce accurate models. The reason is that traces collected over time are not stationary in various
ways. For example, the traces contain different types of performance problems (with unknown number),
and/or the underlying behavior of the application changes (e.g., due to configuration changes). Zhang
et al. [149] demonstrated that as more types of performance problems are mixed in a training window, the
accuracy of learning models decreases. The key challenge therefore is in segmenting the traces into the
different regions representing either different types of performance problems or regions with no changes in
the application behavior. However, as the number of metrics increases, this is a “chicken-and-egg” problem:
with an increase in number of metrics, segments are required to contain more samples to avoid the curse
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of dimensionality. However, with an increase in number of samples in a segment, the chances of mixing
different types of problems or different regions in application behavior in a segment also increases, leading
to a loss of accuracy. Thus, to achieve scale while maintaining accuracy, the number of metrics considered
in the learning over a training window needs to be bounded.
To enjoy the benefits of treating each source independently, while taking the best advantage of the
different sources, we propose what we call multi-source temporal segmentation/. The metrics are first
partitioned based on topology and metric types, similar to the naive approach described above. We then
automatically build an ensemble of models [149] on each partition as follows. Each ensemble maintains a
training window which is a continuous sequence of training samples (measurements of the metrics). When
a new training sample comes in, it is taken into the current training window. If the current training window
contains enough samples of both flagged as SLO compliance and SLO violation, we perform a greedy
selection feature selection [50] to pick the subset of metrics that is most relevant to modeling the SLO, and
induce a probabilistic model [45] to capture the correlations between the subset of metrics selected and the
SLO state.
The accuracy of models is then measured by balanced accuracy (BA) on the training window which is




× [P (s− = F( ~M)|s−) + P (s+ = F( ~M)|s+)] (6.1)
Note that to achieve the maximal BA of 1.0, F must perfectly classify both SLO violation and compliance.
If the new model has a high balanced accuracy in capturing the SLO state, and it is statistically significantly
more accurate than the existing models in the ensemble, it will be added to the ensemble; otherwise it is
discarded. Upon adding the newmodel, the ensemble will reset its training window. Moreover, the ensemble
will instruct ensembles of other partitions (data sources) to reset their training window as well, if they have
not been able to create an accurate enough model yet.
In this work, we use Naive Bayes models for the ensembles of each data source partition. Naive Bayes
models are simple and efficient, and have sound semantics for producing metric attribution, a key feature
required for explaining SLO violations.
The intuition behind this algorithm is to avoid model inaccuracies caused by training examples for
which no metrics for a given data source are correlated with. In the context of server clusters, when training
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a model based on some data source, it is generally impossible to automatically discount SLO violation
samples that do not affect this data source (i.e., for which no metrics of the data source are attributed).
This is the segmentation problem mentioned earlier. The effect of including these samples in a training
window is that they can skew the estimated statistics of metrics that otherwise would capture other periods
of violation, leading to no models, or inaccurate ones. In our algorithm, the message from a learner of a data
source indicating that it found attributable metrics for a given training window indicates to the learners of
the other sources that the past epochs are of a problem that perhaps cannot be captured by that source, and
therefore requires the collection of a new training window. One limitation of this approach is in cases when
none of the collected data sources can produce an accurate model for some of the violations. However, as
more data sources are analyzed, the odds of such occurrences is reduced.
It is worth noting that the method does not prohibit adding models from various data sources for roughly
the same training window, as long as the models in these ensembles are accurate enough. In fact, the method
can produce a combination of metrics from various sources that are attributed at the same time. In the
production traces we collected, we did observe such cases.
6.3.3 Scaling for Multiple Instances: Transfer Learning
The second aspect of scaling the existing learning approaches is to accommodate n-replicated Internet ser-
vices, with each replicated instance containing all or some of the three tiers (web server, application server,
database). These instances can be directly load balanced, or replicated across different data centers. Service
instance replication is widely used in large scale distributed systems to improve throughput, reliability and
dependability. Replicated instances of a service is different from multiple isolated systems in that replicated
instances of a service naturally share a lot similarity. Our goal is to develop a scalable approach to learning
that leverages the similarity of the instances.
As the metrics from the different replicated instances are typically highly correlated, partitioning the
metric space based on the topology of the service, i.e., to the different replicated instances, is an intuitively
appealing heuristic, as it scales up with the number of instances (and metrics). Learning in this approach
is performed with the metrics of each instance, independently of the other instances. However, this naive
approach ignores the similarities between the instances.
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Algorithm: Multi-source ensemble algorithm with temporal segmentation
Parameters: Minimum Number of Samples Per Class, Minimum Model Accuracy
Input: k data sources DataSource1,...k
for each data source DataSourcei do
initialize Ensemblei to {φ} and TrainingWindowi to {φ}
end for
for every new sample do
for each data source DataSourcei do
add sample to TrainingWindowi
if TrainingWindowi has Minimum Number of Samples Per Class then
train new Naive Bayes modelM on TrainingWindowi
compute accuracy ofM using cross validation
if accuracy of M is higher than Minimum Model Accuracy and accuracy of M is significantly
higher than the accuracy of all models in the Ensemblei then
addM to Ensemblei
reset TrainingWindowi to {φ}
notify other data sources
end if
end if
if receive notification from any other data source then




Figure 6.1: Multi-source segmentation ensemble training algorithm.
Our approach is to leverage the similarities between different instances through the transfer of models
between the different instances. The method works as follows: when the learner on one instance learns an
accurate model on a training window for that instance, it transfers that model to all other instances of the
Internet service to be evaluated locally. A transferred model is used for attribution if it is deemed accurate.
This transfer of models between different instances produces more accurate ensembles compared to the
naive method of simply learning ensembles on each instance, ignoring the similarities and dependencies
that exist between the instances.
Transferring models is a form of transfer learning [132]. The intuition behind transfer learning theory
is that it is possible to transfer what is learned about one classification problem to related ones. When
transfer learning is possible, it reduces the amount of training examples the learner needs to observe to
obtain accurate classification models. In the case of multiple instances of an Internet service, the similarities
are in the fact that the instances display similar behavior. Transferring models between the instances reduces
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the amount of samples required to be seen on each instance of a particular problem, since if that problem
was already previously observed on another instance and produced a model, it is directly and immediately
applied. Our results (in Section 6.5) show significant improvements in the ensemble accuracy using this
transfer learning approach compared to the naive method.
In addition, we hypothesize that transferring models also produces more consistent signatures (Sec-
tion 6.3.1) of similar performance problems between the different instances, leading to improved retrieval
of signatures across different instances. Our empirical analysis supports this hypothesis (Section 6.5).
The added complexity in transferring models in minimal: models have very small footprint (< 1KB)
and evaluation of a model on an epoch takes few milliseconds. One requirement for transferring models is
that the mapping between the collected metrics between the different instances be known (e.g., application
server CPU utilization metrics are mapped to each other, even if they are named differently on each system).
This requirement is easily met when the same data collection tools are used on all instances (such as HP
OpenView).
6.3.4 Information Extraction From Event Logs
Unlike the system metrics and application metrics, which consist of structured numeric data, the application
event logs are semi-structured and contain free text information. The event logs are essentially messages
written by the developers of the application. There are potentially many different messages. For example,
in the logs collected on one instance of FT system in a 9-month period, there are more than 280,000 distinct
messages (after removing timestamps and fields containing numerical symbols only). Hence, we need to
distill the smaller set of “prototypical” feature messages from the event logs. With this set of feature mes-
sages defined, we count the number of times each feature message appeared in a given time interval (set to
match the interval of the SLO metric), and use these counts as the input metrics for the learning algorithms.
In this section, we present a novel algorithm for sequentially and efficiently distilling the prototypical feature
messages from text logs.
A natural approach to distill prototypical feature messages is to perform text clustering [141]. Messages
that are similar enough will be combined to form a cluster. For example, messages generated by the same
fprintf statements with slightly different parameters could probably be clustered. Basically, message
clustering reverse engineers the “templates” generating these messages and ignore the minor differences.
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While text clustering has been extensively studied in literature, a unique challenge in our scenario is that
the clustering must be performed in an incremental fashion because over the lifetime of the system, several
code changes are pushed into production and new messages appear. It is infeasible to wait until all possible
messages are seen in collected logs before they are clustered.
We developed a similarity based sequential clustering algorithm. We measure the similarity between
two text messages with the cosine distance:
Dcos(A,B) =
∑
imatch(ai, bi)√|A| · |B| , match(ai, bi) =
 1 if ai = bi0 otherwise
where A and B are the messages, | · | represents the number of words in a message, and ai is the i’th word
in message A. The cosine distance is a number between 0 and 1. When Dcos = 1, the two messages, A
and B, are identical, and when Dcos = 0, the two messages are completely different. Upon seeing a new
message, the clustering algorithm compares the message with the existing clusters. If there exists a cluster
to which the cosine distance is larger than a pre-defined threshold (we used 0.85 in our experiments), then
the message will simply be merged to the existing cluster. Otherwise, a new cluster will be created using
this new message. For example, messages
• java.net.connectexception: db server connection refused; error host9
• java.net.connectexception: db server connection refused; error code
are clustered together because their cosine distance is 0.857 (> 0.85).
This method is simple, efficient, and does clustering incrementally. Empirically, we found that it sig-
nificantly reduces the number of distinct messages (to clustered prototypical messages), and yields clusters
with good quality. There are, however, limitations and issues with this simple approach such as information
loss caused by clustering and too many distinct messages for large systems. We shall discuss these issues in
Section 6.6.
As stated earlier, with a small number of feature messages extracted from the raw logs, we then count
the appearances of the feature messages during 5-minute intervals, and use the counts as the metrics to learn
the ensemble of models. It is worth noting that the statistical properties of these feature message based
metrics is different compared to system utilization based metrics or application metrics. Indeed, in applying
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our methods on these metrics we use a different distribution in the probabilistic models. For system metrics
we use the normal distribution, while for message based metrics we use a modified Gamma distribution,
which we observed to fit better than the normal and other distributions. Formally, the modified Gamma
distribution follows
P (x = X) =
 pz if X = 0(1− pz)Xk−1 e−X/θΓ(k)θk otherwise
Note that x is always a non-negative integer. The modified Gamma distribution fits the feature message
counts better because these counts exhibit a heavy tail with an additional large concentration of 0 counts.




















































Figure 6.2: System architecture of our scalable diagnosis solution. Various types of metrics from different
components are divided into partitions. Ensembles are built on each partition and influence each other using
the multi-source temporal segmentation algorithm. Models induced on one service instance can be trans-
ferred to other instances of the application. All models in the ensembles contribute to the metric attribution
which generates signatures for the SLO violations. The signatures help operators with troubleshooting.
Figure 6.2 depicts the software architecture of our automated diagnosis solution. Each service instance
may contain multiple servers and software components (e.g., a 3-tier web service). These servers and com-
ponents are instrumented to measure a wide range of metrics, collect various kinds of event logs, as well as
monitor the service SLO state. Semi-structured data such as text-based logs are processed using the algo-
rithm describe in Section 6.3.4 to distill diagnostic information. These metrics coming in periodically are
first partitioned, as mentioned earlier, based on knowledge of topology of the components and type infor-
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mation of the metrics. The partitioning yields multiple metric partitions (e.g., system metrics, application
metrics, and event logs), each having a bounded number of metrics.
With the metric partitions and the monitored SLO state, we automatically learn an ensemble of models
for each partition using the multi-source temporal segmentation technique (Algorithm 6.1). Metric parti-
tions that successfully generate accurate enough new models instruct other partitions to reset their training
windows. This mechanism helps the ensembles to better divide the continuous measurements into training
windows to facilitate generating accurate models. Furthermore, transfer learning techniques are applied by
exporting the to the ensembles using the same metric partition on other service instances (e.g., replicated
service in other data centers).
Using the ensembles of models, metric attribution is performed for each SLO violation epoch. As there
are multiple models in an ensemble, the models are fused for predicting the SLO state using the Brier
score [149, 24, 33]. The Brier score is the mean squared error between a model’s probability of the SLO
state given the current metrics and the actual value of the SLO state. Formally, for every model Nj in the





−| ~M = ~dk)− I(sk = s−)]2 (6.2)
where PNj (s
−| ~M = ~dk) is the probability of the SLO state being in violation of model Nj given the vector
of metric measurements dk and I(sk = s−) is an indicator function, equal to 1 if the SLO state at time k is
s− and 0 otherwise. The attributions from all models in the ensembles are filtered by using only the most
accurate models in terms of their Brier score on the most recent samples prior to the violation. Similarly,
for models transferred from other instances, they can be used for metric attribution when their Brier scores
are good.
This process generates signatures (represented as vectors of metric attributions) for each violation epoch.
Signatures are stored in a database and can subject to clustering and similarity based retrieval [35]. The
subset of metrics attributed by the ensemble allow the operators to focus on a small number of possible
troubleshooting options. The signature retrieval further enables leveraging previous diagnosis efforts [35].
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Note that our solution does not limit to the three metric partitions shown in Figure 6.2. Our data parti-
tioning and transfer learning techniques are highly scalable and can support the system to learn with a large
number of data sources without loss of learning accuracy.
6.4 Trace Collection and Processing
Our empirical results are based on detailed traces collected from a distributed application in a globally-
distributed production environment. The application, called “FT” for confidentiality reasons, serves business-
critical customers across the globe 24 hours per day, 365 days per year. Its system architecture (depicted
in Figure 6.3) therefore incorporates redundancy and failover features both locally and globally. FT is dis-
tributed across three regions: Americas, Asia, and Europe. Each region consists of a 3-tiered architecture
that includes multiple client web front ends, 3 application server instances, and 2 backend database servers.
The application and database instances are hosted on large SMP servers running HP-UX. All of the appli-











Figure 6.3: Architecture of FT application, the production system we collected traces from. The system has
three replicated instances on three production sites. Each instance contains a slice of 3-tier system. The
instances share an auxiliary database. The traces we collected are from the application servers, including 55
system metrics, 25 application level metrics, and about 20MB per day of application event logs.
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Region Average Transactions per min Average Response Time SLO Violation Percentage
Americas 57.1 2.35s 14.6%
Asia 27.7 3.84s 16.9%
Table 6.1: Summary of FT application traces. Trace collections cover 3 months for the 3 Americas and 2
Asia application instances. This data represents averages over each instance in a region. The final column
is the percentage of 5-minute windows with SLO violations.
6.4.1 Trace Characteristics
The traces contain various types of data about the application. These data types comprise the different
data sources. There are system-level metrics, including resource utilization measures (e.g., CPU utilization)
from both the application and database tiers. There are application event and error logs. Also, there are
application-level performance data, including volume, response time, and failure counts for each transaction
and sub-transaction, aggregated over 5 minute windows. From key metrics in the application-level data,
SLOs are defined. The criterion for SLO violation is whether the average response time over all transactions
in a 5-minute period exceeds 3 seconds or the transaction failure count is greater than 20.
HP OpenView Performance Agent (OVPA) provides system-level metrics for application server and
database hosts. The FT application is instrumented using ARM [131] to provide the application-level met-
rics. OVPA and ARM data are aggregated into 5-minute windows. The application event logs come from
each of the application server instances and are in text form.
The FT traces are summarized in Table 6.1. The transaction volumes seen in the traces demonstrate
the non-trivial workloads of the FT installations. We have system and application measurement data for all
three Americas instances and two Asia instances, and event logs for the America instances.
Some of our 5-minute samples exhibiting performance problems are “annotated”. They correspond
to times when we know, based on operators’ troubleshooting documentation, that a specific performance
problem occurred whose root cause was subsequently diagnosed. In the traces used in this work, annotations
are provided to seven periods, ranging from 2 to 15 hours of SLO violations. The causes of these problems
included both local (file system full in one case), and external (availability problems of another service on
which the FT service relies for some transactions) components.
We categorize the collected diagnostic information sources from all servers into three partitions: system
metrics, application metrics, and event logs. We describe the system metrics and application metrics in the
rest of this section. The event logs are described in more details in the next section.
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The system metrics mostly concern operating system level performance. Table 6.2 gives some examples
of the system metrics we collected from the FT application (a complete list of the metrics is included in
Appendix). The application metrics are mainly about application-specific behaviors, such as break-down of
different types of transactions and their resource usage. Table 6.3 lists some examples of the applications
metrics we used. It is worth noting that our diagnosis does not rely on understanding the semantics of the
metrics. The learning engine merely infers statistical correlations between these metrics and the SLO state.
The statistical models learned are furthered used to help the system operators’ troubleshooting.
Metric Description
tt cpu per tran Average CPU time spent for each transaction.
gbl cpu total util Total CPU utilization on the application server.
gbl disk phys io Number of physical disk IO operations on the application server.
gbl swap space util Utilization of swap space on the application server.
gbl alive proc Number of alive processes on the application server
gbl fs space util peak Disk space utilization on the application server.
DB1 CPU RunQ Length of the CPU run queue on the primary database server.
DB1 CacheMiss Number of database query cache misses on the primary database server.
DB1 DiskUtil Disk space utilization on the primary database server.
Table 6.2: A sampling of system metrics collected from FT application for our diagnosis purpose. We
collected a total of 55 different system metrics from the application and database servers for each service
instance.
Metric Description
DB Y Lookup tt count Number of lookup queries to the Y database.
DB Y lookup tt wall time per tran Average processing time for lookup queries to the Y database.
transactionX tt count Number of transactions of type X
transactionX tt wall time per tran Average processing time of transaction type X
transactionX failed Number of failed transaction of type X
Table 6.3: A sampling of application metrics collected from FT application for our diagnosis purpose. We
collected a total of 25 different application metrics from the application servers for each service instance.
Names of the transaction types and databases are anonymized for confidentiality reasons.
6.4.2 Event Logs Processing
As mentioned in Section 6.3.4, the event logs are essentially messages written by the developers of the
application. The messages could be warning/error messages when unexpected conditions are encountered
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during the running of the application, or simply debugging messages. For example, we have seen messages
such as
• encounting ioexception when access XYZ
• the service fail over to another XYZ instance
• validationexception: strings of this type must have a maximum length of 10
• W system unavailable: java.rmi.remoteexception
Again, the diagnosis algorithm does not need any knowledge about the semantics of these messages.
We use the clustering algorithm for information extraction from text-based logs described in Sec-
tion 6.3.4 to process the event logs of the FT service instances. Figure 6.4 and Table 6.4 summarize the
performance evaluation of our clustering algorithm. Figure 6.4 plots the accumulated number of distinct
messages and number of feature messages (clusters) over time for one of the instances of FT. As can be seen
in the figure, while there are a large number of distinct messages in the event logs, our clustering algorithm
successfully clusters them to a small number of feature messages: for this data set, there are 212 feature



























Figure 6.4: Accumulated number of distinct messages and number of feature messages over time. Number
of distinct messages increases fast throughput the period, while our clustering algorithm manages to keep
the number of feature messages small and grow slowly.
To understand how good the clustering results are, we validated our sequential algorithm against a
widely used clustering algorithm called Hierarchical Tree Clustering, which operates on the batch of data,
rather than sequentially. We compare the clustering results of our sequential clustering algorithm and that of
Hierarchical Tree, and measure the difference using a metric in literature [58]. This metric is a real number
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in the range of [0, 1]; 0 indicates an exact match of the two and 1 indicates they are complete different.
From our experiments, the difference for the logs on the three instances are all very small, and the average
is 0.067.
Instance1 Instance2 Instance3
Total days of logs 125 204 121
Total size of logs 2.5GB 3.5GB 2.1GB
Number of log entries 4,989K 7,262K 3,887K
Number of distinct messages 43,321 281,405 46,203
Number of feature messages 197 212 177
Processing time 281 seconds 540 seconds 287 seconds
Table 6.4: Characteristics and processing time of event logs of three FT instances. Our sequentially cluster-
ing algorithm is very efficient.
6.5 Results
We present a performance evaluation of the techniques we propose, namely multi-source temporal segmen-
tation for learning using multiple data sources, and transfer learning for scalable diagnosis with multiple
service instances. We use the traces collected from the FT service, described in the previous section. We
validate that our techniques achieve scalability and improve accuracy of the diagnosis.
We demonstrate the success of our methods with classification accuracy, retrieval accuracy, efficiency
analysis and through detailed case studies.
The classification accuracy of ensembles in predicting the SLO state is our first measure of success.
Classification accuracy is a proxy for the usefulness of our diagnosis system since it captures how well the
models describe the SLO state on all the data. Although a high classification accuracy does not immediately
translate to high diagnosis accuracy, it serves as strong evidence that the ensemble can have better diagnosis
performance. Plus, it has the advantage that it can be applied to all of the data. In our problem, accuracy
comprises of (1) SLO violation detection rate, defined as the percentage of SLO violations that are correctly
identified by the ensemble; and (2) False alarm rate, defined as percentage of SLO compliance samples that
are falsely identified as violations by the ensemble. In all of our experiments, we compute the classification
accuracy sequentially: given a new sample at time t, the existing ensemble before t is used to predict the
SLO state, after which the sample is potentially added to a training window. This ensures that there is no
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overlap between the training set and test set used to compute the classification accuracy of an ensemble. It
also produces a time series of accuracy, which provides additional insights into changes in behavior of the
service, as we demonstrate in the case studies described in the following sections.
A second measure of success in comparing the methods is the retrieval accuracy of annotated problems
using the signature. Annotated problems are those that have known problem types labeled by the operators.
Retrieval accuracy measures the capability of identifying similar performance problems using the signatures
generated by metric attribution with the ensemble we build. While this measure is the most accurate measure
of success for diagnosis, it hinges on the availability of accurately annotated problems, which are difficult
to obtain in most traces, as operators do not diagnose every problem, and do not always diligently record
their actions. We report retrieval accuracy for a subset of the performance problems in our traces for which
annotations were provided by the operators of the service.
We also provide detailed case studies, analyzing the usefulness of our methods for diagnosing specific
incidents that appeared in our traces.
6.5.1 Multi-source Temporal Segmentation
We begin by evaluating our learning method for combining multiple data sources with temporal segmenta-
tion. We provide separate results for each of the three Americas instances of our application and three data
sources collected on each.
Ensemble Accuracy
We start with evaluating the accuracy of ensembles obtained from individual data sources. Since an en-
semble contains multiple models, we use the weighted vote (using Brier score as the weight) of the three
best scoring models (using the Brier score) to arrive at a single prediction of the SLO state (compliance
or violation). Figure 6.5 shows the online accuracy (broken into violation detection rate and false alarm
rate) of the ensembles for one instance of the FT service. A separate curve is shown for each of three data
sources; namely, system metrics, application metrics, and event logs. These sources are used in isolation.
We make three observations here. First, we see how the violation detection rates increase and decrease at
certain periods. An increase follows the addition of each new model to the ensemble. A decrease occurs
when no accurate model exists or can be trained in the ensemble. The curves gradually stabilize after a
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sufficient amount of time. This is partly because the online accuracy is the aggregate of all the previous
samples and hence impact of erroneous predictions diminishes as number of samples increases. In addition,
as more models are added to the ensembles, they accommodate more types of problems, and therefore avoid
fluctuations in the detection rate. Second, while overall the ensemble using just system metrics has a higher
detection rate than the other two, over the entire period, we see periods where one data source outperforms
the others. The implication of this observation is that some combination of the multiple data sources should
improve overall accuracy. Finally, we see that the detection accuracy of individual sources is not very high.
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Figure 6.5: Online accuracy (SLO violation detection and false alarm rates) of ensembles using system
metrics, application metrics, and event logs.
Next we compare our multi-source ensemble learning algorithm (Figure 6.1) with the two baseline
algorithms discussed in Section 6.3: the unscalable brute force method that combines all metrics from
all sources together to form one single ensemble, and the efficient method which generates an ensemble
independently for each source. We hereafter call them “brute force” and “independent”, respectively. Note
that the brute force method generates one ensemble, while independent and temporal segmentation generate
one ensemble for each data source. Similar to the case of a single ensemble, to obtain a single prediction
of the SLO state with multiple ensembles, we use the weighted vote (using Brier score as the weight) of the
three best scoring models (using the Brier score) from all ensembles.
Figure 6.7 shows the online accuracy for the three different multi-source methods on a single FT in-
stance. First, compared to the online accuracy curves in Figure 6.5, we see that all three methods produce
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more accurate predictions compared to the accuracy of any single source individually. Among the three
multi-source methods, our temporal segmentation algorithm clearly reaches a much higher violation detec-
tion rate than the others, while the false alarm rates of the three are roughly the same. On average, temporal
segmentation achieves a 35% improvement over the independent method in SLO violation detection rate.
Interestingly, our algorithm outperforms even the brute-force (much more computationally intensive) ap-
proach of not partitioning the metric space. This is probably due to the curse of dimensionality: there is
simply not enough data to obtain good models in such a high-dimensional space. Additional results for the
other two FT instances are summarized in Figure 6.6. We again see that accuracy using all multi-source
methods is significantly better than any single individual source. In addition, we observe significant viola-
tion detection improvements with our temporal segmentation method, although the method exhibits slightly
higher false alarm rates in some instances. Note that even with these data sources, some SLO violations are
not captured (the best violation detection is 75% in Figure 6.6). Other sources of data would be required











































Figure 6.6: Overall ensemble online accuracy of single-source ensembles and multi-source ensembles us-
ing different methods, for two FT service instances. Accuracies are provided with their 95th percentile
confidence intervals.
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Further demonstrating the advantage of our temporal segmentation method, Figure 6.8(a-c) shows the
online accuracy curves for each source, comparing the ensemble for that source generated with our method
(passing messages between the different sources), and the independent method of generating the ensemble
for that source. The curves for the ensembles of the independent method are basically the curves shown in
Figure 6.5. Note that in this experiment we do online testing on the ensembles for each data source generated
by the temporal segmentation method as if they are separate ensembles. The purpose of this experiment is
to demonstrate that temporal segmentation only improves the accuracy of the combined ensemble (as shown
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Figure 6.7: Online accuracy of ensembles using multiple data sources. Ensemble with temporal segmenta-
tion achieves better accuracy than brute force and independent.
As can be observed in the figures, all ensembles of our temporal segmentation method achieve better
violation detection than the purely independent method, with the exception that the ensemble of system
metrics suffers a slightly higher false alarm rate.
Metrics Attributed
We present statistics of metrics attributed by the ensembles built with multi-source temporal segmentation in
Table 6.5. In the table, we give the total number of metrics and metrics that are attributed by the ensembles
for each data source and service instance. Note that the numbers of metrics attributed shown in the table
are not for a single SLO violation. Instead, they are the union of metrics attributed for all the SLO violation
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(c) Event Logs
Figure 6.8: Accuracies of ensembles created for each data source using independent learning approach and
temporal segmentation approach.
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System Application Event Logs
Instance1
Total number of metrics 55 25 197
Number of metrics attributed 22 10 23
Instance2
Total number of metrics 55 25 212
Number of metrics attributed 16 9 24
Instance3
Total number of metrics 55 25 177
Number of metrics attributed 15 9 21
Shared Number of metrics attributed 8 7 19
Table 6.5: Metrics attributed for different data sources and service instances by ensembles built with multi-
source temporal segmentation for the 3-month trace.
As we can see, overall a significant portion of the metrics (17-20%) are attributed for some of the
SLO violations, signifying that the system experienced many different types of performance problems.
Another observation is that the set of metrics attributed by different service instances are not exactly the
same (number of shared metrics are shown in the last row of the table). This suggests that during the period
of the traces some problems occurred in some instances but not the others. Therefore, transferring the
models for those problems (Section 6.3.3, 6.5.2) will be useful for the other instances in the future when
they encounter those problems.
Case Study 1
We present a case study observed in our traces that further illustrates the benefits of both leveraging multiple
data sources and the efficacy of our temporal segmentation technique. Specifically, we describe a perfor-
mance problem appeared in the traces that using multiple data sources provides more meaningful diagnostic
results than single source, and the temporal segmentation technique enables the generation of a very useful
model.
Our traces contain a period in which a disk on one of the application servers for one of the FT instances
became full. The full disk caused the failure of a component to launch (CORBA wrapper) because it
could not write some necessary files to disk. This component failure caused high response times and high
transaction failure counts because some transactions were hung, eventually timing out, waiting on responses
from the failing components.
The ensemble trained using event messages quickly created a model that attributed the following mes-
sage: CORBA access failure: IDL HPSE wrapper can not start. The ensemble using system metrics
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generated a model using the file space utilization metric (which, in this case, indicated that the file system
was full). Obviously, the combination of these sources provides a much clearer diagnostic picture to the
operator. This example shows the need to use multiple data sources for accurate diagnosis, as it reveals to
the operator not only that the file space utilization is attributed (and full), but also the effect of that system
condition on the application (failure of a component to launch). However, capturing these relevant metrics
did not require the pooling of all metrics to create a single ensemble.
This problem was in fact a recurring problem. It happened once before for a short duration (1.5 hours),
which was not sufficient for creating a model. The problem occurred again for a duration of over 10 hours
about 10 days after the models were created. This time, the ensemble captured the problem and attributed
related metrics correctly.
Additionally, certain application metrics were also related to the problem (namely, the value of some of
the transactions counts). With our temporal segmentation algorithm, as the ensembles using system metrics
and event logs generated new models during this time period, the ensemble using application metrics reset
its training window to start collecting samples from this period. It then created models with the related
application metrics. The models generated turned out to be very helpful in predicting SLO state, as can
be seen in the large jump in detection accuracy for the application ensemble marked in Figure 6.8(b). In
contrast, the independently trained ensemble with application metrics did not produce any model for this
period of violation, because it failed to reset its previous training window (which contained periods of
violations that were not related to the problem). As can be seen in Figure 6.8(b), without any model that
captures this problem, the detection accuracy of the ensemble declines and remains much lower compared
to the ensemble trained with temporal segmentation.
6.5.2 Evaluation of Transfer Learning
We now evaluate applying our transfer learning technique (Section 6.3.3) on multiple replicated FT service
instances. We study the improvement in terms of ensemble accuracy and signature retrieval performance.
Ensemble Accuracy for Load-Balanced Instances
We start with studying the efficacy of model transfer between geographically co-located load-balanced in-
stances. These instances are most similar in the sense that they have similar workloads, run on similar
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hardware and exhibit similar problems when the source of the problem is non-instance specific. In this ex-
periment, we use the three FT instances in America. These instances have similar hardware configurations,
and are load-balanced. We apply model transfer to learning with a single data source for the sake of sepa-
rating concerns. We then apply it to learning with multiple data sources to understand the composability of
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Figure 6.9: Online accuracy of an instance using transfer learning on application metrics. Models transferred
from other service instances boosts ensemble accuracy.
Figure 6.9 shows the online accuracy of one instance when applying model transfer with an ensemble
based on application metrics. We marked some of the periods when models were transferred from other
instances. As we can observe from the figure, initially, the learning algorithm was not able to train good
models, and hence had a nearly zero violation detection rate. However, eventually, models transferred from
other instances successfully identified a significant portion of the SLO violations. Overall, the comparison
shows that transfer learning significantly improves the accuracy in this case.
Figure 6.10 plots the online accuracy of one instance when model transfer is applied together with
multi-source temporal segmentation, compared to that in the absence of transfer learning. Recall that, in
Section 6.5.1, we demonstrated that our multi-source temporal segmentation technique greatly improves
accuracy over single data source and other multi-source approaches. Here, as can be observed from the
figure, transfer learning further achieves appreciable improvement in terms of accuracy.
Evaluation results for applying model transfer technique on other data source and instances are sum-
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Figure 6.10: Online accuracy of an instance using transfer learning on multiple data sources with temporal
segmentation.
ensembles, transfer learning consistently improves ensemble accuracy. The improvement is substantial in
some cases (e.g., on Instance 3). In terms of multi-source ensembles, the improvement of using transfer
learning is not as prominent, but never has significant negative impact either. We conjecture that for load
balanced instances, the overall gain in accuracy is not always significant because it is likely that all instances
suffer from similar problems at the same time, if those are related to workload or availability problems of
shared resources (e.g., network, auxiliary databases). However, the overhead of transferring models and
adding models to an ensemble is small, making it always worth it to perform transfer of models.
Ensemble Accuracy for Instances Across Data Centers
Next, we apply our transfer learning technique to service instances across geographically distributed data
centers. In the FT service, we have system metrics and application metrics measurement data on two of the
instances in Asia1. We report our experience of transferring models trained on the instances in America to
instances in Asia in Table 6.6. As the tables show, transfer learning improves violation detection across all
of the cases. For the ensemble of system metrics on Inst2, we see a substantial improvement. In terms of
false alarms, transfer learning slightly reduces false alarms in most cases.
Note that although the instances in Asia and America are replicas of the same service, they run on dif-
ferent hardware configurations and are subjected to different workloads (as users of the service in Asia have












































Figure 6.11: Overall ensemble online accuracy with transfer learning applied on load-balanced instances.
(a) Without Transfer Learning
Data Source Violation Detection False Alarm
Instance1 System Metrics 0.744± 0.009 0.154± 0.004
Application Metrics 0.625± 0.008 0.078± 0.004
Instance2 System Metrics 0.629± 0.008 0.101± 0.004
Application Metrics 0.701± 0.008 0.131± 0.004
(b) With Transfer Learning
Data Source Violation Detection False Alarm
Instance1 System Metrics 0.779± 0.009 0.087± 0.003
Application Metrics 0.655± 0.008 0.056± 0.003
Instance2 System Metrics 0.786± 0.008 0.164± 0.004
Application Metrics 0.719± 0.008 0.101± 0.004
Table 6.6: Ensemble accuracy of FT instances in Asia with/without models transferred from instances in
America.
a different usage profile of the service). However, despite these differences, our transfer learning method
exhibits the ability to improve ensemble accuracy. In fact, we observe higher accuracy improvements, when
transferring models across data centers, compared to load-balanced instances in the same data center. We
hypothesize that because the former are operationally more independent (but exhibit similar problems), they
train models for those problems at different periods, hence leveraging each other’s models more often.
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Retrieval Accuracy
Another important benefit of transfer learning is that through transferring models, instances end up with a
more homogeneous set of models. This is important for diagnosing problems that are shared by multiple
instances. Obviously, if a common problem occurred on multiple instances, we would like a similar set of
metrics to be attributed on all these instances. Hence, when it came to diagnosis, one would easily identify
that multiple instances had the same problem. In practice, however, instances train models independently.
This can lead to different instances attributing a slightly different set of metrics because there could exist
multiple metrics that capture the problem. Using model transfer, however, can alleviate this phenomenon.
When a model trained on one instance is transferred to other instances, it will be used to attribute the problem
it was trained for on other instances, given it is accurate enough (with high enough Brier score). Therefore,
the probability that the same problem will be attributed with the same set of metrics is enhanced, which is
very important for diagnosing large scale systems.
We evaluate this advantage of our transfer learning technique through signature retrieval [35]. Using
metric attribution, we generate signatures [35] SLO violation epochs, and store them in a database for re-
trieval. The process of retrieval proceeds as follows: given a signature, return the N closest signatures to it
from the existing signature database. Retrieval accuracy measures the ability of using the signatures to ac-
curately identify problems of the same type. Formally, given known annotations both to the query signature
and the signatures in the database, we compute the two standard measures of retrieval quality: Precision and
Recall [141]. Precision measures what fraction of theN returned items have the matching annotation (1.0 is
perfect); recall measures the percentage of signatures in the database with the same annotation as the query
that are actually retrieved. As N increases recall goes up but precision typically goes down, as it becomes
harder to retrieve only signatures that have a matching annotation. Following the common practice in the
information retrieval community, we increase N and measure the precision/recall pair, until we achieve a
recall of 1.0. We then plot precision as a function of recall, to produce the Precision-Recall curve. A perfect
precision/recall curve has precision of 1.0 for all values of recall.
During the period that we have measurement data available, there are over 700 annotated SLO violation
epochs on the three America instances for 3 different types of recurring performance problems. We use
signatures generated on one instance for these problems to retrieve annotated signatures in other instances,
and repeat this for every instance. It is worth noting that the 3 types of problems are just a small part of the
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all the problems experienced by the instances: only 700 epochs out of 11,000 epochs are annotated by the
operators. Figure 6.12 plots the Recall-Precision curves of one of our experiments. We use multi-source
ensembles, and compare the retrieval precision with and without transfer learning applied. From the figure,
we can see that both methods achieve high precision, which is related to the fact that our multi-source
ensembles have very good accuracy. Comparing the two, model transfer has clear advantage compared to
when transfer learning is absent.
To measure the overall retrieval performance, we use an aggregate metric called AUC [112], which is
the area under the recall-precision curve. The value of AUC is [0, 1], with 1 being the best possible retrieval.
We further aggregate these AUC over all our retrieval experiments and use it as the indicator for overall
retrieval performance. The aggregated AUC of using multi-source ensemble without transfer learning is
















Figure 6.12: Recall-precision graph of one retrieval experiment. Model transferring improves retrieval
precision.
Case Study 2
The intuition behind our transfer learning technique is that since replicated service instances are similar in
functionality (and architecture), it is likely that the instances will experience roughly same set of problems.
However, they may not always experience the same problem at the same time. Furthermore, even when
a new problem emerges on multiple instances at the same time, it is not necessarily the case that all the
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instances would be able to train good models for the problem. Transferring models can help instances to
quickly identify performance problems and arrive at correct metric attributions.
During the period reflected in our traces, there was a recurring problem with timeout on accessing
an auxiliary database. This database is shared by the instances in America. In early March, Instance2
experienced this problem for a period of several contiguous hours. Instance2 hence trained a good model
of this problem. At roughly the same time, Instance1 also experienced the same problem, but with a much
smaller scale—only 10 sporadic epochs. This was related to the type of transactions the instance processed
during that period.
When training each instance independently, since there were not enough SLO violations on Instance1, it
did not generate a model for this problem. It was not until late August that Instance1 successfully generated
the model when the auxiliary database had a similar problem for a sufficiently long time. However, for 90
epochs (a total of 7.5 hours) in which the problem occurred prior to learning that model, Instance1 had no
accurate model capturing them.
In contrast, when the transfer learning was used, Instance2 transferred its model for the database timeout
problem to Instance1 immediately after the model was created. With this model, Instance1 was able to iden-
tify the problem, and correctly attribute related metrics. In fact, with the model transferred from Instance2,
Instance1 successfully identifies and attributed 91% of the 90 epochs which were missed with independent
learning.
6.5.3 Efficiency and Scalability Evaluation
The previous results establish the ability of our methods to produce accurate models and diagnosis. Next, we
present computational cost for different learning methods in our diagnosis framework. The computational
complexity of most learning algorithms does not grow linearly with the number of metrics. For example, a
simple greedy feature selection algorithm [50] would be O(n2). Other methods can be more expensive. As
the number of metrics increases, our method of partitioning the metrics into small and bounded subsets is
expected to be significantly more efficient than the method using all of the metrics.
In Table 6.7 we give the ensemble training time for a 30-day trace, with samples every 5 minutes. The
experiments were run on a Pentium4 3.5GHz PC with 1GB memory.
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Number of metrics Run time
Single-source
System Metrics 55 6min
Application Metrics 25 4min
Event Logs 212 73min
Multi-source
Brute Force 292 145min
Independent 292 83min
Temporal Segmentation 292 86min
Multi-instance





Table 6.7: Ensemble training time of different methods. Partitioning data (independent or temporal segmen-
tation) significantly reduces run time.
From the table, it is clear that using all metrics together for learning incurs a higher computational cost
than partitioning the metrics. While the absolute run time for the brute force method on a single instance is
not prohibitive, it has very poor scalability. When the brute force method was run on combined metrics from
the three instances, it took about 1.5 days to train models for the 30 day trace. In contrast, our partitioning
techniques manages to keep the run time within a few hours.
Note that our trace is from a relatively small scale application. Based on our personal communication
with a large scale Internet service, large scale Internet services can have over a million measurement metrics.
For systems of that scale, the brute force approach would simply break down.
Besides the computational advantages of partitioning the metric space, the actual learning can be dis-
tributed to several machines, or done locally on servers of each instance. The communication overhead
for distributing the learning is very low. The messages passed with our multi-source temporal segmentation
algorithm are just a few bytes (id of source, time stamp, model flag), and the typical model transferred in our
transfer learning algorithm is no more than 1KB in size. Similarly, composition of signatures and retrieval
can be done in a distributed fashion, achieving much higher efficiency over central analysis.
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6.6 Discussion
In this section we discuss several issues and observations from our results and experiences with the daily
operations of the real Internet services. We also suggest future directions for our work stemming from those
observations.
Transfer learning: The positive results using our transfer learning of models are very encouraging, but
it is important to note that the transferring of models leverages the similarities between the instances, but
does not necessarily account for direct dependencies between the instances that could aid in diagnosing a
particular problem. For example, if a problem on instance x (e.g., overloaded CPU) causes performance
problems on a neighboring instance y (due to the load balancer), the dependency of y on x is not captured
by transferring of models. We can account for such dependencies by extending our method to learn models
of instance y adding the metrics collected on instance x as another set of data sources (and metrics from
any other instances for which there are known dependencies). Such a method is scalable when using our
multi-source temporal segmentation. We have tested this method on our traces. However, we did not find
that using metrics of dependent instances provided any benefits, even though in some cases there were
meaningful models trained. In these cases, we observed that it was not necessary to use metrics from related
instances, as the metrics of the instance already provided all the required diagnostic information. We believe
that use of related instance metrics should thus be used selectively to produce models, perhaps with rules
triggering the analysis of those metrics when no plausible problem signatures are produced by the metrics
of the instance.
We also note that our transfer learning method can be used to quickly provide diagnostic capabilities
to newly deployed service instances. This is very important virtual machines are used more frequently in
data centers to dynamically add and remove capacity. A new instance, which lacks any historical data, can
leverage the models learned on previous instances to quickly and correctly identify performance problems,
which would otherwise require long trace collection. The success of transfer learning hinges on known
similarities between the instances; we intend to investigate the limits of this transfer as more differences
(hardware, configurations, etc.) are introduced.
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Log processing: We showed the method for processing text event logs described in Section 6.3.4 was
very efficient and accurate in processing our logs. We observed similar results on logs collected from very
large data centers, with a wide variety of services and error messages. To the reader familiar with natural
language processing, these positive results are perhaps surprising. First, our method takes into account the
order of words in the message and does not allow for insertions or deletions of words; this can make very
similar messages appear far with our distance measure. We have seen little sensitivity to this issue in our
logs. Also, extending our method to account for these is easy and there are well established methods we
intend to use. Second, in natural language, small changes in a sentence can have very different meanings,
e.g., “memory is not sufficient” vs. “memory is sufficient”, or “database system is down” vs. “webserver
system is down”; with our method, the two messages can appear near and get clustered together. However,
cases of the first examples are less likely, as logs typically refer to errors. Cases such as the second example
are more plausible (although we have not seen such cases in our logs). For this problem we can enhance
our approach with some domain specific keywords (potentially supplied by the operators). Having different
keywords prevents messages from being grouped together. We intend to investigate these extensions as part
of our future work.
A second limitation of our approach is that we treat all error messages from the application as a single
partition. Large applications can have a lot of unique error messages, which maps to a large metric space.
This poses the scalability issue again. We plan to develop an automatic way of partitioning metrics from the
same data source, if the data source contains too many metrics.
Annotations of problems: We already alluded to the difficulty of obtaining traces where every period
of SLO violation is annotated with its diagnosis (Section 6.5), and in [35]. The difficulty in obtaining
annotations stems from several reasons: (i) performance problems are hard to accurately fully diagnose;
operators usually simply take some action (e.g., process restart) and do not fully investigate each issue if
it goes away, (ii) there is little agreement to a common annotation of performance problems, even among
operators of the same service, (iii) many performance problems are transient, and thus often are ignored,
(iv) even when a problem observed in a certain period is diagnosed, it is hard to ensure that every epoch
with SLO violation should indeed be annotated with that diagnosis. Indeed, in our traces only a small
subset of the SLO violation periods are annotated with a few different root causes. One solution is simply
to wait and collect only annotated problem signatures. In Cohen et al. [35] we suggested clustering of all
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periods of SLO violations and provide the operators with a small plausible set of performance problems in
the traces, with their syndromes. The clustering can make it easy to provide annotations and enlarge the set
of annotated signatures. However, clustering can be expensive computationally, as the number of signatures
and metrics increases, and inaccurate if not guided. A way to avoid these pitfalls is to partition the signatures
in a similar fashion as suggested in this work (to smaller groups of metrics) and leverage constraints between
periods of violations that are can be obtained both from the operators and from the clusterings of individual
data sources. This process is called semi-supervised clusterings [17]: where the unsupervised clustering is
enhanced using constraints between different pairs or groups of samples. The constraints can specify that
certain samples are probably in the same cluster, or in a different one. We postulate that such constraints are
much easier to obtain from operators compared to annotations, as they usually can tell different problems
apart, even if they cannot annotate either one to its root cause accurately. We intend to explore these methods
as part of our future work.
6.7 Summary
This chapter presented a scalable approach for automated identification of probable causes of performance
problems in large server systems with geographically replicated sites, multiple tiers, and multiple system
instances per tier. We demonstrated scalable use of learning to automatically associate performance prob-
lems (identified by SLO violations) with the system, application, or log attributes that are most relevant to
them. The resulting service yields possible explanations that greatly aid with system troubleshooting. It
removes the need for manual inspection of large volumes of performance data in search of anomalies that
might explain the performance problem.
We have demonstrated three major architectural improvements that lead to the scalability of our ap-
proach. First, our algorithms divide the space of analyzed metrics into bounded partitions that reduce
learning overhead while preserving accuracy. The conflicting goals of low overhead and high accuracy were
jointly achieved thanks to the multi-source temporal segmentation algorithm, run among the learners of
these partitions. It was shown that by simply allowing one learner to inform others when a good model was
found, learning accuracy could be significantly improved. This improvement is attributed to the fact that
another learner (with only a poor model) could then know to give up and reset its window, hence preventing
distortion of models when the metrics analyzed by the learner have no correlation with the problem ob-
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served. Further, by combining the best models from the set of learners a much superior ability to associate
metrics with problems is achieved.
Second, we have illustrated the use of multiple qualitatively different metrics to potentially explain
problems. In particular, in addition to system and application metrics, we have demonstrated the use and
analysis of logs. Since logs often contain expressive human-readable messages, they can be particularly
indicative of the nature of problems.
Finally, we demonstrated the use of transfer learning, whereby different learners exchange models of
common problems. It was shown that indeed models learned in one server installation can help identify
similar problems on another. Our techniques were evaluated using production clusters with multiple sites
distributed across a wide area network. In addition to showing improvements in learning accuracy, retrieval
quality, and scalability, we presented specific case studies that illustrate the prescriptive power of the ap-
proach in identifying practical problems in large-scale multi-instance real-life applications. We believe the
proposed approach is the first learning-based systems contribution that allows automated diagnosis to scale




This chapter presents a brief survey of related work in literature. We broadly categorize related work as
follows. We begin by discussing previous research work on content replication schemes that target on
certain performance optimization goals. Next, we discuss load-balancing mechanisms in different types
of large-scale distributed systems. Finally, we describe recent advance in system performance diagnosis
techniques.
7.1 Related Work of Content Replication
The efficacy of content distribution depends primarily on the placement of replicas. While the replica
placement problem in CDNs has been extensively studied in previous literature [80, 104, 63, 69, 106],
the placement objectives have mostly been to optimize some average performance metric such as client-
perceived latency, number of ASes traversed, or some notion of cost of link traversal.
Li et al. [80] simplified Internet topology as a tree and developed an optimal algorithm based on that
topology. However, the authors did not evaluate the performance of their dynamic programming algorithm
for a realistic Internet topology. Besides, the algorithm has a relatively high computational complexity
O(N3M2).
Qiu et al. [104] formulated the replica placement problem as that of choosing a fixed number of replicas
among a given set of locations to minimize the overall client request latencies. This problem is mapped to a
K-median problem in graph theory which is NP-Hard. The authors assumed that each individual CDN server
has unlimited disk capacity and therefore each client uses a single replica. Hence, their replica granularity
is very coarse. Some heuristics were developed and compared using simulations. A greedy algorithm was
shown to perform very well in practice and to be relatively insensitive to imperfect input data. The study
by Jamin et al. [63] investigated the impact of the number of replicas on the performance of various replica
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placement methods. Their major finding was that increasing the number of replicas is effective in reducing
client latencies and reducing server load only for a small number of replicas, regardless of the placement
algorithm. One algorithm studied in [63], called Transit Node, has a similar flavor to our replica selection
algorithm. The transit node algorithm assumes that the node with the highest degree can reach more nodes
within a smaller latency. The algorithm therefore places replicas on candidate hosts in descending order
of degree. Note that the concept of a host’s degree referred to in the transit node algorithm is roughly
the outdegree of the AS the host belongs to. Hence, the degree of a server is rather static and does not
change with network traffic conditions. This is different from the degree concept in our distributed replica
selection algorithm which is tightly related to network and system load conditions. A later work [106]
further evaluated a router fanout-based replica placement algorithm and found that with careful design, the
router-level fanout-based placement algorithm is almost as good as a greedy algorithm in [104] in most
cases.
Kangasharju et al. [69] explicitly took the storage capacity of each individual CDN server into account
and considered each AS as a node in a graph representing one CDN server. The problem of optimizing
the average number of ASes traversed for client requests was formulated as a combinatorial optimization
problem. Venkataramani et al. [134] studied the replica placement problem of minimizing overall client
access time under servers’ bandwidth constraints. The algorithm approaches the placement problem by
hierarchically refining an initial per-server greedy algorithm. This work used a simple hierarchical model:
all cache/CDN servers are leaf nodes of the hierarchy tree. Intermediate nodes are dedicated for maintaining
book-keeping information. This model is relatively a reasonable approximation for hierarchical ISP proxy
caches but CDN servers are more likely to be a mesh like topology.
The above algorithms all share the same limitation, namely that they are all offline centralized algo-
rithms. In a more recent study [72] on general replica placement algorithms, a unified framework was de-
signed to classify them. According to their findings, most existing algorithms for CDNs such as algorithms
in [104, 63, 69] do not scale for systems of more than 104 network nodes because of the large number
of content objects a CDN could host. They identified decentralized algorithms as an important direction
for replica placement in CDNs. Our algorithm, being a purely distributed scheme, falls into this category,
and can thus address scalability issues of existing replica placement algorithms. At present, this remains a
conjecture, since experiments of that scale are infeasible on PlanetLab.
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SCAN [29] approaches the replica placement problem byminimizing the number of replicas while meet-
ing client latency and server capacity constraints. While it has the same objective as our algorithm, SCAN
has a totally different context and solution. SCAN utilizes Tapestry [150] as the underlying distributed
object routing and location system and proposes a dynamic replica placement algorithm. With the support
of Tapestry, SCAN can trace back to the root of a content object via a self-organizing application-level
multicast tree to find a server that meets the client perceived latency requirement.
Rabinovich et al. [105] proposed a protocol suite for dynamic replication and migration of Internet ob-
jects. It has algorithms to decide on the number and placement of replicas and an algorithm for distributing
requests among available replicas. However their work does not address latency guarantee issues.
Xiong et al. [142] presented a concurrency control mechanism for replica management. In their ap-
plication scenario, replicas have stringent consistency requirements, which different from our case. Wei
et al. [139] investigated a problem of dynamically creating replicas of in distributed database to improve
transaction processing time. Our work is very different in that our system creates replicas under the con-
straint of global latency bound requirement.
Ko and Rubenstein [75] investigated an abstracted problem of placing replicas of different types of
resources in large-scale network systems such as P2P networks and wireless sensor networks. They con-
sidered a different network model from ours in which each node must hold some resource. The placement
ensures that any resource is reachable over a short path from any point in the network. The authors presented
a decentralized, self-stabilizing algorithm in which each node continually changes the resource type it holds
to maximize its own distance to a node that has the same type of resource.
A recent work by Tang et al. [129] studied a similar problem to ours. They formulated the replica place-
ment problem as finding a placement strategy to minimize replication cost given servers’ QoS requirements.
The problem is proved to be NP-Complete. The paper introduced a cluster of centralized greedy heuristic
algorithms and compared their performance based on simulation. Our solution is purely decentralized and
all performance evaluations are drawn from an actual implementation and deployment of the system.
Recently, Jeon et al. [64] studied a very similar problem to the bounded-latency replica placement
problem we presented in Chapter 3. The authors also formulated the replication problem as a Minimal
Dominating Set problem and proposed a distributed algorithm for it. Compared to [64], this dissertation
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presents a more thorough investigation of the replication problem, and evaluates proposed solutions through
real implementation and wide-area network deployment.
In this dissertation, we formulated the bounded-latency replication problem as a graph domination prob-
lem. There are many theoretic results on the graph domination problem and its variants in previous literature.
The three distributed algorithms [81, 65, 78] we studied are in Chapter 3 the most related ones to our prob-
lem. Our own distributed algorithm described in Section 3.3.2 is very simple yet performs well in a highly
asynchronous environment and terminates faster than previous algorithms.
7.2 Related Work of Load-Balancing
Existing load-balancing mechanisms for CDNs are mainly efficient request redirection algorithms. In the
case of geographically distributed replicas, DNS-based request redirection has been widely adopted to
spread client requests to servers because of its transparency to clients. More sophisticated approaches [36,
43, 11, 137] try to use information of servers’ workload, network proximity, and content availability to im-
prove overall performance. In our system, content objects are replicated on different sets of CDN servers so
that a soft real-time latency bound on content retrieval is provided. This property drives our load-balancing
technique to be coupled with the replica selection algorithm.
With the emergence of distributed hash table (DHT) based P2P systems [125, 109], researchers recently
looked into the load-balancing problem in such systems. In P2P systems structured by DHT, content objects
are “hashed” to nodes by certain consistent hashing mechanisms. Karger and Ruhl [71] proposed an address-
space balancing protocol that balances the distribution of identifier space to nodes to improve overall load-
balancing. Moreover, they designed an item balancing protocol that allows underloaded nodes to migrate to
the portions of the address space that have too many content objects mapped to.
Godfrey et al. [48] and Rao et al. [108] addressed the load-balancing problem by using the concept of
virtual servers. A virtual server looks like a single node to the underlying DHT, but each physical node can
be responsible for multiple virtual servers. The basic idea behind their schemes is that virtual servers are
moved from heavy nodes to light nodes for load balancing. The schemes rely on directory nodes to store
information about heavily-loaded nodes as well as underloaded nodes to facilitate the content migration
process. Zhu and Yu [152] used a similar idea but take the proximity of nodes into consideration when
deciding virtual server reassignment.
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Triantafillou et al. [133] studied the problem of load balancing in the context of content and resource
management in P2P systems. The P2P system considered in their work is radically different from DHT-
based models in that content objects are logically structure based on meta-data describing document cate-
gories and their associations.
In our system, content objects are not subjected to the constraint of an underlying consistent hash.
Instead, the placement of replicas of the content objects is subject to latency bound requirements.
7.3 Related Work of Performance Diagnosis
End-system delay control has been extensively studied in literature. A large number of mechanisms have
been proposed to control resource usage to enforce the end-system processing latency within a desirable
range. To name a few, resource containment techniques [79, 9, 7] attempt to enforce reservation- and shared-
based resource limits to avoid excessive delay due to resource exhaustion. Modeling based approaches [117,
88, 123, 127, 128] rely on adjusting resource usage based on approximate analytical models of the system.
Policy-based admission control restricts the set of requests entering the system [31, 136, 70] such that
requests of “important” clients can always be served promptly. Control-theory-based admission control [87,
148, 99] achieves a similar goal but is often more robust and adaptive. Service degradation mechanisms [1,
2] deliver a lower fidelity of service to the client when the server is overloaded such that the client-perceived
latency remains acceptable.
Our work on scalable performance problem diagnosis has a different focus. Instead of proactively con-
trolling delay, diagnosis uses passive observation on a wide range of signals of the system to understand
causes of performance problems (e.g., long processing delay). The causes are often not obvious, and some-
times very hard to track down manually. The automated diagnosis techniques we studied in this dissertation
does not require accurate manual modeling of the system. Instead, statistical models of the system are
automatically learned and modified using machine-learning techniques.
Because our work on automated performance diagnosis is multi-disciplinary, in what follows, we survey
related work both on automated analysis of distributed systems and issues with dimensionality and transfer
learning in the context of machine learning.
Two recent papers by Bodı´k et al. [22, 21] address issues with scale for analysis of problems at large
Internet sites using visualization and feedback from operators. Bodı´k et al. [22] proposed an automated
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statistical analysis tool along with a visualization tool to aid operators to detect and localize failures in
a large-scale Internet service based on user access patterns. Visualization of large amounts of metrics is
shown to be a very useful diagnostic tool, enabling the operators to quickly identify abnormal patterns by
visual inspection. In another work, Bodı´k et al. proposes visualization tools to aid operators in troubleshoot-
ing problems in large-scale Internet services [21]. One tool aids the operators by addressing the issue of
overwhelming amounts of information available when troubleshooting problems. This tool provides a vi-
sual mapping of components and dependency relationships to make it easier to decipher the propagation of
failures. It also allows operators to zoom in on “important” metrics for each component, where important
metrics are defined manually by the collective actions of the resolvers of previously seen problems. In con-
trast, in our work, relevant metrics are automatically detected through the metric attribution and signature
construction mechanisms. Another tool aids in the troubleshooting of recurrent problems by monitoring
clickstreams of those operators who resolve the problems the first time. Our work uses searchable, index-
able signatures, generated automatically, to retrieve similar occurrences along with operator annotations for
previously resolved problems. One of this work’s primary contributions is a visualization tool that can be
used to not only confirm results of the automated analysis results but also build operator confidence in the
automated tools. The outcome of these tools is faster problem isolation.
Shen et al. [118] proposed a model-driven performance debugging approach for I/O systems. Based
on analytical models I/O system throughput, one can use statistical clustering and characterization of per-
formance anomalies to guide debugging. According to [118], this approach is fairly effective in identify
performance bugs in I/O systems in Linux kernel. However, the approach is only specific to I/O systems
which are not very complex compared to typical distributed systems. The efficacy also hinges on an accurate
analytical model of the systems.
There have been additional work on performance diagnosis and debugging. Aguilera et al.describe
two algorithms for isolating performance bottlenecks in distributed systems of opaque software compo-
nents [4]. Their “convolution” algorithm employs statistical signal-processing techniques to infer causal
message paths that transactions follow among components, which are not assumed to communicate via
RPC-like request/reply pairs. At the opposite extreme of this knowledge-lean approach, Magpie character-
izes transaction resource footprints in fine detail but requires that application logic be meticulously encoded
in “event schema” [13]. The Pinpoint system of Chen et al. analyzes run-time execution paths of complex
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distributed applications to automatically detect failures by identifying statistically abnormal paths; faulty
paths can then aid a human analyst in diagnosing the underlying cause [28]. Kiciman and Fox describe in
greater detail the use of probabilistic context-free grammars to detect anomalous paths in Pinpoint [73]. Our
approach shares with Pinpoint the use of statistical techniques, but the instrumentation we require is more
readily available and we seek to diagnose performance problems rather than faults.All these methods have
so far largely ignored the scalability issue.
P2 [85] is a novel way of building distributed applications by expressing network-oriented functionality
as continuous queries over program and network state. More recently, Singh et al. [119] proposed a logging
and monitoring facility built on top of P2 that provides a concise and powerful to express operations neces-
sary to monitor and locate faults in large distributed systems. However, this solution is limited to systems
built using P2.
Recently, many scalable management solutions for large distributed systems have been proposed ([110,
144, 83, 82]) to address the limitations of traditional centralized approaches. Astrolabe [110] is a scalable
distributed systems management architecture. The monitoring information is collected through a hierar-
chical structure using gossip protocols. Yalagandula and Dahlin [144] proposed SDIMS which leverages
DHT to create scalable information aggregation trees. Liang et al. [83, 82] proposed a novel approach
of using on-demand overlay network to collect management information at a minimal overlay maintenance
cost. These scalable management solutions are complimentary to our diagnosis framework in that they solve
the problem of how to collect diagnostic information from large-scale distributed systems efficiently, while
our diagnosis framework consumes this information and arrives at performance problem diagnosis results
automatically.
The scalability issue, besides being a computational problem, is intrinsically difficult because of the
curse of dimensionality: the degradation of generalization accuracy as the number of metrics increases
for a given training set. Many methods have been suggested in the machine learning literature to deal
with the curse of dimensionality. Generally, these methods reduce the dimensionality of the problem by
either projecting the metric space to a lower dimensional space, such as PCA [68], ICA [59] and random
projection [41], or by selecting a subset of the original features in some fashion [50].
Projection methods use a linear or non-linear projection of the metrics to a lower dimensional space.
Each new dimension is a function of all the original metrics. These methods work well on many machine
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learning problems, but the features in the lower dimensional space have no semantic meaning, making
interpretation difficult for operators. Besides, they are computationally expensive (cubic or quadratic in the
number of metrics), and requires central collection of all original metrics, as they are some function (usually
linear) of the original metrics. This makes interpretation of attribution very difficult for an operator. Second,
to generate the lower dimensional features, we require central collection of all metrics, and there is no way
to distribute the analysis of metrics., with the exception of random projection methods, the computation
complexity of these methods is at least quadratic in the number of metrics (cubic for PCA).
The second approach involves selecting a subset of the original metrics using some optimality criterion
(feature selection) [50]. These methods preserve the semantic meaning of the metrics. In our work we
use greedy search algorithms for selecting a small subset of most relevant metrics in constructing models.
However, most feature selection methods are at least quadratic in the number of features and the number of
samples. As we demonstrated in the previous section, without partition of the metrics, these methods also
become computationally expensive.
Finally, in this work we achieve scalability by learning separate ensembles for each instance of the ser-
vice. We also use transfer learning methods for leveraging similarities between different instances. Transfer
learning refers to the problem of efficiently training models for a new task, leveraging the knowledge learned
in one or more related tasks, a process which humans tend to be very capable of performing. Transfer learn-
ing has been an active area of research in recent years, because of the need to learn new tasks with few
training examples. To our knowledge, our work is the first to use transfer learning methods for diagnosing
performance in computer systems. Most related to our work is [14], in which models for email virus detec-
tion are trained using a transfer learning method called Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [20]. Our method
is a simpler form of transfer learning, feasible because it is applied to the replicated instances of the Internet
service with similar metrics. We hypothesize that the LDA method may be more suitable in cases where we
want to leverage knowledge across different (yet similar in functionality) applications.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
This dissertation presents the design, implementation, and evaluation of a scalable self-diagnosing content
distribution service that provides bounded latencies on content access. Section 8.1 draws conclusions on the
design of the system and solutions to the related research challenges. The dissertation ends with a discussion
of future directions in Section 8.2
8.1 Conclusions
In our content distribution service, content objects are discretized into content classes, each having a dif-
ferent global latency bound. The servers deployed by the content distribution service provider strategically
replicate the content objects based on their latency bounds and dynamically measured network delays and
server workload condition. The replicas are decided in a way such that content retrieval requests for a con-
tent object can always be served by one of its replicas regardless of where the requests are originated in the
network.
We first formulated the bounded-latency replication problem as a Minimal Dominating Set problem.
The graph is constructed using all content distribution servers as its vertices, and pair-wise application layer
links among the servers that are associated with latencies below a given latency bound as edges. The content
objects are replicated to a small dominating set of the graph to meet their latency bound for all retrieval
requests at a minimal cost. We developed a decentralized algorithm to solve this problem. The content
distribution service has been implemented and evaluated from an actual deployment on 30-80 servers on
PlanetLab. Our evaluation results demonstrate that our replication algorithm achieves subsecond latency
bounds with very high confidence, and manages to keep the replication modest. Besides, our system adapts
fast to various network and server condition changes.
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As different content classes have different latency bounds, we extend our basic replication scheme to
allocate subsets of the servers to the classes. Because a dominating set of the servers is needed to enforce
the global latency bound of a content class, the multi-class problem reduces to that of allocating dominating
sets of the servers to the classes such that the fraction of content retrieval requests that can be served within
their latency bounds is maximized. We showed that this problem can be formulated as a mixed integer
programming problem. We further developed a branch-and-bound search algorithm that finds the optimal
solution for small networks. For large-scale scenarios, we proposed and compared a series of heuristics.
We further investigated a problem of achieving load-balancing through a balanced replication process.
The replication process involves a simple distributed algorithm that takes into account the servers’ capacity
and workload, as well as popularity of the content objects. Our experimental results demonstrate that the
balanced replication algorithm achieves good performance in terms of meeting the latency bounds and
achieves load-balancing among the servers, while incuring a modest extra replication cost. The replication
algorithm tolerates imperfect knowledge of popularity of the content objects, and can gracefully handle
sudden changes to popularity.
With these strategic replication mechanisms, the content distribution service can bound the network
latency of content retrieval requests. For the other part of the content retrieval latency, the end-system pro-
cessing delay, we investigated scalable automated performance diagnosis techniques. Recently proposed
statistical-learning-based diagnosis techniques are effective in handling system complexity but suffer severe
scalability issues. When applied to large-scale systems, they incur prohibitive computational cost and lose
diagnosis accuracy. We presented two techniques; multi-source temporal segmentation and transfer learn-
ing, that significantly boost both scalability of learning-based diagnosis solutions, and improve diagnosis
accuracy.
Combining these techniques, we established a scalable self-diagnosing bounded-latency content dis-
tribution service. The key algorithms of the service are designed to be decentralized, making the service
enjoy good scalability. The design of the service does not require any change to underlying network infras-
tructure, hence is easy to deploy. Furthermore, the service requires little application-specific knowledge,
and no change to the application, hence can be utilized by a wide range of distributed applications that
have latency bound requirements for content access. Our extensively evaluations using realistic experiment
methodologies testified the efficacy of our approaches.
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8.2 Future Directions
This dissertation is mostly concerned with content retrieval latency after the replication process is com-
pleted. One direction for future research is to explore the possibility and solution for bounding the latency
of “pushing” new content or updated content to a set of replicas. Application layer multicast could be a
solution candidate, but it needs to consider the additional constraint of a global latency bound.
In this dissertation, we rely on placing and adjusting replicas of content objects to enforce the latency
bound for the network latency. Another dimension we plan to explore is leveraging overlay routing as
a complimentary technique to deal with network latency glitches. Servers monitor application layer link
latencies to make intelligent routing decisions when necessary instead of always relying on underlying IP
routing. This technique, if applicable, can potentially save the cost of adjusting replicas which may be high
in certain cases.
The content distribution network model we adopted in this dissertation requires deploying a large num-
ber of servers belonging to the same control domain on the Internet. The cooperative infrastructure-based
content distribution model has the advantage that membership of the servers is relatively stable. It would be
interesting to explore a peer-to-peer content distribution model in which machines from different parties can
“opt in” to participate the service. Achieving bounded-latency in such a model would be more challenging
as servers can join and leave at any time. Security and privacy issues may also arise.
A step further from the automated diagnosis techniques would be using statistical models automatically
learned from the system as feedback to control performance of systems. The efficacy of many existing
model-based performance control approaches hinges on an accurate model of the system, which is very dif-
ficult for complex systems. Machine learning (such as automated diagnosis), in contrast, has the appealing
ability to automatically infer correlations between failures and various performance-related metrics even for
very complex systems. However, it is based on purely passive observations, making it hard to reason about
self-healing properties. It would be interesting to investigate how to leverage the statistical models learned to





tt abort wall time per tran tt cpu per tran
gbl cpu total util gbl disk phys io
gbl swap space util gbl alive proc
gbl active proc gbl started proc
gbl run queue gbl fs space util peak
gbl mem pageout rate gbl net in packet rate
gbl net out packet rate gbl mem util
gbl mem user util gbl mem sys util
gbl mem sys and cache util gbl tt overflow count
tbl buffer cache used gbl mem swap
DB1 CPU Busy DB1 CPU RunQ
DB1 PageIn DB1 PageOut
DB1 SwapOuts DB1 MemUtil
DB1 MemQ DB1 CacheMiss
DB1 DiskUtil DB1 DiskQ
DB1 NFSCalls DB1 Packets
DB1 CollPct DB2 CPU Busy
DB2 CPU RunQ DB2 PageIn
DB2 PageOut DB2 SwapOuts
DB2 MemUtil DB2 MemQ
DB2 CacheMiss DB2 DiskUtil
DB2 DiskQ DB2 NFSCalls
DB2 Packets DB2 CollPct
overhead app disk phys io overhead app mem virt
overhead app alive proc overhead app active proc
overhead app cpu total util overhead app mem res
other users app disk phys io other users app mem virt
other users app alive proc




MultipleUnitsErrorCounter DB X Lookup tt count
DB X Lookup tt wall time per tran DB Y Lookup tt count
DB Y lookup tt wall time per tran transactionY tt count
transactionY tt wall time per tran HTTPListener tt count
HTTPListener tt wall time per tran DB Z Lookup tt count
DB Z Lookup tt wall time per tran DB W Lookup tt count
DB W Lookup tt wall time per tran transactionE tt count
transactionE failed transactionD tt count
transactionD failed transactionF tt count
transactionF failed transactionG tt count
transactionG failed transactionH tt count
transactionH failed transactionC tt count
transactionC failed
Table 2: Application metrics collected from application servers and primary database servers of the FT
application. Names of the databases and transaction types are anonymized.
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